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Contents: 
PART 1 ■ THE STATE: ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

1: The Development of the Modern State
2: The Democratic State

PART 2 ■ THE POLITY: STRUCTURES AND INSTITUTIONS
3: Constitutions
4: Presidential and parliamentary government
5: Multi-level government: international, national and 

sub-national
6: Policy-making and legislating: executives and legislatures
7: Implementation: the public bureaucracy

PART 3 ■ POLITICS:  CITIZENS, ELITES, AND INTEREST MEDIATION
8: Political attitudes and behaviour
9: Pressure groups and social movements

10: The mass media
11: Voters and elections
12: Parties and governments

PART 4 ■ POLICIES AND PERFORMANCES
13: Political ideologies: conservatism, liberalism, Christian 

democracy and socialism
14: Decision-making
15: Defence and security
16: Welfare

PART 5 ■ CONCLUSION
17: The future of the democratic state

New 

Introductory

Textbook

Foundations of 
COMPARATIVE POLITICS
Kenneth Newton
University of Southampton

Jan W. Van Deth
Universität Mannheim, Germany

This authoritative new introductory text covers the key concepts, 
theories and issues involved in the study of comparative politics. 
Focussing on democratic government, it covers all important topics in 
the field. The authors draw on experiences and examples from around the
world, and the book includes extensive supporting apparatus for students
and teachers, including briefings, fact files, key terms, guides to further
reading, and related websites. Each chapter ends with a section dealing
with the major theoretical approaches to the subject.

■ Accessible new introduction to comparative politics in the twenty 
first century 

■ Extensive student-friendly features including briefings, fact files, 
key terms, guides to further reading and related websites

■ Focuses on democratic governments with examples and experiences
drawn from throughout the world

Ideal for the following courses:
Introduction to Comparative Politics   ■  Comparative Politics and
Government   ■  Comparative Politics of Western Europe   ■  European
Politics

0 521 82931 3 ■ HB ■ c. £50.00 
0 521 53620 0 ■ PB ■ c. £18.95

390pp

NEW textbook series 
Cambridge Textbooks in Comparative Politics
Cambridge Textbooks in Comparative Politics offers accessible but
sophisticated materials for students of comparative politics at the
introductory level and beyond. It comprises an authoritative introductory
textbook, Foundations of Comparative Politics, accompanied by a series of
free-standing textbooks introducing students to the study of comparative
politics, and the politics of selected countries. The books share a common
structure and approach, allowing teachers to choose combinations of
volumes to suit their particular course. Attractively designed and
accessibly written, this series provides an up-to-date and flexible
teaching resource.
Forthcoming country specific textbooks:

The Politics of Switzerland   ■  The Politics of Italy   ■  The Politics of Spain

www.cambridge.org/newton

Publication: May 2005

Inspection copies available
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International
Relations

HIGHLIGHT

The Middle East in
International Relations
Power, Politics and Ideology
Fred Halliday
University of London

The international relations of the Middle
East have long been dominated by
uncertainty and conflict. External
intervention, interstate war, political
upheaval and interethnic violence are
compounded by the vagaries of oil
prices and the claims of military
nationalist and religious movements.
The purpose of this book is to set this
region and its conflicts in context,
providing on the one hand a historical
introduction to its character and
problems, and on the other a reasoned
analysis of its politics. In an
engagement with both the study of the
Middle East and the theoretical analysis
of international relations, the author,
who is one of the best known and most
authoritative scholars writing on the
region today, offers a compelling and
original interpretation. Written in a
clear, accessible and interactive style,
the book is designed for students,
policymakers, and the general reader.
Contents: Introduction; Part I. Concepts,
States and Regions: 1. International
relations of the Middle East: five
approaches; 2. The making of foreign policy:
states and societies; Part II. History: 3. The
formation of the modern Middle East:
global economy, state formation, world war;
4. The Cold War: global conflict, regional
upheavals; 5. After the Cold War: the
maturing of the ‘Greater West Asian Crisis’;
Part III. Analytic Issues: 6. Military conflict:
war, revolt, strategic rivalry; 7. Modern
ideologies: political and religious;
8. Challenges to the state: transnational
movements; 9. International political
economy: regional and global; Part IV.
Conclusion: 10. The Middle East in
international perspective.
The Contemporary Middle East, 4

2005   228 x 152 mm   392pp   6 tables
5 maps
0 521 59240 2 Hardback £40.00
0 521 59741 2 Paperback £16.99
Publication March 2005

HIGHLIGHT

The Atlantic Alliance
Under Stress
Relations after Iraq
Edited by David M. Andrews
Scripps College, California

Can the political institutions of the
transatlantic alliance endure the demise
of the Soviet enemy? Did the Iraq crisis
of 2002–3 signal the final demise of the
Atlantic partnership? If so, what are the
likely consequences? In this book a
distinguished group of political
scientists and historians from Europe
and the United States tackle these
questions. The book examines the
causes and consequences of the crisis in
Atlantic relations that accompanied the
invasion of Iraq in March 2003. The
authors’ collective focus is not on the
war itself, or how it was conducted, or
even the situation in Iraq either before
or after the conflict. Instead, the crisis
over Iraq is the starting point for an
examination of transatlantic relations
and specifically the Atlantic alliance, an
examination that is cross-national in
scope and multi-disciplinary in
approach.
Contents: Preface; Introduction; Part I. The
Iraq War and the Atlantic Alliance:
1. Towards transatlantic drift? Geir
Lundestad; 2. The dynamics of the feud over
Iraq Elizabeth Pond; 3. The United States
and its Atlantic partners David M. Andrews;
Part II. National Policies within the Alliance:
4. US politics and transatlantic relations: we
are all Europeans now Miles Kahler;
5. Three rifts, two reconciliations: Franco-
American relations during the Fifth Republic
Georges-Henri Soutou; 6. Security exporters:
Germany, the United States and
transatlantic cooperation Hubert
Zimmermann; 7. A bridge too far: the
United Kingdom and the transatlantic
relationship William Wallace and Tim
Oliver; 8. The richest and farthest master is
always best: US-Italian relations in historical
perspective Leopoldo Nuti; Part III.
Prospects for the Alliance: 9. The Iraq crisis
and the future of the Western Alliance Marc
Trachtenberg; 10. Military competence or
policy loyalty: Central Europe and
transatlantic relations Wade Jacoby;
11. Is Atlanticism dead? David M. Andrews;
References.

2005   228 x 152 mm   300pp
0 521 84927 6 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61408 2 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication June 2005

At War’s End
Building Peace after Civil Conflict
Roland Paris
University of Colorado, Boulder

This book explores the challenge of
rehabilitating countries after civil wars.
It finds that attempting to transform
war-shattered states into liberal
democracies with market economies can
backfire badly. If democracy and
capitalism are introduced too quickly,
and in the absence of effective
institutions, they can increase rather
than decrease the danger of renewed
fighting. A more effective approach to
post-conflict peacebuilding would be to
introduce political and economic reform
in a more gradual and controlled
manner.
‘At War’s End is the state of the art
treatment of the dilemmas of
reconstruction and peacebuilding after
war, intervention and civil conflict.’
Michael Ignatieff, Director, Carr Center for
Human Rights Policy, Harvard University

‘This is the best book yet written on
peacebuilding operations, a must for
both academics and practitioners.’
Peter Viggo Jakobsen, Associate Professor in
International Relations, University of
Copenhagen

2004   228 x 152 mm   302pp   5 line
diagrams
0 521 83412 0 Hardback £42.50
0 521 54197 2 Paperback £15.95

FORTHCOMING TEXTBOOK

Security and
International Relations
Edward A. Kolodziej
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

This new textbook presents security
studies as a branch of international
relations theory, providing readers with
the critical conceptual tools to develop
their expertise. The author evaluates the
claims of rival theories to explain why
international actors choose or eschew
force and coercive threats in order to
elicit favorable outcomes in their
interdependent exchanges. The author
argues that only an interdisciplinary
approach to security, drawing on the
insights of each perspective, can meet
the rigorous requirements of testable
theory and the practical needs of actors
in an increasingly globalizing world.

• Presents students of international
relations with the critical conceptual
tools to develop their expertise in
security studies

• Defines security broadly to encompass
currently contesting paradigms and
approaches, making the book of
interest to all competing schools of
thought

International Relations
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• Comprehensive and accessible, and
includes essay questions and guides
to further reading

Contents: Part I. Introduction to
International Security and Security Studies:
1. International relations and international
security: boundaries, levels of analysis, and
falsifying theories; 2. The foundations of
security studies: Hobbes, Clausewitz, and
Thucydides; 3. Testing security theories:
explaining the rise and demise of the Cold
War; Part II. Contending Security Theories:
4. Realism, neo-realism and liberal
institutionalism; 5. Economic liberalism and
Marxism; Part III. Validating Security
Theories: 6. Behaviorism; 7. Constructivism;
Conclusions: 8. Whither international
security and security studies?

‘This is a valuable resource for scholars
as well as a text for students. It is the
most comprehensive survey of
alternative ways of thinking about
international security available.
Maintaining theoretical and
methodological rigor while integrating
security studies into the larger field of
international relations is a
monumental achievement.’
David A. Baldwin, Professor of World Order
Studies and Political Science, Columbia
University

‘Security and International Relations is
a very welcome addition to the
literature in both the field of
international relations and that of
security studies. Clear and forceful
prose, balanced analysis, and
comprehensive coverage make the
volume a superb introduction for both
advanced undergraduates and
graduate students. Unlike so much of
the recent literature in the field which
begins with the assumption that the
author has found ‘truth’ and proceeds
to demonstrate the superiority of ‘this
approach’ over all others, Kolodziej’s
text guides the reader through the
complexities of identifying the
problems of concern in determining
why and when state actors decide to
use force, as well as to the strengths
and weaknesses of the myriad
theoretical approaches to IR and
security studies.’
Roger E. Kanet, Professor of International
Studies, Miami University
Themes in International Relations

2005   228 x 152 mm   340pp   2 tables
1 figure
0 521 80643 7 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 00116 1 Paperback c. £17.99
Publication August 2005

How Democracies Lose
Small Wars
State, Society, and the Failures
of France in Algeria, Israel in
Lebanon, and the United States
in Vietnam
Gil Merom
Tel-Aviv University

‘Anyone who thinks the recent
victories in Afghanistan and Iraq show
that America’s military machine is
invincible should read Gil Merom’s
terrific new book. It not only reminds
us that powerful democracies
sometimes lose wars against weaker
foes, as happened with the United
States in Vietnam and  Israel in
Lebanon, but it also provides a
compelling explanation for these
surprising outcomes.’
John J. Mearsheimer, University of Chicago

2003   228 x 152 mm   310pp   2 line
diagrams   16 tables
0 521 80403 5 Hardback £48.00
0 521 00877 8 Paperback £18.00

Globalizing Democracy
and Human Rights
Carol C. Gould
George Mason University, Virginia

In this book Carol Gould addresses the
fundamental issue of democratizing
globalization – of finding ways to open
transnational institutions and
communities to democratic participation
by those widely affected by their
decisions. Accessibly written with a
minimum of technical jargon this is a
major new contribution to political
philosophy.

2004   228 x 152 mm   288pp
0 521 83354 X Hardback £40.00
0 521 54127 1 Paperback £16.99

The Rational Design of
International
Institutions
Edited by Barbara Koremenos
University of California, Los Angeles

Charles Lipson
University of Chicago

and Duncan Snidal
University of Chicago

International institutions vary widely in
terms of key institutional features such
as membership, scope, and flexibility.
This books argues that this is so
because international actors are goal-
seeking agents who make specific
institutional design choices to solve the
particular cooperation problems they
face in different issue-areas.
International Organization

2004   228 x 152 mm   364pp
0 521 53358 9 Paperback £21.99

The Role of Business in
Fostering Peaceful
Societies
Timothy L. Fort
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

and Cindy A. Schipani
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

A fresh approach to understanding
business in its social context. In contrast
to the assumptions behind anti-
globalization protests, the book
contends that businesses which
embrace their role in the community,
work across cultures, promote economic
development and invite external
evaluation of their affairs can in fact
foster a peaceful society.

2004   228 x 152 mm   244pp   5 tables
0 521 83262 4 Hardback £40.00

NEW TEXTBOOK

Economic Policy in the
Age of Globalization
Nicola Acocella
Università degli Studi di Roma ‘La Sapienza’,
Italy

In this textbook, Professor Nicola
Acocella analyses both the principles
and techniques of public intervention in
the global economy. A wide range of
topics are covered, from market and
government failures to the
consequences of globalisation for
economic policymaking.

2005   247 x 174 mm   537pp   33 tables
54 figures
0 521 83282 9 Hardback £50.00
0 521 54038 0 Paperback £24.99
Publication February 2005

Cambridge Studies in
International
Relations

NEW

Power in Global
Governance
Edited by Michael N. Barnett
University of Wisconsin, Madison

and Raymond Duvall
University of Minnesota

This contributory volume gathers
together international scholars to
reconsider the conceptualization of
power in world politics. Arguing that the
importance of power in international
relations is underestimated, the book
presents and employs a taxonomy of
power that embraces agency,
institutions, structure and discourse. It
demonstrates how these different forms
connect and intersect in a range of
different issue areas and shows how

International Relations

For monthly email alerts visit www.cambridge.org/eservices
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such an expanded concept can enliven
and enrich our understanding of global
governance. This ambitious and wide-
ranging volume will have a broad
appeal.

Contributors: Michael Barnett,
Raymond Duvall, Andrew Hurrell, Mark
Laffey, Jutta Weldes, Ethan Kapstein,
Lloyd Gruber, Greg Shaffer, Martha
Finnemore, Ian Johnstone, Mark Rupert,
Ronnie Lipschutz, Helen Kinsella,
Himadeep Muppidi, Emanuel Adler,
Steven Bernstein
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 98

2004   228 x 152 mm   390pp
0 521 84024 4 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54952 3 Paperback £17.99

Remapping Global
Politics
History’s Revenge and Future
Shock
Yale H. Ferguson
Rutgers University, New Jersey

and Richard W. Mansbach
Iowa State University

This book seeks to redraw our mental
maps of global politics and to explain
the shifting and accelerating forces that
are shaping those maps. The authors
suggest that the state is losing capacity,
legitimacy and authority to remain the
primary actor in world affairs and is
giving way to a more complex ‘post-
international universe’ characterized by
diverse and overlapping polities. This
book makes an important contribution
to the literatures on globalization and
the future of international relations
theory.

Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 97

2004   228 x 152 mm   380pp
0 521 84059 7 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54991 4 Paperback £17.99

NEW

The Realist Tradition
and the Limits of
International Relations
Michael C. Williams
University of Wales, Aberystwyth

The definition of realism is often
debated by students of international
politics. Thinkers such as Rousseau,
Hobbes and Morgenthau are claimed as
central to the realist tradition, but in
this book Michael Williams re-evaluates
their positions. He argues that such
thinkers were not concerned with
methodological issues of rationality and
anarchy, as commonly interpreted by
contemporary realist scholars. Rather,

they wanted to establish political
practices for leaders which would
ensure order. This original interpretation
of major thinkers will interest scholars
of international relations and the history
of ideas.
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 100

2005   228 x 152 mm   254pp
0 521 82752 3 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53475 5 Paperback £16.99

The Politics of
International Law
Edited by Christian Reus-Smit
Australian National University, Canberra

Politics and law appear deeply entwined
in contemporary international politics.
This volume advances a new perspective
on the politics of international law,
illustrated through case-studies of the
use of force, climate change, landmines,
migrant rights, the International
Criminal Court, the Kosovo bombing
campaign, international financial
institutions, and global governance.

Contributors: Christian Reus-Smit,
Dino Kritsiotis, Robyn Eckersley, Richard
Price, Amy Gurowitz, David Wippman,
Nicholas Wheeler, Antony Anghie,
Wayne Sandholtz, Alec Stone Sweet
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 96

2004   228 x 152 mm   344pp
0 521 83766 9 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54671 0 Paperback £17.99

From International to
World Society?
English School Theory and the
Social Structure of Globalisation
Barry Buzan
London School of Economics and Political
Science

‘This book represents an attempt to
rethink and redevelop the English
School project as a coherent research
program. Although it builds on the
basic assumptions and premises that
underlie the English School framework,
it greatly expands the scope of the
project and rethinks many of the
fundamental issues and tensions. It
actively engages with much of
American social science and
sociological literatures, makes some
very nice links to American
constructivist scholarship, and offers
some excellent ways to improve the
Wendtian approach. I view the
manuscript as the most important
English School work in a generation.’
Bruce Cronin, City College of New York

‘The domain of world society has for
some time been a neglected dimension
in English School theorizing. Barry
Buzan’s book has not only filled this
gap, it has radically reconfigured the
relationship between international

system, international society and world
society. The result is a formidable work
of grand theory. At last we have a
work in the English School which is
analytically rigorous enough to meet
the high standards set by the best
recent American IR theory while at the
same time remaining faithful to the
richness of the original sociological
institutionalism.’
Tim Dunne, University of Exeter
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 95

2004   228 x 152 mm   318pp   4 tables
5 figures
0 521 83348 5 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54121 2 Paperback £17.99

FORTHCOMING

How the Weak Win
Wars
A Theory of Asymmetric Conflict
Ivan Arreguín-Toft
Harvard University, Massachusetts

How do the weak defeat the strong? In
How the Weak Win Wars, Ivan
Arreguín-Toft argues that although
many factors affect asymmetric conflict
outcomes (for example the relative
power of the actors, their weapons
technology, outside support), the
interaction of each actor’s strategy is
the best explanation. Supporting his
argument with a combination of
statistical and comparative case study
analyses, Arreguín-Toft’s strategic
interaction theory has implications not
only for international relations theory,
but for policy makers grappling with
interstate and civil wars, as well as
terrorism.
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 99

2005   228 x 152 mm   240pp   2 tables
7 figures
0 521 83976 9 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 54869 1 Paperback c. £14.99
Publication June 2005

Regions and Powers
The Structure of International
Security
Barry Buzan
London School of Economics and Political
Science

and Ole Wæver
University of Copenhagen

‘The empirical sweep of the study is
monumental. This book is a major re-
think of the problem of security in the
post-Cold War world and successfully
challenges conventional and
competing approaches.’
Kalevi J. Holsti, University of British Columbia

‘The book is heroic in its ambition and
Herculean in its execution. A landmark
study that displays a rare combination

International Relations
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of cutting-edge theoretical
sophistication with an insatiable
appetite for data.’
Peter J. Katzenstein, Cornell University
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 91

2003   228 x 152 mm   596pp   1 figure
12 maps
0 521 81412 X Hardback £60.00
0 521 89111 6 Paperback £21.99

Private Power and
Global Authority
Transnational Merchant Law in
the Global Political Economy
A. Claire Cutler
University of Victoria, British Columbia

Claire Cutler offers a critical analysis of
the role that international economic law
plays in the creation and maintenance
of global power relations. By examining
the evolution of merchant law she
argues that private interests have
governed global economic relations
through a little understood evolving
legal order.
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 90

2003   228 x 152 mm   326pp
0 521 82660 8 Hardback £47.50
0 521 53397 X Paperback £17.99

Taming the Sovereigns
Institutional Change in
International Politics
K. J. Holsti
University of British Columbia, Vancouver

Kalevi Holsti asks what do we mean by
change in international politics? How do
we identify it? How do we distinguish
between significant and unimportant
changes? Do we really live in a new era
or do we see more continuity than
transformation in the texture of
international politics?
‘Holsti ... has made a major
contribution in drawing attention to
the need to understand how such
institutions emerge, evolve and
sometimes die; giving the histories of
some of them; and setting out many of
the tools needed to conduct such
analysis.’
International Affairs
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations, 94

2004   228 x 152 mm   372pp   3 tables
0 521 83403 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54192 1 Paperback £17.99

JOURNAL

International
Organization
Editor-in-Chief:
Lisa L. Martin
Harvard University

Associate Editors: Thomas
Risse
Free University of Berlin

and Beth V. Yarbrough
Amherst College

Published on behalf of the International
Organization Foundation

International Organization is a leading
peer-reviewed journal that covers the
entire field of international affairs.
Subject areas include: foreign policies,
international relations, international and
comparative political economy, security
policies, environmental disputes and
resolutions, European integration,
alliance patterns and war, bargaining
and conflict resolution, economic
development and adjustment, and
international capital movements.
Subscriptions

Volume 59 in 2005: Winter, Spring, Summer,
Autumn
Institutions print and electronic: £106/$170
Institutions electronic only: £89/$141
Institutions print only: £94/$148
Individuals print plus electronic: £29/$45
Students: £17/$27
American Political Science Association,
American Historical Association: £23/$36
Print ISSN 0020-8183
Electronic ISSN 1531-5088

JOURNAL

Review of
International Studies
Published for the British
International Studies
Association

Review of International Studies serves
the needs of scholars in international
relations and related fields such as
politics, history, law, and sociology. The
Review publishes a significant number
of high quality research articles grouped
according to key themes, review articles
which survey new contributions to the
field, a forum section to accommodate
debates and replies, occasional
interviews with leading scholars, and
teaching articles.

Subscriptions
Volume 31 in 2005: January, April, July and
October plus one supplement in December
Institutions print and electronic: £163/$260
Institutions electronic only: £136/$215
Institutions print only: £153/$238
Individuals print only: £49/$69
American Political Science Association,
International Studies Association, American
Historical Association, Political Studies
Association, Nordic International Studies
Association: £36/$50
Special arrangements exist for members of
British International Studies Association.
Print ISSN 0260-2105
Electronic ISSN 1469-9044

International
Law

HIGHLIGHT

The Humanitarians
The International Committee of
the Red Cross
David P. Forsythe
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

The International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) coordinates the world’s
largest private relief system for conflict
situations. Its staff operates throughout
the world, and in recent years the ICRC
has mounted large operations in the
Balkans and Somalia. Yet despite its
very important role its internal workings
are mysterious and often secretive. This
book examines the ICRC from its origins
in the mid-nineteenth century up to the
present day, and provides a
comprehensive overview of a unique
private organisation, whose governing
body remains all-Swiss, but which is
recognized in international law as if it
were an inter-governmental
organization. David Forsythe focuses on
the policy making and field work of the
ICRC, while not ignoring international
humanitarian law. He explores how it
exercises its independence, impartiality,
and neutrality to try to protect prisoners
in Iraq, displaced and starving civilians
in Somalia, and families separated by
conflict in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

• Provides unrivalled information about
personnel, policy making, and facts at
the Geneva headquarters of the ICRC

• Focuses on concrete situations and
dilemmas of humanitarian protection,
with detailed case studies on ICRC
efforts

• Very broad scope, ranging from 1859
to 2004

International Law

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
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‘David Forsythe’s study unlocks many
of the mysteries about the
International Committee of the Red
Cross. Based on previously unexploited
sources, he provides a critical yet
respectful analysis of this most
important humanitarian organisation.’
William A. Schabas, Director, Irish Centre for
Human Rights, National University of Ireland,
Galway

Contents: Preface; Introduction; Part I.
Historical Analysis: 1. The ICRC during its
early years; 2. The ICRC during the Cold
War; 3. The ICRC after the Cold War; 4. The
ICRC and the US ‘war’ on terrorism; Part II.
Policy Analysis: 5. ICRC principles and
policies; 6. ICRC structure and
management; 7. The ICRC and international
humanitarian law; Part III. Conclusion:
8. The ICRC and Red Cross
humanitarianism; Annex A: The ICRC and
the Red Cross Movement; Annex B: The
ICRC and Selected Private Relief Agencies;
Annex C: The ICRC: One of the Big Four
Relief Agencies; Annex D: The ICRC and
Selected Advocacy Groups; Annex E: The
ICRC Organizational Chart; Bibliography.

2005   228 x 152 mm   340pp
0 521 84828 8 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61281 0 Paperback c. £17.99
Publication August 2005

HIGHLIGHT

The United States and
the Rule of Law in
International Affairs
John F. Murphy
Villanova University, Pennsylvania

John Murphy offers an insightful
analysis of why the United States does
not always accept the rule of law in
international affairs, even though it has
made immense contributions to its
creation, adoption, and implementation.
Examining the reasons for this failure,
John Murphy analyses a number of
cases, not to make a case that the
United States has been an international
outlaw, but to illustrate the wide-
ranging difficulties standing in the way
of US adherence to the rule of law. He
explains how the nature of the US legal
system and the idiosyncrasies of the
international legal process combine to
compound problems for the United
States, and he explores several
alternative scenarios for the position of
the United States vis-à-vis international
law. This timely book offers a much
needed examination of US attitudes and
practices and makes a major
contribution to the contemporary
literature in international law and
international relations.

• The only book to explore in a
comprehensive fashion US difficulties
in adhering to the rule of law in
international affairs

• Advances our understanding of the
relationship between the United
States and international law – a
relationship that is of central
importance to the entire international
system

• Offers a major contribution to the
contemporary international law
literature

‘Professor Murphy has written a
thoughtful, intellectually rigorous,
readily accessible overview of the
relationship between the United States
and contemporary international law.
This volume provides a superb starting
point for those seeking to
understanding the role of the sole
superpower in today’s global legal
order.’
Michael Byers, University of British Columbia

‘Professor Murphy’s book will be
essential reading for all who wish to
understand the complex interaction
between international law and US
foreign policy. At a time when the US
commitment to international law and
cooperation is being widely
questioned, his informed, insightful
and balanced discussion is an
important and much-needed
contribution.’
Richard B. Bilder, Foley and Lardner Emeritus
Professor of Law, University of Wisconsin Law
School

‘The US view of international law has
been confused and inconsistent. Is it a
tool in the conduct of foreign policy, or
an encumbrance? Or is international
law simply irrelevant for  The
Superpower? John Murphy’s book
provides essential insight. Free of the
polemic that usually infects this
debate, it is comprehensive,
exhaustively researched, eminently
objective, and readable. This is a book
that everyone interested in US foreign
policy should read.’
Arthur T. Downey, former lawyer, State
Department and former staff member, National
Security Council

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. The status of
international law under US law; 3. UN dues;
4. Use of force; 5. Arms control,
disarmament, non-proliferation and
safeguards; 6. Law of the sea; 7. The
international court of justice; 8. Prevention,
prosecution, and punishment of
international crimes; 9. Human rights and
international environmental issues; 10.
Summary and conclusions and some
possible future scenarios.

2004   228 x 152 mm   378pp
0 521 82256 4 Hardback £55.00
0 521 52968 9 Paperback £19.99

ASIL PRIZE WINNER 2004

Democratic
Accountability and the
Use of Force in
International Law
Edited by Charlotte Ku
American Society of International Law,
Washington DC

and Harold K. Jacobson

Nine democracies discussed  (Canada,
France, Germany, India, Japan, Norway,
Russia, UK and US) contribute to
military operations sanctioned by the
UN and NATO. On whose authority, and
with what oversight? This analysis of
internationally-authorized armed
interventions and democratic
accountability raises concerns about the
nation-state, international organizations,
and democratic armed forces.
Contents: Preface; Part I. Introduction:
1. Broaching the issues Charlotte Ku and
Harold K. Jacobson; Part II. The Domestic
and International Context: 2. The interface
of national constitutional systems with
international law and institutions on using
military forces: changing trends in executive
and legislative powers Lori F. Damrosch;
3. Domestic political factors and decisions
to use military forces Karen Mingst;
4. Collective security, peacekeeping, and ad
hoc multilateralism Edwin Smith; 5. The
legal responsibility of military personnel
Robert C. R. Siekmann; Part III. Traditional
Contributors to International Military
Operations: 6. Canada: committed
contributor of ideas and forces, but with
growing doubts and problems Fen Osler
Hampson; 7. Norway: political consensus
and the problem of accountability Knut
Nustad and Henrik Thune; 8. India:
democratic, poor, internationalist Ramesh
Thakur and Dipankar Banerjee; Part IV.
Newcomers to International Military
Operations: 9. Japan: moderate
commitment within legal strictures Akiho
Shibata; 10. Germany: ensuring political
legitimacy for the use of military forces by
requiring constitutional accountability
Georg Nolte; Part V. Permanent Members of
the UN Security Council: 11. Russian
Federation: the pendulum of powers and
accountability Bahktiyar Tuzmukhamedov;
12. France: security council legitimacy and
executive primacy Yves Boyer, Serge Sur
and Olivier Fleurence; 13. The United
Kingdom: increasing commitment requires
greater parliamentary involvement Nigel D.
White; 14. United States: democracy,
hegemony, and accountability Michael J.
Glennon; Part VI. Conclusion: 15. Towards a
mixed system of democratic accountability
Charlotte Ku and Harold K. Jacobson;
Appendix A: Uses of military forces under
the auspices of the UN and NATO;
Appendix B: Country participation in
international operations, 1945–2000;
References.
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2003   228 x 152 mm   466pp
0 521 80747 6 Hardback £65.00
0 521 00207 9 Paperback £22.99

NEW

Crimes against
Humanity
A Normative Account
Larry May
Washington University, St Louis

This book is the first booklength
treatment of the philosophical
foundations of international criminal
law. The focus is on the moral, legal,
and political questions that arise when
individuals who commit collective
crimes, such as crimes against humanity,
are held accountable by international
criminal tribunals.
Cambridge Studies in Philosophy and Law

2005   228 x 152 mm   326pp
0 521 84079 1 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60051 0 Paperback £17.99

NEW

International Legal
Argument in the
Permanent Court of
International Justice
The Rise of the International
Judiciary
Ole Spiermann
University of Copenhagen

The International Court of Justice is the
principal judicial organ of the UN, and
successor of the PCIJ, which was the
first real permanent court of justice at
the international level. Drawing on
archival material, this book describes
the ground-breaking contributions of
the PCIJ to international law.
Cambridge Studies in International and
Comparative Law, 34

2005   228 x 152 mm   538pp
0 521 83685 9 Hardback £70.00

The Impact of
International Law on
International
Cooperation
Theoretical Perspectives
Edited by Eyal Benvenisti
Tel-Aviv University

and Moshe Hirsch
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

This book explores the influences
international norms and international
institutions have over the incentives of
states to cooperate on issues such as
environment and trade. Contributors
adopt two different approaches in
examining this question and suggest

ways for enhancing states’ incentives to
cooperate through the design of norms
and institutions.

2004   228 x 152 mm   330pp   6 figures
0 521 83554 2 Hardback £55.00

NEW

Customary
International
Humanitarian Law
Volume 1: Rules
Jean-Marie Henckaerts
International Committee of the Red Cross

and Louise Doswald-Beck
Université de Genève

Volume I: Rules is a comprehensive
analysis of the customary rules of
international humanitarian law
applicable in international and non-
international armed conflicts. Without
ratifications of important treaties in this
area, this is a publication of major
importance, identifying the common
core of international humanitarian law
binding on all parties to armed conflicts.

2005   247 x 174 mm   674pp
0 521 80899 5 Hardback £55.00
0 521 00528 0 Paperback £27.99
Publication March 2005

NEW

Customary
International
Humanitarian Law
Volume 2: Practice
Edited by Louise Doswald-Beck
Université de Genève

and Jean-Marie Henckaerts
International Committee of the Red Cross

Volume II: Practice contains, for each
aspect of international humanitarian
law, a summary of the relevant treaty
law and relevant state practice including
legislation, military manuals, case-law
and official statements, as well as
practice of international organisations,
conferences and judicial and quasi-
judicial bodies.

2005   2429pp
0 521 83937 8 Parts 1 and 2 £280.00
Publication March 2005

2 Boxed Set available
Edited by Jean-Marie Henckaerts
and Louise Doswald-Beck

2005   5066pp
0 521 53925 0 Boxed Set of 2 Hardback
Volumes £300.00
Publication March 2005

NEW

The Torture Papers
The Road to Abu Ghraib
Edited by Karen J. Greenberg
and Joshua L. Dratel

The Torture Papers document the so-
called ‘torture memos’ and reports
which US government officials wrote to
prepare the way for, and to document,
coercive interrogation and torture in
Afghanistan, Guantanamo, and Abu
Ghraib. The Papers document materials
that prior to publication have existed
only piecemeal in the public domain.
‘The Torture Papers m,ay well be the
most important and damning set of
documents exposing U.S. government
lawlessness ever published. Each page
tells the story of U.S. leaders
consciously willing to ignore the
fundamental protections that
guarantee all of us our humanity. I fear
for our future. Read these pages and
weep for our country, the rule of law
and victims of torture everywhere.’
Michael Ratner, President of the Center for
Constitutional Rights

2005   253 x 177 mm   1284pp
0 521 85324 9 Hardback £27.50

NEW GRADUATE TEXTBOOK

Great Powers and
Outlaw States
Unequal Sovereigns in the
International Legal Order
Gerry Simpson
London School of Economics and Political
Science

This book examines how unequal
sovereigns have had a major impact on
the way international relations are
conducted. The author offers a way of
understanding recent transformations in
the global political order by recalling the
lessons of the past, in particular the
recent conflicts in Kosovo and
Afghanistan.
‘In this important new volume, Gerry
Simpson elegantly demonstrates the
relationship between law and politics
... Simpson makes an important
contribution to both fields ... this is an
important work that takes our
understanding of the politics and law
of sovereignty to a new level. It neatly
combines theoretical and historical
analysis and provides a new set of
concepts that are sure to become a
key part of the lexicon of sovereignty
in both international relations and
international law.’
Alex J. Bellamy, University of Queensland,
International Affairs

Contents: Foreword Professor James
Crawford; Preface; Acknowledgements; Part
I. Introduction: 1. Great powers and outlaw
states; Part II. Concepts: 2. Sovereign
equalities; 3. Legalised hierarchies; Part III.
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Histories: Great Powers: 4. Legalised
hegemony: Vienna to The Hague
1815–1906; 5. ‘Extreme equality’: rupture
at The Hague 1907; 6. The great powers,
sovereign equality and the making of the
UN charter: San Francisco 1945; 7. Holy
alliances: Verona 1818 and Kosovo 1999;
Part IV. Histories: Outlaw States: 8. Unequal
sovereigns 1815–1839; 9. Peace-loving
nations: 1945; 10. Outlaw states: 1999;
Part V. Conclusion: 11. Arguing about
Afghanistan: great powers and outlaw
states redux; 12. The puzzle of sovereignty.
Cambridge Studies in International and
Comparative Law, 32

2004   228 x 152 mm   414pp
0 521 82761 2 Hardback £65.00
0 521 53490 9 Paperback £22.99

NEW EDITION

An Introduction to the
International Criminal
Court
Second edition
William A. Schabas
National University of Ireland, Galway

The ICC prosecutes genocide, crimes
against humanity and war crimes when
national justice systems are either
unwilling or unable to do so themselves.
This revised edition considers the
Court’s start up preparations as well as
the issue of US opposition.
Indispensable for students and
practitioners.

2004   228 x 152 mm   494pp
0 521 83055 9 Hardback £50.00
0 521 53756 8 Paperback £22.99

NEW TEXTBOOK

Documents in
International
Environmental Law
Edited by Philippe Sands
University College London

and Paolo Galizzi
University of London

Documents in International
Environmental Law is the companion
volume to the second edition of Philippe
Sands’ Principles of International
Environmental Law. It comprises a
representative selection of international
environmental treaties and documents
essential for anyone interested in
international law in the field of
environmental protection. This edition
represents an up-to-date collection of
the most important documents and
aims to make the text and the key
information on the legal status of the
various acts, including its parties where
a treaty is concerned, easily accessible
to students, academics and
practitioners.

Contents: Preface; 1. General instruments;
2. Atmosphere; 3. Oceans and sea: A.
Global; B. Regional; 4. Freshwater
resources; 5. Biological diversity; 6.
Hazardous substances and activities:
A.Nuclear; B. Pesticides and chemicals; C.
Waste; 7. Human rights and the
environment; 8. Environmental protection
and war; 9. Trade and the environment;
10. Environmental impact assessment and
access to Information; 11. Liability for
environmental damage and breaches of
environmental obligations; 12. The
Antarctic.

2004   247 x 174 mm   1396pp
0 521 83266 7 Hardback £140.00
0 521 54030 5 Paperback £70.00

TEXTBOOK

Principles of
International
Environmental Law
Second edition
Philippe Sands
University College London

Revised edition includes all new
developments since 1994, including all
international case-law and international
legislation.
‘Philippe Sands has gone beyond his
stated aim. The book provides not only
a comprehensive overview of present-
day international environmental law as
well as that of the European Union.
The book also systematises and
conceptualises this relatively young
branch of public international law ...’.
Prof. Jost Delbruck, German Yearbook of
International Law

2003   247 x 174 mm   1246pp
0 521 81794 3 Hardback £110.00
0 521 52106 8 Paperback £40.00

NEW TEXTBOOK

European Union Law in
a Global Context
Text, Cases and Materials
Trevor C. Hartley
London School of Economics and Political
Science

A comprehensive introduction to
European law in its international
context. Provides an explanation of the
basic principles of each topic covered.
Inclusion of cases and extracts from EC
treaties and other instruments make it
an invaluable resource for students and
it will be of use to practitioners of the
subject.

2004   247 x 174 mm   482pp
0 521 82030 8 Hardback £70.00
0 521 52730 9 Paperback £24.99

Doha and Beyond
The Future of the Multilateral
Trading System
Edited by Mike Moore
World Trade Organization

Brings together members of the former
WTO Director General’s advisory group
which was formed to provide him with
expert advice before and after the Doha
Ministerial Conference in 2001. Nine
experts explore issues which are
pertinent to the ongoing progress in
trade negotiations in 2003/4, together
with an introduction.

2004   228 x 152 mm   204pp
0 521 83343 4 Hardback £40.00

The Conduct of
Hostilities under the
Law of International
Armed Conflict
Yoram Dinstein
Depaul University, Chicago

A companion volume to the author’s
seminal textbook War, Aggression and
Self-Defence, Third Edition, Cambridge
(2001), this book focuses on issues
arising in the course of hostilities
between States, with an emphasis on
the most recent conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan.

2004   228 x 152 mm   296pp
0 521 83436 8 Hardback £65.00
0 521 54227 8 Paperback £22.99

Refugee Protection in
International Law
UNHCR’s Global Consultations on
International Protection
Edited by Erika Feller
UNHCR, Geneva

Volker Türk
UNHCR, Geneva

and Frances Nicholson
UNHCR, Geneva

Millions of people are today forced to
flee persecution. This book examines key
challenges the 1951 Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees faces,
on the basis of nine papers by eminent
international refugee lawyers, which
were then discussed at an expert
roundtable meeting in 2001 as part of
UNHCR’s Global Consultations on
International Protection.

2003   228 x 152 mm   778pp
0 521 82574 1 Hardback £80.00
0 521 53281 7 Paperback £30.00
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United States
Hegemony and the
Foundations of
International Law
Edited by Michael Byers
Duke University, North Carolina

and Georg Nolte
Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen, Germany

Leading scholars consider the effects of
US hegemony on the international legal
system. This book demonstrates that the
effects of US predominance on the
foundations of international law are
real, but also intensely complex. Of
interest to scholars of international law
and international relations, government
officials and international organisations.

Contributors: Michael Byers, Georg
Nolte, Edward Kwakwa, Andreas Paulus,
Martti Koskenniemi, Volker Rittberger,
Steven Ratner, Michel Cosnard, Nico
Krisch, Pierre-Marie Dupuy, Matthias
Herdegen, Gregory Fox, Marcelo Kohen,
Brad Roth, Thomas Franck, Jochen
Frowein, Daniel Thuerer, V. Stephen
Toope, Achilles Skordas, Rainer
Hofmann, Andrew Hurrell, Rüdiger
Wolfrum, Pierre Klein, Catherine
Redgwell, Jost Delbrueck, Alain Pellet,
Bruno Simma, Peter-Tobias Stoll, Shirley
Scott, Vaughan Lowe, David Malone,
Christian Tomuschat

2003   228 x 152 mm   550pp
0 521 81949 0 Hardback £70.00

TEXTBOOK

International Law
Fifth edition
Malcolm N. Shaw
University of Leicester

The fifth edition of this leading text
remains an authoritative and
comprehensive introduction to the
subject for students and practitioners
alike. Latest developments in the field
are incorporated, including a new
chapter on Inter-state Courts and
Tribunals as well as fully updated
information on international laws and
institutions.
Contents: Preface; Table of cases; Table of
treaties and agreements; Table of
abbreviations; 1. The nature and
development of international law;
2. International law today; 3. Sources;
4. International law and municipal law;
5. The subjects of international law; 6. The
international protection of human rights;
7. The regional protection of human rights;
8. Recognition; 9. Territory; 10. Air law and
space law; 11. The law of the sea;
12. Jurisdiction; 13. Immunities from
jurisdiction; 14. State responsibility;
15. International environmental law;
16. The law of treaties; 17. State
succession; 18. The settlement of disputes

by peaceful means; 19. Interstate courts
and tribunals; 20. International law and the
use of force by states; 21. International
humanitarian law; 22. The United Nations;
23. International institutions; Some useful
international websites.

2003   228 x 152 mm   1434pp
0 521 82473 7 Hardback £100.00
0 521 53183 7 Paperback £35.00

Terrorism and the
Military
International Legal Implications
Edited by Wybo P. Heere
Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands

In November 2002, legal experts from
the academic world, defence ministries
and the military, gathered in The Hague
for a two-day conference, entitled
‘Terrorism and the Military: International
Legal Implications’. This volume contains
the proceedings of this highly
informative conference, including the
discussions, syntheses and an overall
conclusion.

2003   245 x 157 mm   226pp
9 067 04161 0 Hardback £50.00

World and
International
History

HIGHLIGHT

The Killing Trap
Genocide in the Twentieth
Century
Manus I. Midlarsky
Rutgers University, New Jersey

The Killing Trap offers a comparative
analysis of the genocides, politicides
and ethnic cleansings of the twentieth
century, which are estimated to have
cost upwards of forty million lives. The
book seeks to understand both the
occurrence and magnitude of genocide,
based on the conviction that such
comparative analysis may contribute
towards prevention of genocide in the
future. Manus Midlarsky compares
socio-economic circumstances and
international contexts and includes in
his analysis the Jews of Europe,
Armenians in the Ottoman Empire, Tutsi
in Rwanda, black Africans in Darfur,
Cambodians, Bosnians, and the victims
of conflict in Ireland. The occurrence of
genocide is explained by means of a
framework that gives equal emphasis to
the non-occurrence of genocide, a
critical element not found in other
comparisons, and victims are given a

prominence equal to that of
perpetrators in understanding the
magnitude of genocide.

• Offers a comparative analysis of the
genocides, politicides and ethnic
cleansings of the twentieth century,
which claimed over 40 million victims

• Unique – seeks to explain cases
where genocide did not occur, as well
as cases where it did

• Examines the Holocaust, Rwanda and
Armenia, and comes up-to-date with
Darfur and Bosnia

‘Manus Midlarsky, a leading scholar of
war, has written a book of
monumental significance. He emerges
here as the pioneering thinker who has
produced the first truly rigorous and
comparative theory of genocide. As
must be true of any ground-breaking
effort to understand such a
fundamental and horrific phenomenon,
his book will elicit much deserved
praise and will provoke counter
arguments and intelligent debate.
However the field of genocide studies
will evolve, this book will be the
benchmark against which all future
work will be compared. Not only is his
theory highly original and compelling,
but it is also written with a depth of
feeling and beauty of language that
recommends it to any reader
concerned to improve the world and to
save even one human life.’
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita. Silver Professor and
Chair, Department of Politics, New York
University, and Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution,
Stanford University

‘The Killing Trap is a major
contribution to the field of genocide
studies and deserves to be widely
read. I am impressed by the
combination of analytic rigor and
richness of empirical data, by the
breadth of historical dimensions
incorporated into the discussion, by
the author’s erudition and the elegant
parsimony of his comparative frame.’
Rene Lemarchand, Emeritus Professor, University
of Florida

Contents: Preface; Part I. Introduction:
1. Preliminary considerations; 2. Case
selection; Part II. Explaining Perpetrators:
Theoretical Foundations: 3. Continuity and
validation; 4. Prologue to theory; 5. A
theoretical framework; Part III. The Theory
Applied: 6. Threat of numbers, realpolitik,
and ethnic cleansing; 7. Realpolitik and
loss; 8. The need for unity and altruistic
punishment; 9. Perpetrating states; Part IV.
Victim Vulnerability: Explaining Magnitude
and Manner of Dying: 10. Raison d’état,
raison d’église; 11. Cynical realpolitik and
the unwanted; 12. High victimization: the
role of realpolitik; 13. Inequality and
absence of identification; 14. On the
possibility of revolt and altruistic
punishment; Part V. Exceptions: 15. A dog of
different nature: the Cambodian Politicide;
16. Dogs that didn’t bark I: realpolitik and
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the absence of loss; 17. Dogs that didn’t
bark II: affinity and vulnerability reduction;
Part VI. Conclusion: 18. Findings,
consequences, and prevention.

2005   228 x 152 mm   400pp
0 521 81545 2 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 89469 7 Paperback c. £17.99
Publication July 2005

HIGHLIGHT

The Dark Side of
Democracy
Explaining Ethnic Cleansing
Michael Mann
University of California, Los Angeles

A new theory of ethnic cleansing based
on the most terrible cases (colonial
genocides, Armenia, the Nazi Holocaust,
Cambodia, Yugoslavia, Rwanda) and
cases of lesser violence (early modern
Europe, contemporary India, and
Indonesia). Murderous cleansing is
modern, ‘the dark side of democracy’. It
results where the demos (democracy) is
confused with the ethnos (the ethnic
group). Danger arises where two rival
ethno-national movements each claims
‘its own’ state over the same territory.
Conflict escalates where either the
weaker side fights because of aid from
outside, or the stronger side believes it
can deploy sudden, overwhelming force.
Escalation is not simply the work of ‘evil
elites’ or ‘primitive peoples.’ It results
from complex interactions between
leaders, militants, and ‘core
constituencies’ of ethno-nationalism.
Understanding this complex process
helps us devise policies to avoid ethnic
cleansing in the future.

• Provocative view of ethnic cleansing
as essentially modern

• Vivid blow-by-blow accounts of how
ethnic conflict can escalate into mass
murder

• Most comprehensive treatment of
ethnic cleansing, past and present

Contents: 1. The argument; 2. Ethnic
cleansing in former times; 3. Two versions
of ‘we, the people’; 4. Genocidal
democracies in the New World; 5. Armenia,
I: into the danger zone; 6. Armenia, II:
genocide; 7. Nazis, I: radicalization; 8.
Nazis, II: fifteen hundred perpetrators; 9.
Nazis, III: genocidal careers; 10. Germany’s
allies and auxiliaries; 11. Communist
cleansing: Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot; 12.
Yugoslavia, I: into the danger zone; 13.
Yugoslavia, II: murderous cleansing; 14.
Rwanda, I: into the danger zone; 15.
Rwanda, II: genocide; 16. Counterfactual
cases: India and Indonesia; 17. Combating
ethnic cleansing in the world today.

2005   228 x 152 mm   590pp   11 tables
3 maps
0 521 83130 X Hardback £45.00
0 521 53854 8 Paperback £17.99

HIGHLIGHT

The Eastern Origins of
Western Civilisation
John M. Hobson
University of Sheffield

John Hobson challenges the
ethnocentric bias of mainstream
accounts of the Rise of the West. He
describes the rise of the ‘Oriental West’,
arguing that Europe assimilated Eastern
inventions and appropriated Eastern
resources through imperialism. Hobson’s
book places Eastern peoples at the
forefront of the story of world history.

• Provides a fresh non-racist account of
the Rise of the West

• Rethinks the essential categories,
concepts and assumptions of world
history

• This is the first book to explore the
role of identity in world historical
development

‘This is an important book of
comparative and historical sociology. It
is both a punchy polemic against
Eurocentrism and an impressive
gathering of evidence on the historical
development of Europe and Asia.
Hobson argues that the many
inventions which supposedly enabled
Europe to dominate the world were
actually diffused to Europe from Asia
(usually from China) and that
Asia/China remained as developed as
Europe until the 19th century – and
mostly he convinces.’
Michael Mann, author of Sources of Social
Power (2 volumes)

‘John Hobson has written an
immensely ambitious book which
seeks, literally and metaphorically, to
redraw the historical map. Drawing on
an impressive range of economic and
cultural historiography, he proposes a
new ‘meta-narrative’ for a millennium
of global history, which is perhaps best
summed up as ‘The Oriental
Contribution to the Rise of the West’.
Hobson argues that Western
industrialization was based in large
measure on the adoption of Arab and
Chinese knowledge, the enslavement
of African labour and the imposition of
asymmetric trading arrangements on
Asian economies. As a polemic against
European triumphalism, The Eastern
Origins of Western Civilization recalls
the hugely influential work of the
author’s great grandfather, the radical
anti-imperialist J. A. Hobson.’
Niall Ferguson, author of Empire

‘Evidence that Asia’s primacy was
crucial to the Rise of the West has
been accumulating for twenty years. Dr
Hobson has now pulled the pieces
together in a compellingly written and

most challenging scheme. His grand
conception will open a whole new
order of debate.’
Eric Jones, author of The European Miracle and
Growth Recurring

Contents: 1. Countering the Eurocentric
myth of the West: discovering the Oriental
West; Part I. The East as  an Early
Developer; 2. Islamic and African pioneers:
building the global economy in the Afro-
Asian Age of Discovery, 500–1500;
3. Chinese pioneers: the first industrial
miracle and the myth of Chinese
isolationism, 1000–1800; 4. The East
remains dominant: India, Japan and
Southeast Asia, 1400–1800; Part II. The
West was Last: 5. Inventing Christendom
and the Eastern origins of European
feudalism; 6. The myth of the Italian
pioneer; 7. The myth of the Vasco de Gama
epoch, 1498–1800; Part III. The West as a
Late-Developer: 8. The myth of 1492 and
the impossibility of America: the Afro-Asian
contribution to the catch-up of the West,
1492–1700; 9. The Chinese origins of
British industrialisation; 10. Constructing
European racist identity and the invention
of the world, 1700–1850; 11. War, racist
imperialism and the Afro-Asian origins of
British industrialisation; Part IV. Conclusion:
The Oriental West versus the Eurocentric
Myth of the West: 12. The twin myths of the
Western liberal state and the civilisational
divide between East and West, 1500–1900;
13. The rise of the Oriental West.

2004   228 x 152 mm   392pp   9 tables
1 map
0 521 83835 5 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54724 5 Paperback £17.99

NEW

Constructing the U.S.
Rapprochement with
China, 1961–1974
From ‘Red Menace’ to ‘Tacit Ally’
Evelyn Goh
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

This book is about US policy towards
China from 1961–1974, covering the
Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon
presidencies. It looks at how American
policy-makers saw China during this
time, and it argues that important
groups in policy-making circles were
already arguing for a change in China
policy from the 1960s onwards. The
book also studies Nixon’s important
decision to visit China and to begin
talks. It shows how Nixon and Kissinger
‘sold’ the idea to different groups, and
how they persuaded the Chinese
leaders to accept the new policy.

2005   228 x 152 mm   316pp
0 521 83986 6 Hardback £45.00
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War and Social Change
in Modern Europe
The Great Transformation
Revisited
Sandra Halperin
University of Sussex

This book focuses on the
interrelationship of social forces,
industrial expansion, and conflict in
Europe between 1789 and 1945, in part
through a critique of Karl Polanyi’s The
Great Transformation (1944). It
challenges a variety of influential
perspectives on nationalism,
development, conflict, international
systems change, and globalization.

2004   228 x 152 mm   536pp   19 tables
0 521 81806 0 Hardback £60.00
0 521 54015 1 Paperback £21.99

Peace Treaties and
International Law in
European History
From the Late Middle Ages to
World War One
Edited by Randall Lesaffer
Universiteit van Tilburg

In this edited collection, specialists from
all over Europe analyse peace treaty
practice from the late fifteenth century
to the Peace of Versailles of 1919. An
important place is given to the doctrinal
debate about peace treaties and the
influence of older, Roman and medieval,
concepts on modern practices. This book
goes back further in time beyond the
epochal Peace Treaties of Westphalia of
1648, and this broader perspective
allows for a reassessment of the role of
the sovereign state in the modern
international legal order.

2004   228 x 152 mm   504pp
0 521 82724 8 Hardback £75.00

NEW

Fascists
Michael Mann
University of California, Los Angeles

Fascists presents a new theory of
fascism based on intensive analysis of
the men and women who became
fascists. It covers the six European
countries in which fascism became most
dominant - Italy, Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Romania and Spain. It is the
most comprehensive analysis of who
fascists actually were, what beliefs they
held and what actions they committed.
The book suggests that fascism was
essentially a product of post World War
I conditions in Europe and is unlikely to
re-appear in its classic garb in the
future. Nonetheless, elements of its
ideology remain relevant to modern

conditions and are now re-appearing,
though mainly in different parts of the
world.

2004   228 x 152 mm   440pp   18 tables
6 maps
0 521 83131 8 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53855 6 Paperback £15.99

NEW

National Cleansing
Retribution against Nazi
Collaborators in Postwar
Czechoslovakia
Benjamin Frommer
Northwestern University, Illinois

National Cleansing examines the
prosecution of over one hundred
thousand suspected war criminals and
collaborators by Czech courts and
tribunals after the Second World War.
The book illustrates that the prosecution
of collaborators and war criminals
represented a genuine attempt to
confront the crimes of the past.
Studies in the Social and Cultural History of
Modern Warfare, 19

2005   228 x 152 mm   400pp   3 line
diagrams   8 half-tones   6 tables   1 map
0 521 81067 1 Hardback £50.00
0 521 00896 4 Paperback £15.99
Publication February 2005

NEW

Jews in Post-Holocaust
Germany, 1945–1953
Jay Howard Geller
University of Tulsa

This is the story of the reemergence of
the Jewish community in Germany after
its near total destruction during the
Holocaust. Using archival materials from
Jewish communities as well as
governmental records, Geller elucidates
the reestablishment of organized Jewish
life in Germany and the Jews’ critical
ties to political leaders.

2005   228 x 152 mm   344pp   8 half-tones
0 521 83353 1 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54126 3 Paperback £14.99

FORTHCOMING

The Global Cold War
Third World Interventions and
the Making of Our Times
O. Arne Westad
London School of Economics and Political
Science

Arne Westad offers a compelling and
panoramic new history of the global
conflict waged by the United States and
Soviet Union during the Cold War and
the part it played in fuelling the
ideologies, movements and states which
increasingly dominate international
affairs today.

• A global history of the origins and
course of the Third World revolutions
and of the US and Soviet
interventions which shaped them

• Examines US and Soviet interventions
in Cuba, Vietnam, Iran, Afghanistan,
and Nicaragua

• Sheds new light on the origins of the
ideologies, movements and states
which increasingly dominate
international affairs today

Contents: Introduction; 1. The empire of
liberty: American ideology and foreign
interventions; 2. The empire of justice:
Soviet ideology and foreign interventions;
3. The revolutionaries: anti-colonial politics
and transformations; 4. Creating the Third
World: the United States confronts
revolution; 5. The Cuban and Vietnamese
challenges; 6. The crisis of decolonization:
Southern Africa; 7. The prospects of
socialism: Ethiopia and the Horn; 8. The
Islamist defiance; 9. The 1980s: the Reagan
offensive; 10. The Gorbachev withdrawal
and the end of the Cold War; Conclusion:
Revolutions, interventions and Great Power
collapse.

2005   228 x 152 mm   500pp
0 521 85364 8 Hardback c. £25.00
Publication June 2005

NEW

Visions of Victory
The Hopes of Eight World War II
Leaders
Gerhard Weinberg
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Visions of Victory explores the views of
eight war leaders of the major powers
of World War II - Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo,
Chiang Kai-shek, Stalin, Churchill, de
Gaulle, and Roosevelt – and compares
their visions of the future assuming their
side had emerged victorious. While the
leaders primarily focused their attention
on the strategy for winning the war,
these very decisions were often shaped
by their aspirations for the future.
Weinberg assesses how events were
impacted by these decisions and
examines how these visions for the
future evolved throughout the war.

2005   228 x 152 mm   304pp   8 half-tones
0 521 85254 4 Hardback £16.99
Publication May 2005

Defending the Rights
of Others
The Great Powers, the Jews, and
International Minority
Protection, 1878–1938
Carole Fink
Ohio State University

International minority protection, which
began in the late nineteenth century,
was aimed at bringing stability to
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Eastern Europe. This first historical study
of the sixty-year period between 1878
and 1938 examines the policies of the
great powers, the fledgling Eastern
European governments, and the League
of Nations.

2004   228 x 152 mm   448pp   13 half-tones
6 maps
0 521 83837 1 Hardback £50.00

NEW

The Russian Roots of
Nazism
White Émigrés and the Making
of National Socialism, 1917–1945
Michael Kellogg

This book analyzes the political,
financial, military, and ideological
contributions of many ‘White émigrés’,
anti-Bolshevik Russian exiles, to Nazism.
It demonstrates that Nazism did not
develop as a peculiarly German
phenomenon and examines Aufbau
(Reconstruction), a far right German-
White émigré organization which
collaborated with Nazis from
1920–1923.
New Studies in European History

2005   228 x 152 mm   344pp
0 521 84512 2 Hardback £45.00

FORTHCOMING

The Global Economy in
the 1990s
A Long Run Perspective
Edited by Paul Rhode
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

and Gianni Toniolo
Università degli Studi di Roma ‘Tor Vergata’

Some of the most eminent economic
historians of our times place the 1990s
in their historical context in this
thought-provoking volume. They address
key issues in this fascinating and
contradictory period of economic
development, helping us to understand
what lies ahead for the world economy
in the twenty-first century.

2005   228 x 152 mm   280pp
0 521 85263 3 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 61790 1 Paperback c. £20.99
Publication September 2005

NEW

Thailand’s Secret War
The Free Thai, OSS, and SOE
during World War II
E. Bruce Reynolds
San José State University

This book is an absorbing account of
secret operations and political intrigue
in wartime Thailand. It sheds new light
on Thailand’s clandestine relations with
Britain, the United States and China,

each of which had ambitions for
postwar influence in Bangkok, and on
the rivalry between the SOE and the
OSS.
Cambridge Military Histories

2005   228 x 152 mm   482pp   21 half-tones
3 maps
0 521 83601 8 Hardback £50.00

NOW IN PAPERBACK

War and Gender
How Gender Shapes the War
System and Vice Versa
Joshua S. Goldstein
American University, Washington DC

‘... this book is a decisive contribution
to the history of war and the military.’ 
The Independent

‘What a marvelous book! Readers will
be captured by Goldstein’s clear,
trenchant writing style, remarkable
interdisciplinary breadth, and the
wealth of fascinating new details and
ideas on every page. Some of his
conclusions will undoubtedly be
controversial. So much the better. This
is definitely a ‘must read’ book.’ 
Eleanor Maccoby, Stanford University

2003   228 x 152 mm   540pp   4 line
diagrams   40 half-tones   8 tables
19 graphs
0 521 00180 3 Paperback £19.99

Trauma and the
Memory of Politics
Jenny Edkins
University of Wales, Aberystwyth

‘This is a path-breaking work. It moves
the discussion of traumatic memory
away from a concentration on paralysis
and towards political action. It offers a
theoretically sophisticated and
powerful reading of the repercussions
of traumatic events, as fields of force
in which memories of catastrophe are
rewritten as forms of resistance.
Narratives which encircle terrible
events like wars and terrorism can and
do challenge political and social
conventions in such a way as to create
a space in which political commitments
can be renegotiated and reconstructed.
Essential reading for all students of
history and memory.’
Jay Winter, Yale University

‘Are you critical of established images
of sovereignty but uncertain how they
become reproduced so effectively?
Then this is the book for you. Jenny
Edkins is compelling as she explores
intricate dissonances and intersections
between linear time, trauma time,
memorials, sovereignty, the nation and
resistance to the nation. This is an
admirable book that will repay close
attention.’
William E. Connolly, John Hopkins University,
author, Neuropolitics: Thinking, Culture, Speed

‘ ... a highly persuasive account’.
The Times Literary Supplement

2003   228 x 152 mm   284pp   27 half-tones
0 521 82696 9 Hardback £47.50
0 521 53420 8 Paperback £16.99

TEXTBOOK

Explaining the History
of American Foreign
Relations
Second edition
Edited by Michael J. Hogan
Ohio State University

and Thomas G. Paterson
University of Connecticut

This is an indispensable volume for
teachers, students and general readers
seeking an introduction to American
diplomatic history. A second edition with
substantially revised essays and new
material, the book seeks to encourage
cross-disciplinary thinking in an
increasingly transnational, globalizing
world.

2004   228 x 152 mm   380pp   2 tables
0 521 83279 9 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54035 6 Paperback £17.99

FORTHCOMING

A Concise History of
France
Second edition
Roger Price
University of Wales, Aberystwyth

This book provides a clear and up-to-
date guide to French history from the
early Middle Ages to the present - from
Charlemagne to Chirac. This second
edition, substantially re-written to take
account of recent research, includes a
new chapter on contemporary France.
‘... coherent and eminently readable. It
is a major – indeed unique –
achievement.’ 
The Times Higher Education Supplement
Cambridge Concise Histories

2005   216 x 138 mm   410pp   73 half-tones
14 maps
0 521 84480 0 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 60656 X Paperback c. £16.99
Publication June 2005

A History of Modern
Palestine
One Land, Two Peoples
Ilan Pappe
University of Haifa, Israel

Ilan Pappe writes the history of
Palestine, one land inhabited by two
peoples. While he explains the
construction of Zionist and Palestinian
nationalism and the resulting conflicts,
in essence it is a story of coexistence.
The account is lucid and forthright, a
unique contribution to Middle East
history.
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‘Pappe’s latest work will inspire ...’.
James Cullingham, Seneca College

2004   228 x 152 mm   356pp   14 half-tones
6 maps
0 521 55406 3 Hardback £45.00
0 521 55632 5 Paperback £15.99

NEW

A History of Modern
Tunisia
Kenneth Perkins
University of South Carolina

Perkins traces the history of modern
Tunisia through the French colonial
years to independence. He then
describes the subsequent process of
state-building, concluding with the
years since 1987, when a new regime
came to power. His informed and
comprehensive introduction is designed
for students and anyone interested in
North Africa.

2004   228 x 152 mm   270pp   22 half-tones
5 maps
0 521 81124 4 Hardback £40.00
0 521 00972 3 Paperback £15.99

A History of Jordan
Philip Robins
University of Oxford

Philip Robins traces Jordan’s political
history from pre-Independence to the
present day. Despite a succession of
wars and economic uncertainty, the
1970s and 1980s were relatively
prosperous years. However, the death of
Hussein and recent tensions in the
region have renewed uncertainty. This is
an incisive account, compellingly told.

2004   228 x 152 mm   262pp   15 half-tones
6 maps
0 521 59117 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 59895 8 Paperback £15.99

NEW

A History of Nepal
John Whelpton

John Whelpton’s history is the first
single-volume history of Nepal. Early
chapters are devoted to the origins of
the kingdom, while the focus of the
book is on the last fifty years when
economic and political turmoil climaxed
in the massacre of the royal family and
the resulting civil war.

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   20 half-tones
4 tables   6 maps
0 521 80026 9 Hardback £40.00
0 521 80470 1 Paperback £15.99
Publication February 2005

FORTHCOMING

A History of Modern
Indonesia
Adrian Vickers
University of Wollongong, New South Wales

Adrian Vickers takes the reader on a
journey across the social and political
landscape of modern Indonesia, a
relatively unfamiliar and understudied
country. He starts with Indonesia’s
origins under the Dutch in the early
twentieth-century, and concludes with
the fall of Suharto’s New Order after
thirty two years in power.

2005   228 x 152 mm   280pp   20 half-tones
7 maps
0 521 83493 7 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 54262 6 Paperback c. £14.99
Publication October 2005

NEW

A History of Thailand
Christopher Baker
and Pasuk Phongpaichit
Chulalongkorn University Bangkok

This book covers the past three
centuries of Thai history. Over this
period, a landscape of sparsely
populated forest and jungle was
transformed into  villages and paddy
fields. Through the twentieth century,
Thailand has been drawn into the
international system and the forces of
globalization.

2005   228 x 152 mm   280pp   24 half-tones
2 graphs   6 maps
0 521 81615 7 Hardback c. £37.50
0 521 01647 9 Paperback c. £13.99
Publication April 2005

SECOND EDITION

A History of Chile,
1808–2002
Second edition
Simon Collier
Vanderbilt University, Tennessee

and William F. Sater
California State University, Long Beach

A History of Chile provides an overview
of Chilean history which will appeal to
the general reader as well as the
specialist. Employing primary and
secondary materials, it analyses the
nation’s political, economic, and social
evolution from Chile’s independence to
2002.
Cambridge Latin American Studies, 82

2004   228 x 152 mm   478pp   6 line
diagrams   29 tables   6 maps
0 521 82749 3 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53484 4 Paperback £17.99

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Contagion and the
State in Europe,
1830–1930
Peter Baldwin
University of California, Los Angeles

This is a highly original study of public
health policies adopted in Britain,
France, Germany and Sweden – with
particular regard to cholera, smallpox
and syphilis. Its use of medical history
illuminates important questions of the
development of statutory intervention
and the evolution of the modern state
in Europe.

2005   228 x 152 mm   581pp
0 521 61628 X Paperback c. £18.99
Publication May 2005

Comparative
Politics

HIGHLIGHT

Deadly Connections
States that Sponsor Terrorism
Daniel Byman
Georgetown University, Washington DC

Thousands of people have died at the
hands of terrorist groups who rely on
state support for their activities. Iran
and Libya are well known as sponsors
of terrorism, while other countries, some
with strong connections to the west,
have enabled terrorist activity by turning
a blind eye. Daniel Byman’s hard-hitting
and articulate book is the first to
analyse this phenomenon. Focusing
primarily on sponsors from the Middle
East and South Asia, it examines the
different types of support that states
provide, their motivations, and the
impact of such sponsorship. The book
also considers regimes that allow
terrorists to raise money and recruit
without providing active support. The
experiences of Iran, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Syria, Saudi Arabia and
Libya are detailed here, alongside the
histories of radical groups such as al-
Qaida, Hizbullah and Hamas. In
conclusion, the book assesses the
difficulties of forcing sponsors to cut ties
with terrorist groups.

• Hard hitting, articulate analysis of the
phenomenon of state-sponsored
terrorism

• Focus on the Middle East and South
Asia, alongside histories of radical
groups such as al-Qaida, Hizbullah,
and Hamas

Comparative Politics
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• The first book of its kind by a scholar
in the field, and long-time analyst for
Rand Corporation in Washington DC

‘This is a truly excellent, informative
and well-written book. As far as I
know, there is no other current book
on the same topic. I learned a
tremendous amount by reading it ... I
think it will be of interest to the lay
public, to students of terrorism and
international relations (at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels),
and policy makers.’ 
Karin von Hippel, London School of Economics

‘Dan Byman has written what will
likely become the standard text on
state-sponsored terrorism. Deadly
Connections is an important book that
not only fills a long-standing gap in
the field of terrorism studies, but
significantly advances our
understanding of this particularly
opaque and complex phemonenon.’
Bruce Hoffman, author of Inside Terrorism and
former Director of RAND Corporation,
Washington DC

‘In Deadly Connections, Daniel Byman
has produced the most comprehensive
and rigorous treatment to date of the
role states play in international
terrorism. Too often the subject of
state sponsorship is treated as a
simple ‘do they or don’t they?’
question. Byman’s meticulous
scholarship reveals how complex this
important issue really is. In well-
documented case studies combined
with synthesizing analysis, he explores
the full range of how states help
terrorist groups and why they help
them. This book is a valuable addition
to the literature on international
terrorism and a useful input to policy
toward some of the world’s most
troublesome regimes.’
Paul Pillar, National Intelligence Office for the
Near East and South Asia (author of Terrorism
and U.S. Foreign Policy)

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Why do States
Support Terrorism?; 3. The Nature and
impact of state support; 4. Iran and the
Lebanese Hizballah; 5. Syria and Palestinian
radical groups: an overview of Syria’s
relationship with Palestinian militants;
6. Pakistan and Kashmir; 7. Afghanistan
under the Taliban; 8. Passive sponsors of
terrorism; 9. The difficulties of stopping
state sponsorship anticipated punishment;
10. Halting support for terrorism.

2005   228 x 152 mm   280pp   1 map
0 521 83973 4 Hardback c. £15.00
Publication July 2005

HIGHLIGHT

Sacred and Secular
Religion and Politics Worldwide
Pippa Norris
Harvard University, Massachusetts

and Ronald Inglehart
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Seminal thinkers of the nineteenth
century – Auguste Comte, Herbert
Spencer, Emile Durkheim, Max Weber,
Karl Marx, and Sigmund Freud – all
predicted that religion would gradually
fade in importance and cease to be
significant with the emergence of
industrial society. The belief that religion
was dying became the conventional
wisdom in the social sciences during
most of the twentieth century. During
the last decade, however, the
secularization thesis has experienced
the most sustained challenge in its long
history. The traditional secularization
thesis needs updating. Religion has not
disappeared and is unlikely to do so.
Nevertheless, the concept of
secularization captures an important
part of what is going on. This book
develops a theory of secularization and
existential security. Sacred and Secular
is essential reading for anyone
interested in comparative religion,
sociology, public opinion, political
behavior, political development, social
psychology, international relations, and
cultural change.

• Articulates and develops a
controversial new theory seeking to
explain patterns of secularization and
religiosity that is certain to arouse
debate among social scientists

• New evidence about the causes and
consequences of secularization from
the World Values Survey, conducted in
almost 80 societies, along with other
sources of data

‘This is the antidote to fact-free
speculation. Instead of grandiose
speculation about the impact of
globalization and economic
development on religion world-wide,
Norris and Inglehart give us gold
standard social science: sound
reasoning based on the vast body of
evidence in the accumulated World
Values Survey data sets.’
Steve Bruce, University of Aberdeen

‘This book, by two skilled and prolific
political scientists, will be widely read
by scholars and students interested in
gender politics, political culture,
political change and modernization,
and comparative public opinion and
political participation.’
Virginia Sapiro, University of Wisconsin, Madison

‘Using the concept of existential
security, Norris and Inglehart recast
the debate on secularization. Their
interdisciplinary approach successfully
overcomes previous pitfalls to produce
a nuanced and thought-provoking
treatment of contemporary relations
between religion and economic
development.’ 
Rachel M. McCleary, Harvard University

Contents: Part I. Understanding
Secularization: 1. The secularization debate;
2. Measuring secularization; 3. Comparing
secularization worldwide; Part II. Case
Studies of Religion and Politics: 4. The
puzzle of religiosity in the United States and
Western Europe; 5. A religious revival in
post-communist Europe?; 6. Religion and
politics in the Muslim world; Part III. The
Consequences of Secularization: 7. Religion,
the Protestant ethic, and moral values;
8. Religious organizations and social
capital; 9. Religious parties and electoral
behavior; Part IV. Conclusions: 10.
Consequences.
Cambridge Studies in Social Theory, Religion
and Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   348pp   33 line
diagrams   43 tables
0 521 83984 X Hardback £45.00
0 521 54872 1 Paperback £17.99

Muslims and the State
in Britain, France, and
Germany
Joel S. Fetzer
Pepperdine University, Malibu

and J. Christopher Soper
Pepperdine University, Malibu

With so many Muslims living in Western
Europe, governments have struggled
with how to make these religious
newcomers part of life in their country.
This question has become all the more
urgent in the aftermath of the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001. Britain,
France, and Germany have all dealt with
Muslims’ religious practices differently.
This book explains why these policies
differ and proposes ways to ensure the
successful incorporation of practicing
Muslims into liberal democracies.
Cambridge Studies in Social Theory, Religion
and Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   224pp   2 tables
0 521 82830 9 Hardback £35.00
0 521 53539 5 Paperback £14.99
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Modernization,
Cultural Change, and
Democracy
The Human Development
Sequence
Ronald Inglehart
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

and Christian Welzel
Universität Bremen

What people want out of life is
changing – their political goals, religious
values, sexual norms, and economic
motivations are being changed in
roughly predictable ways. This book
presents evidence of these changes
from eighty nations, and explains the
forces that are driving them.

2005   234 x 156 mm   372pp   57 line
diagrams   28 tables
0 521 84695 1 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 60971 2 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication August 2005

The Gender of
Constitutional
Jurisprudence
Edited by Beverley Baines
Queen’s University, Ontario

and Ruth Rubio-Marin
Universidad de Sevilla

The contributors to this book draw on a
wide range of legal cases to describe
the constitutional rights of women in
twelve countries. Its comparative
perspective is unique, providing readers
with the basis for extrapolating from
other national experiences to pursue
constitutional equality for women in
their own country.

2004   228 x 152 mm   358pp
0 521 82336 6 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53027 X Paperback £19.99

Closing the Books
Transitional Justice in Historical
Perspective
Jon Elster
Columbia University, New York

After a change of political system one
usually observes a process of
transitional justice in which wrongdoers
from the previous regime are held to
account and its victims compensated. In
addition to the numerous transitions
after 1945 in Western Europe and after
1989 in Eastern Europe, transitional
justice has taken place in classical
Greece, the English and French
restorations, and more recently in Latin
America and South Africa. The book
describes the universe of cases, and
proposes a framework for explaining the
variations among them.

2004   228 x 152 mm   310pp
0 521 83969 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54854 3 Paperback £17.99

State-Directed
Development
Political Power and
Industrialization in the Global
Periphery
Atul Kohli
Princeton University, New Jersey

Why have some developing countries
industrialized and become more
prosperous rapidly while others have
not? The main reason is more or less
effective states. Focusing on South
Korea, Brazil, India, and Nigeria, this
study describes the characteristics of
more or less effective states and
explains why states in some parts of the
developing world are more effective. The
study takes a long historical approach,
emphasizing the role of colonialism, and
the relationship of these states with
business and labor in helping explain
more or less success in promoting
economic progress.

2004   228 x 152 mm   478pp   1 line
diagram   5 tables
0 521 83670 0 Hardback £60.00
0 521 54525 0 Paperback £21.99

NEW

Democracy from
Above
Regional Organizations and
Democratization
Jon C. Pevehouse
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Few scholars have systematically
examined whether the world outside a
state’s borders can influence the
prospects for democracy. Jon Pevehouse
argues that regional organizations, such
as the European Union and the
Organization of American States, can
have an important role in both the
transition to and the longevity of
democracy. Using a mix of statistical
analysis and case study evidence,
Pevehouse finds that regional
organizations can be a potent force for
instilling and protecting democracy
throughout the world.

2005   228 x 152 mm   262pp   12 tables
6 figures
0 521 84482 7 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60658 6 Paperback £17.99

FORTHCOMING

Contesting Citizenship
in Latin America
The Rise of Indigenous
Movements and the Postliberal
Challenge
Deborah J. Yashar
Princeton University, New Jersey

In Latin America, indigenous people
have mobilized in unprecedented ways -
demanding recognition, equal
protection, and subnational autonomy.
By the end of the twentieth century
indigenous activists and elected officials
have increasingly shaped national
political deliberations about a new set
of agendas that seek both to advance
and reform democracy. Deborah Yashar
explains the contemporary and uneven
emergence of Latin American
indigenous movements – addressing
both why indigenous identities have
become politically salient now and why
they have become significant political
organizations in some places and not
others.

2005   228 x 152 mm   392pp   21 tables
0 521 82746 9 Hardback £50.00
0 521 53480 1 Paperback £24.99
Publication May 2005

FORTHCOMING

Spatial Models of
Parliamentary Voting
Keith T. Poole
University of Houston

This book presents a geometric voting
model for analyzing parliamentary roll
call data. Each legislator is represented
by one point and each roll call is
represented by two points that
correspond to the policy consequences
of voting Yea or Nay. On every roll call
each legislator votes for the closer
outcome point, at least probabilistically.
These points form a spatial map that
summarizes the roll calls. These maps
can be used to study a wide variety of
topics related to legislative voting.
Analytical Methods for Social Research

2005   228 x 152 mm   225pp   62 line
diagrams   8 tables
0 521 85194 7 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61747 2 Paperback c. £14.99
Publication June 2005
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FORTHCOMING

A Unified Theory of
Party Competition
A Cross-National Analysis
Integrating Spatial and
Behavioral Factors
James Adams
University of California, Santa Barbara

Samuel Merrill III
Wilkes University, Pennsylvania

and Bernard Grofman
University of California, Irvine

This book explains how parties and
candidates locate themselves on the
Left-Right ideological dimension and
other issue dimensions. It offers a
unified theoretical approach to voter
behavior and party strategies that takes
into account voter preferences, voter’s
partisan attachments, expected turnout,
and the location of the political status
quo. This approach is tested using
extensive cross-national analyses.
Elections studied include the plurality-
based two-party contests in the US and
multiple-party competition in France,
Britain, and Norway using a variety of
election rules. Broad support is found
for this general model.

2005   228 x 152 mm   336pp   44 tables
0 521 83644 1 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 54493 9 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication May 2005

FORTHCOMING

State Feminism and
Political
Representation
Edited by Joni Lovenduski
Birkbeck College, University of London

How can women maximise their
political influence? Does state feminism
enhance the political representation of
women? Should feminism be
established in state institutions to treat
women’s concerns? Written by experts
in the field, this book uses an innovative
model of political influence to construct
answers to these and other questions in
the long-running debate over the
political representation of women. The
authors analyse eleven democracies in
Europe and North America and present
comprehensive research from the 1960s
to the present.

Contributors: Regina Köpl, Petra
Meier, Anna Maria Holli, Johanna
Kantola, Claudie Baudino, Brigitte
Geissel, Marila Guadagnini, Jantine
Oldersma, Celia Valiente, Diane
Sainsbury, Joni Lovenduski, Janine A.
Parry

2005   228 x 152 mm   300pp   28 tables
4 figures
0 521 85222 6 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61764 2 Paperback c. £17.99
Publication September 2005

FORTHCOMING

Federalism and the
Market
Intergovernmental Conflict and
Economic Reform in the
Developing World
Erik Wibbels
University of Washington

This book explores the conflict between
national and subnational politicians
over the formulation of economic policy.
It argues that the coherence of
economic policy declines as the
incentives of national and subnational
politicians diverge. Using diverse
research methods, the book shows that
the degree of intergovernmental conflict
over economic policy is a function of
electoral interests, intergovernmental
fiscal systems, the manner in which
subnational interests are represented in
national policy making, and partisan
relations.

2005   228 x 152 mm   288pp   7 line
diagrams   21 tables
0 521 84381 2 Hardback £50.00
Publication June 2005

Electoral Engineering
Voting Rules and Political
Behavior
Pippa Norris
Harvard University, Massachusetts

The book illustrates that formal rules do
matter, with the social cleavages and
partisan identities of voters, and the
diversity and behavior of elected
representatives, shaped by the
incentives generated by majoritarian,
combined, and proportional electoral
systems.

2004   228 x 152 mm   390pp   24 line
diagrams   24 tables
0 521 82977 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53671 5 Paperback £17.99

Designing Federalism
A Theory of Self-Sustainable
Federal Institutions
Mikhail Filippov
Washington University, St Louis

Peter C. Ordeshook
California Institute of Technology

and Olga Shvetsova
Duke University, North Carolina

The authors argue that rather than any
carefully delineated allocation of policy
jurisdictions, a number of institutional
variables not normally associated with
federal design (the content of regional
charters and the extent to which public
offices are filled by election rather than
appointment) can be critical to
determining federal success.

2004   228 x 152 mm   396pp   10 line
diagrams   17 tables
0 521 81618 1 Hardback £50.00
0 521 01648 7 Paperback £19.99

Boundaries and
Belonging
States and Societies in the
Struggle to Shape Identities and
Local Practices
Edited by Joel S. Migdal
University of Washington

This interdisciplinary volume maintains
the importance of a spatial
understanding of society and history,
but it suggests a way of conceiving of
borders and space that goes beyond a
school map of states. Its subject is the
struggle among differing spatial logics,
or mental maps.

2004   228 x 152 mm   374pp
0 521 83566 6 Hardback £45.00

Comparing Political
Communication
Theories, Cases, and Challenges
Edited by Frank Esser
University of Missouri, Columbia

and Barbara Pfetsch
Universität Hohenheim, Stuttgart

The volume aims at providing a
comprehensive understanding of
comparative political communication.
The first of its kind, it discusses current
changes in media systems of Europe
and America, whether election
campaigns around the world become
‘Americanized’, how news journalists
around the world understand their job
differently and produce different forms
of television news programs, or how
governmental media relations and news
management efforts evolve in different
political systems. The book tries to
explain transnational similarities and
dissimilarities with especially designed
theories, and discusses their potential
effects for society and democracy.

2004   228 x 152 mm   436pp   2 tables
0 521 82831 7 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53540 9 Paperback £18.99

Comparing Media
Systems
Three Models of Media and
Politics
Daniel C. Hallin
University of California, San Diego

and Paolo Mancini
Università degli Studi di Perugia, Italy

An answer to the question first raised in
the classic, ‘Why is the press as it is?’,
examining the development of media
systems in eighteen Western countries,
and explaining why media systems
evolved differently, and how their
evolution can be understood within
their political and historical context.
Communication, Society and Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   358pp   3 line
diagrams   18 tables
0 521 83535 6 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54308 8 Paperback £19.99
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Discipline and
Development
Middle Classes and Prosperity in
East Asia and Latin America
Diane E. Davis
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

South Korea’s and Taiwan’s economic
successes and Argentina’s and Mexico’s
relative ‘failures’ are compared through
examination of their rural middle classes
and disciplinary capacities. Can
disciplining continue in a context where
globalization squeezes middle classes
and frees capitalists from state and
social contracts?

2004   228 x 152 mm   436pp   6 tables
0 521 80748 4 Hardback £55.00
0 521 00208 7 Paperback £19.95

NEW

Ethnicity, Social
Mobility, and Public
Policy
Comparing the US and UK
Edited by Glenn C. Loury
Boston University

Tariq Modood
University of Bristol

and Steven M. Teles
Brandeis University, Massachusetts

The causes and consequences of social
mobility are a central area of study
within social sciences, and the differing
levels of economic development
between ethnic groups is an issue of
concern for policy-makers. This book
provides a comparative analysis of these
and related issues within the US and
the UK.

2005   228 x 152 mm   654pp   67 tables
25 figures
0 521 82309 9 Hardback £60.00
0 521 53001 6 Paperback £30.00
Publication May 2005

FORTHCOMING

State Formation in
Ancient China and
Early Modern Europe
Tin-bor Victoria Hui
Stanford University, California

There is a common belief that the
system of sovereign territorial states and
the roots of liberal democracy are
unique to European civilization and
alien to non-Western cultures. This book
shows that China in the Spring and
Autumn and Warring States periods
(656–221 BC) was once a system of
sovereign territorial states similar to
Europe in the early modern period. This
book examines why China and Europe
shared similar processes but
experienced opposite outcomes.

2005   228 x 152 mm   241pp   5 tables
4 maps
0 521 81972 5 Hardback c. £47.50
0 521 52576 4 Paperback c. £17.50
Publication August 2005

New Television, Old
Politics
The Transition to Digital TV in
the United States and Britain
Hernan Galperin
University of Southern California

This book explains how the process of
moving from analog TV to digital is
unfolding in the US and Britain and
explores the changes in the legal
framework and the industry structure
associated with it. It is a unique study
about the technological, political, and
social factors shaping this transition.
Communication, Society and Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   328pp   1 line
diagram   10 tables
0 521 82399 4 Hardback £50.00

The Science and
Politics of Global
Climate Change
A Guide to the Debate
Andrew E. Dessler
University of Maryland, College Park

and Edward A. Parson
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Combining their expertise in
atmospheric science and public policy,
the authors present an accessible
description of the scientific and political
issues involved in the climate change
debate. This introductory primer will
help students and the general public to
sort through the conflicting claims made
by scientists, politicians and the media.

2005   228 x 152 mm   250pp   4 tables
22 figures
0 521 83170 9 Hardback c. £55.00
0 521 53941 2 Paperback c. £22.99
Publication August 2005

NEW

Adaptation Policy
Frameworks for
Climate Change
Developing Strategies, Policies
and Measures
Edited by Bo Lim
and Erika Spanger-Siegfried
Ian Burton
Eizabeth Malone
and Saleemul Huq

The Adaptation Policy Framework
provides the rapidly evolving process of
adaptation policy-making with a much-
needed roadmap. The APF supports
adaptation processes to protect - and
enhance - human well-being in the face

of climate change. This volume will be
invaluable for everyone working on
climate change and policy-making.

2005   279 x 215 mm   266pp   75 line
diagrams   25 tables
0 521 61760 X Paperback £35.00

Cambridge Studies in
Comparative Politics

FORTHCOMING

Capitalism,
Democracy, and
Welfare
Torben Iversen
Harvard University, Massachusetts

Based on the key idea that social
protection, both inside and outside the
state, can be understood as protection
of specific investments in human
capital, the book offers a systematic
explanation of popular preferences for
redistributive spending, the economic
role of political parties and electoral
systems, and labor market stratification.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2005   228 x 152 mm   328pp   29 line
diagrams   45 tables
0 521 84861 X Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61307 8 Paperback c. £17.99
Publication August 2005

NEW

Imagined Economies
The Sources of Russian
Regionalism
Yoshiko M. Herrera
Harvard University, Massachusetts

This book analyzes the economic bases
of regional sovereignty movements in
the Russian Federation from
1990–1993. The analysis is based on an
original data set of Russian sovereignty
movements, and also includes two case
studies on Sverdlovsk and Samara
oblasts. The author employs a variety of
methods including quantitative
statistical analysis and systematic
qualitative content analysis of local
newspapers. The book addresses the
literature on both nationalism and
political economy and provides a novel
analytic framework for explaining the
origin of economic interests and the
development of sovereignty movements.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2005   228 x 152 mm   312pp   4 line
diagrams   37 tables   3 maps
0 521 82736 1 Hardback £45.00
Publication February 2005
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NEW

Courts under
Constraints
Judges, Generals, and Presidents
in Argentina
Gretchen Helmke
University of Notre Dame, Indiana

Set in the context of modern Argentina,
this study offers a new theoretical
framework for understanding how
institutional instability affects judicial
behavior under dictatorship and
democracy. In stark contrast to
conventional wisdom, the findings of
the study contradict the longstanding
assumption that only independent
judges rule against rulers. To the
contrary, the study demonstrates how,
under certain conditions, the very
absence of judicial independence may
actually provoke judges to challenge the
government. These findings carry
important consequences for citizens,
scholars, and policymakers in Latin
America and beyond.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2005   228 x 152 mm   240pp   7 line
diagrams   17 tables
0 521 82059 6 Hardback £40.00
Publication February 2005

Procedural Politics
Issues, Influence, and
Institutional Choice in the
European Union
Joseph Jupille
Florida International University

Using multiple methods and original
data, Procedural Politics develops a
theory of everyday politics with respect
to rules - procedural politics - and
applies it to European Union integration
and politics. It paints a much fuller
picture of the role of rules in political
life than is available in most existing
work.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   294pp   28 line
diagrams   18 tables
0 521 83253 5 Hardback £45.00

Why Ethnic Parties
Succeed
Patronage and Ethnic Head
Counts in India
Kanchan Chandra
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Why do some ethnic parties succeed in
attracting the support of their target
ethnic group while others fail? Drawing
on a study of variation in the
performance of four ethnic parties in
India, this book builds a theory of ethnic
party performance in ‘patronage
democracies’.

Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
2004   228 x 152 mm   368pp   17 line
diagrams   39 tables   7 maps
0 521 81452 9 Hardback £50.00

WINNER OF THE STEIN ROKKAN
PRIZE 2004

The Nationalization of
Politics
The Formation of National
Electorates and Party Systems in
Western Europe
Daniele Caramani
Universität Mannheim, Germany

Daniele Caramani describes the
transformation of politics from a
situation where voting behavior differs
greatly between regions to one where it
is homogenous within nations. The
author uses new data to look at a long-
term evolution, spanning from the mid-
nineteenth century to the present.

• Long-term (150 years) and
comparative (17 countries)

• Large amount of new and unexplored
electoral data at the level of single
constituencies

• Analysis of all cleavages and party
families

Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
2004   228 x 152 mm   368pp   34 line
diagrams   46 tables
0 521 82799 X Hardback £55.00
0 521 53520 4 Paperback £19.99

Public Opinion,
Democracy, and
Market Reform in
Africa
Michael Bratton
Michigan State University

Robert Mattes
University of Cape Town

and E. Gyimah-Boadi
University of Ghana

This book is a groundbreaking
exploration of public opinion in sub-
Saharan Africa. Based on the
Afrobarometer, a survey research
project, it reveals what ordinary Africans
think about democracy and market
reforms, subjects on which almost
nothing is otherwise known. The
authors find that support for democracy
in Africa is wide but shallow and that
Africans feel trapped between state and
market. While Africans are learning
about reform on the basis of
knowledge, reasoning, and experience,
few countries are likely to attain fully
fledged democracies and markets
anytime soon.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   486pp   46 tables
0 521 84191 7 Hardback £50.00
0 521 60291 2 Paperback £21.99

How Institutions
Evolve
The Political Economy of Skills in
Germany, Britain, the United
States, and Japan
Kathleen Thelen
Northwestern University, Illinois

This book contributes to a literature in
the political economy of the developed
democracies, focusing on different
institutional arrangements that define
distinctive models of capitalism. It
explains the historical origins of
important cross-national differences in
four countries (Germany, Britain, the
United States and Japan), and also
provides a theory of institutional change
over time. The latter is considered a
frontier issue in institutionalist analysis,
of which there are several varieties
developing from economics, political
science, and sociology.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   352pp
0 521 83768 5 Hardback £50.00
0 521 54674 5 Paperback £18.99

Cambridge Studies in
Contentious Politics

FORTHCOMING

The Marketing of
Rebellion
Insurgents, Media, and
Transnational Support
Clifford Bob
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh

How do a few Third World political
movements become global causes
célèbres, while most remain isolated?
This book rejects dominant views that
needy groups readily gain help from
selfless nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs). Instead, they face a Darwinian
struggle for scarce resources where
support goes to the savviest, not the
neediest. Examining Mexico’s Zapatista
rebels and Nigeria’s Ogoni ethnic group,
the book draws critical conclusions
about social movements, NGOs, and
‘global civil society’. These will change
how the weak solicit help, the powerful
pick clients, and our views on world
politics.
Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics

2005   228 x 152 mm   249pp   2 tables
2 maps
0 521 84570 X Hardback c. £42.50
0 521 60786 8 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication August 2005
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FORTHCOMING

Social Movements and
Organization Theory
Edited by Gerald Davis
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Doug McAdam
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences, Stanford, California

W. Richard Scott
Stanford University, California

and Mayer Zald
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Although the fields of organization
theory and social movement theory
have long been viewed as belonging to
different worlds, recent events have
intervened, reminding us that
organizations are becoming more
movement-like – more volatile and
politicized – while movements are more
likely to borrow strategies from
organizations. Scholars who have
focused primarily on structure and
stability have much to learn from
colleagues who have focused on turmoil
and conflict – and vice versa. The topics
covered range from globalization and
transnational social movement
organizations to community recycling
programs.
Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics

2005   228 x 152 mm   456pp   16 line
diagrams   23 tables
0 521 83949 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54836 5 Paperback £20.99
Publication June 2005

NEW

Political Movements
and Violence in
Central America
Charles D. Brockett
University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee

This book offers an in-depth analysis of
the confrontation between popular
movements and repressive regimes in
Central America for the three decades
beginning in 1960, particularly in El
Salvador and Guatemala. It examines
both urban and rural groups as well as
both nonviolent social movements and
revolutionary movements. It studies the
impact of state violence on contentious
political movements as well as defends
the political process model for studying
such movements.
Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics

2005   228 x 152 mm   408pp   35 line
diagrams   7 tables   2 maps
0 521 84083 X Hardback £45.00
0 521 60055 3 Paperback £19.99
Publication March 2005

Contention and
Democracy in Europe,
1650–2000
Charles Tilly
Columbia University, New York

This book is an analysis of the
relationship between democratization
and contentious politics that builds
upon the model set forth in the
pathbreaking book, Dynamics of
Contention. The book shows how
similar recurrent casual mechanisms in
different combinations, sequences, and
initial conditions produced contrasting
trajectories toward and away from
democracy.
Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   320pp   11 line
diagrams
0 521 83008 7 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53713 4 Paperback £16.99

Cambridge Studies in
Public Opinion and
Political Psychology

FORTHCOMING

The Authoritarian
Dynamic
Karen Stenner
Princeton University, New Jersey

What is the basis for intolerance? This
book addresses that question by
developing a universal theory about
what causes intolerance of difference in
general, which includes racism, political
intolerance (e.g. restriction of free
speech), moral intolerance (e.g.
homophobia, supporting censorship,
opposing abortion) and punitiveness. It
demonstrates that all these seemingly
disparate attitudes are principally
caused by just two factors: individuals’
innate psychological predispositions to
intolerance (‘authoritarianism’)
interacting with changing conditions of
societal threat. The threatening
conditions, resonant particularly in the
present political climate, that exacerbate
authoritarian attitudes include national
economic downturn, rapidly rising crime
rates, civil dissent and unrest, loss of
confidence in social institutions,
presidential unpopularity, divisive
presidential campaigns, and internal or
external crises that undermine national
pride or confidence. Using purpose-
built experimental manipulations, cross-
national survey data and in-depth
personal interviews with extreme
authoritarians, the book shows that this
simple model provides the most
complete account of intolerance.

Cambridge Studies in Public Opinion and
Political Psychology

2005   228 x 152 mm   384pp   50 line
diagrams   33 tables
0 521 82743 4 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 53478 X Paperback c. £19.99
Publication August 2005

Political Disagreement
The Survival of Diverse Opinions
within Communication Networks
Robert Huckfeldt
University of California, Davis

Paul E. Johnson
University of Kansas

and John Sprague
Washington University, St Louis

Political disagreement is frequently
widespread within the everyday patterns
of political discussion that occur among
ordinary citizens. This is fortunate
because, absent of the experience of
disagreement, political communication
among citizens loses value and
meaning. At the same time, political
disagreement and diversity do not
always or inevitably survive. The
compelling question thus becomes,
what are the circumstances that sustain
political diversity, even in politically
high-stimulus environments, when
individuals are attentive to politics and
the frequency of communication among
citizens is correspondingly high?
Cambridge Studies in Public Opinion and
Political Psychology

2004   228 x 152 mm   272pp   24 line
diagrams   27 tables
0 521 83430 9 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54223 5 Paperback £17.99

Communication,
Society and Politics

Media and the Path to
Peace
Gadi Wolfsfeld
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

This book examines the role the news
media plays in peace processes, arguing
that it is often destructive. Wolfsfeld
examines three major cases: the Oslo
peace process between Israel and the
Palestinians; the peace process between
Israel and Jordan; and the process
surrounding the Good Friday Agreement
in Northern Ireland.
Communication, Society and Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   284pp   1 line
diagram   17 tables
0 521 83136 9 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53862 9 Paperback £16.99
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Political
Economy and
Public Policy

HIGHLIGHT

The Market for Force
The Consequences of Privatizing
Security
Deborah D. Avant
George Washington University, Washington DC

The legitimate use of force is generally
presumed to be the realm of the state.
However, the flourishing role of the
private sector in security over the last
twenty years has brought this into
question. In this book Deborah Avant
examines the privatization of security
and its impact on the control of force.
She describes the growth of private
security companies, explains how the
industry works, and describes its range
of customers – including states, non-
government organisations and
commercial transnational corporations.
She charts the inevitable trade-offs that
the market for force imposes on the
states, firms and people wishing to
control it, suggests a new way to think
about the control of force, and offers a
model of institutional analysis that
draws on both economic and
sociological reasoning. The book
contains case studies drawn from the
US and Europe as well as Africa and the
Middle East.

• The first serious attempt to grapple
with the difficult trade-offs involved in
controlling private security in the
global market

• Suggests a new way to think about
the control of force that makes a
significant contribution to civil-military
relations

• Offers an institutional model that
bridges the ‘rationalist/constructivist’
divide

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Private
security and the control of force; 3. State
capacity and contracting for security;
4. Dilemmas in state regulation of private
security exports; 5. Private financing for
security and the control of force; 6. Market
mechanisms and the diffusion of control
over force; 7. Conclusion; Bibliography.

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   7 tables
1 figure
0 521 85026 6 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61535 6 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication May 2005

HIGHLIGHT

Global Crises, Global
Solutions
Edited by Bjorn Lomborg
Aarhus Universitet, Denmark

A unique publication exploring the
opportunities for addressing ten of the
most serious challenges facing the
world today: Climate Change,
Communicable Diseases, Conflicts,
Education, Financial Instability,
Corruption, Migration, Malnutrition and
Hunger, Trade Barriers, Access to Water.
In a world fraught with problems and
challenges, we need to gauge how to
achieve the greatest good with our
money. Global Crises, Global Solutions
provides a rich set of arguments and
data for prioritising our response most
effectively. Each problem is introduced
by a world-renowned expert defining
the scale of the problem and describing
the costs and benefits of a range of
policy options to improve the situation.
Each challenge is evaluated by
economists from North America, Europe
and China who attempt a ranking of
the most promising options. Whether
you agree or disagree with the analysis
or conclusions, Global Crises, Global
Solutions provides a serious, yet
accessible, springboard for debate and
discussion.

• Tackles ten of the world’s biggest
problems

• Innovative approach attempts to
provide a non-partisan analysis

• Exceptionally high calibre of
contributing authors

The Economist selected Global Crises,
Global Solutions as one of the best
books in 2004.

‘A hugely sensible book about global
health and environmental problems,
based on the ‘Copenhagen Consensus’
project documented in The Economist.
Its authors, eminent economists,
recognise that the resources to tackle
such problems are finite and need to
be applied where they are most likely
to be effective. Better, for instance, to
spend resources on the immediate
problem of AIDS in Africa than the
more distant one of global warming.
This book is a healthy antidote to the
narrow views of single-issue pressure
groups.’ 
The Economist

Contents: List of figures; List of tables; List
of boxes; Preface; List of contributors; List
of abbreviations and acronyms; Introduction
Bjørn Lomborg; Part I. The Challenges:
1. Climate change William Cline; Alternative
perspectives 1.1 Robert Mendelsohn 
1.2 Alan S. Manne; 2. Communicable
diseases Anne Mills and Sam Shilcutt;
Alternative perspectives 2.1 David B. Evans

2.2 Jacques van der Gaag; 3. Conflicts and
arms proliferation Paul Collier and Anke
Hoeffler; Alternative perspectives 3.1
Michael D. Intraligator 3.2 Tony Addison;
4. Access to education Lant Pritchett;
Alternative perspectives 4.1 T. Paul Schultz
4.2 Ludger Wöbmann; 5. Financial
instability Barry Eichengreen; Alternative
perspectives 5.1 Charles Wyplosz; 5.2 Peter
Blair Henry; 6. Governance and corruption
Susan Rose-Ackerman; Alternative
perspectives 6.1 Jens Christopher Andvig;
6.2 Jean Cartier-Bresson; 7. Malnutrition
and hunger Jere R. Behrman, Harold
Alderman and John Hoddinott; Alternative
perspectives 7.1 Peter Svedberg; 7.2 Simon
Appleton; 8. Migration Philip Martin;
Alternative perspectives 8.1 Mark
Rosenzweig 8.2 Roger Böhning;
9. Sanitation and access to clean water
Frank Rijsberman; Alternative perspectives
9.1 John J. Boland 9.2 Henry Vaux, Jr.
10. Subsidies and trade barriers Kym
Anderson; Alternative perspectives 10.1 Jan
Pronk 10.2 Arvind Panagariya; Part II.
Ranking the Opportunities: Jagdish
Bhagwati, Robert Fogel, Bruno Frey, Justin
Yifu Lin, Douglass North, Thomas Schelling,
Vernon Smith and Nancy Stokey; Expert
Panel; Youth Parliament; Index.

2004   247 x 174 mm   670pp   80 tables
60 graphs
0 521 84446 0 Hardback £45.00
0 521 60614 4 Paperback £19.99

NEW

Federalism and the
Welfare State
New World and European
Experiences
Edited by Herbert Obinger
Universität Bremen

Stephan Leibfried
Universität Bremen

and Francis G. Castles
University of Edinburgh

In this unique and provocative
contribution to the literatures of political
science and social policy, ten leading
experts question the prevailing view
that federalism always inhibits the
growth of social solidarity. Their
comparative study of the evolution of
political institutions and welfare states
in the six oldest federal states -
Australia, Austria, Canada, Germany,
Switzerland and the US - reveals that
federalism impedes and facilitates social
policy development and also suggests
that federalism may actually protect the
welfare state, and welfare states may
enhance national integration.
‘Social science is at its best when it
questions conceived wisdom with
rigorous empirical analysis. This is
exactly what Federalism and the
Welfare State does, and it does it very
well, indeed, showing that
decentralized polities do not
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necessarily imply weaker welfare
states. Written by some of the World’s
leading authorities, this book is a must
for students of federalism and of the
welfare state – an exceedingly
important scientific contribution.’
Goesta Esping-Andersen, Universitat Pompeu
Fabra, Barcelona

‘Federalism and the Welfare State is
compulsory reading, not only for
scholars who want to understand the
history and dynamics of social
programmes in existing federal states,
but for policy makers who are
struggling with the issue of social
policy in the European Union – what
role should the EU play in social
policy? – and in decentralizing welfare
states within Europe.’
Frank Vandenbroucke, Minister of Employment
and Pensions, Belgium

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   30 tables
13 figures
0 521 84738 9 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61184 9 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication May 2005

FORTHCOMING

Poverty, Work and
Freedom
Political Economy and the Moral
Order
David P. Levine
University of Denver

and S. Abu Turab Rizvi
University of Vermont

The poor seem easy to identify: those
who do not have enough money or
enough of the things money can buy.
This book explores a different approach
to poverty, one suggested by the notion
of capabilities emphasized by Amartya
Sen and Martha Nussbaum. The book
argues that poverty refers not to a lack
of things but to the lack of the ability to
live life in a particular way and focuses
attention on the capability for creative
living.

2005   228 x 152 mm   180pp
0 521 84826 1 Hardback c. £35.00
Publication June 2005

NEW

Globalization and the
International Financial
System
What’s Wrong, and What Can Be
Done
Peter  Isard
International Monetary Fund

This book provides perspectives on
various aspects of the international
financial system that contribute to
financial crises and growth failures, and
discusses the remedies that economists
have proposed. It also sheds light on a
central feature of the international

financial system: the activities and
effectiveness of the International
Monetary Fund.

2005   228 x 152 mm   384pp   15 line
diagrams   5 tables
0 521 84389 8 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60507 5 Paperback £16.99

FORTHCOMING

The Economics and
Politics of Trade Blocs
Pravin Krishna
Brown University, Rhode Island

The first section of this book presents a
rudimentary and intuitive introduction
to the economics of preferential trade
agreements. The following chapters
present the author’s theoretical and
empirical research on a number of
questions surrounding the issue of
preferential trade agreements including
the design of necessarily welfare-
improving trade blocs.
Japan-US Center Sanwa Monographs on
International Financial Markets

2005   216 x 138 mm   175pp   9 line
diagrams   3 tables
0 521 77066 1 Hardback c. £30.00
Publication June 2005

NEW

Economic Policy in the
Age of Globalization
Nicola Acocella
Università degli Studi di Roma ‘La Sapienza’,
Italy

In this textbook, Professor Nicola
Acocella analyses both the principles
and techniques of public intervention in
the global economy. A wide range of
topics are covered, from market and
government failures to the
consequences of globalisation for
economic policymaking.

2005   247 x 174 mm   537pp   33 tables
54 figures
0 521 83282 9 Hardback £50.00
0 521 54038 0 Paperback £24.99
Publication February 2005

FORTHCOMING

Social Security Reform
Financial and Political Issues in
International Perspective
Edited by Robin Brooks
and Assaf Razin
Tel-Aviv University

As population aging has become
increasingly acute in many countries, the
debate over how to reform often
creaking public pension systems has
gathered momentum. This volume
focuses on the underlying economic
issues of the debate. It begins by
examining the rationale behind why

public pension systems were introduced
originally, then systematically examines
different aspects of reforming these
systems.

2005   228 x 152 mm   384pp   43 line
diagrams   73 tables
0 521 84495 9 Hardback £55.00
Publication May 2005

NEW

Corporate
Environmentalism and
Public Policy
Thomas P. Lyon
Indiana University

and John W. Maxwell
Indiana University

This is the first book to provide a hard-
headed economic view of voluntary
approaches to environmental issues.
Both corporate and government
initiatives are viewed within a political
framework where special interest
groups have powerful influence. It will
appeal to business strategists and policy
practitioners, as well as scholars and
researchers.

2004   228 x 152 mm   306pp   6 tables
18 graphs
0 521 81947 4 Hardback £45.00
0 521 60376 5 Paperback £19.99

NEW

Conflicts of Interest
Challenges and Solutions in
Business, Law, Medicine, and
Public Policy
Edited by Don A. Moore
Carnegie Mellon University, Pennsylvania

Daylian M. Cain
Carnegie Mellon University, Pennsylvania

George Loewenstein
Carnegie Mellon University, Pennsylvania

and Max Bazerman
Harvard University, Massachusetts

This collection explores the subject of
conflicts of interest. It investigates how
to manage conflicts of interest, how
they can affect well-meaning
professionals, and how they can limit
the effectiveness of corporate boards,
undermine professional ethics, and
corrupt expert opinion. The results offer
a sobering prognosis for professional
ethics and for anyone who relies on
professionals who have conflicts of
interest.

2005   228 x 152 mm   312pp   10 line
diagrams   12 tables
0 521 84439 8 Hardback £40.00
Publication May 2005
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Global Collective
Action
Todd Sandler
University of Southern California

This book explains why the global
community has been successful in
correcting some recent large-scale
problems, but has failed in addressing
others. The analysis reaches from
antibiotic-resistant microbes to
greenhouse gases, from civil wars to
international terrorism, and from the
polluted atmospheres of cities to the
depths of outer space.

2004   228 x 152 mm   314pp   20 line
diagrams   22 tables
0 521 83477 5 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54254 5 Paperback £17.99

TEXTBOOK

Public Choice III
Third edition
Dennis C. Mueller
Universität Wien, Austria

This book represents a revision and
expansion of Public Choice II (1989). Six
new chapters have been added, and
several chapters from the previous
edition have been revised. The
discussion of empirical work in public
choice has been greatly expanded. All of
the major topics of public choice are
covered.
‘Like all the others, this volume will
become the first point of reference –
the ‘bible’ – for all scholars in the field,
both the experts and the more casual
samplers. It represents an amazing
effort, even more extraordinary than
the earlier versions. The profession is
deeply in Mueller’s debt.’
Geoffrey Brennan, Australian National University

‘This is a granddaddy of a book! Or
rather a grand-son of one. For over a
quarter of a century, Mueller has been
providing us with successive surveys of
the field of public choice, with each
version more extensive, detailed and
impressive than its predecessor. This is
the third book in that series. And
almost certainly the final one. No one
could reasonably be expected to
master the field in quite this masterful
way ever again. The original 1979 book
ran to almost three hundred spaciously
typed pages. The 1989 successor
extended to more than five hundred
and was rather more densely spaced.
The current version is over seven
hundred, and includes almost seventy
pages of references. Compiling such a
survey – single-handedly – is a
gargantuan effort, and has been
accomplished here with amazing
completeness and elegance.’
Russell Hardin, Stanford University

‘As a teacher of public choice I have
found Mueller’s works invaluable. He is
not only an original scholar but he

succeeds in putting the existing
knowledge into a form that makes it
easy for students to follow. In addition
to summarizing the existing
knowledge, he always puts into them a
number of new points with the results
that teacher like myself finds a book
interesting as a contribution to
knowledge as well as a summary of
previous knowledge. Public Choice III
continues the tradition and will be
invaluable as a text while the same
time contributing to the knowledge of
the teacher.’
Gordon Tullock, George Mason University

‘Mueller’s Public Choice III is a colossal
achievement. Anyone curious about
what public choice scholars have to
say about myriad subjects in political
economy can find the answers here,
but even members of the public choice
fraternity will find much that is new
and insightful in this compilation.’
Morris P. Fiorina, Hoover Institution, Stanford
University

2003   228 x 152 mm   788pp   120 line
diagrams   75 tables
0 521 81546 0 Hardback £90.00
0 521 89475 1 Paperback £33.00

NEW TEXTBOOK

The Dynamics of Socio-
Economic
Development
An Introduction
Adam Szirmai
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Holland

A modern, non-technical introduction to
contemporary debates within
development economics within a
framework which emphasises the
historical and political context. As it
assumes no prior knowledge of
economics the book is  well suited for
use in inter-disciplinary development
studies programmes as well as in
economics courses.
‘This monumental study is historically
grounded, balanced, nuanced, rigorous,
eclectic, and reader-friendly. All serious
scholars and practitioners of economic
development will want to have a copy
on their shelves. The volume is ideally
suited as a text for a development
economics course.’
Hal Hill, H. W. Arndt, Professor of Southeast
Asian Economies, Australian National University

Contents: 1. Developing countries and the
concept of development; 2. Development of
the international economic order,
1450–2000; 3. Growth and stagnation:
theories and experiences; 4. Technology and
development; 5. Population and
development; 6. Health, health care and
development; 7. Education and
development; 8. Economic development,
structural transformation and primary
exports; 9. Industrial development;
10. Agricultural development and rural
development; 11. State formation and

political aspects of development;
12. Cultural dimensions of development;
13. The international economic and political
order since 1945; 14. Foreign aid and
development.

2005   247 x 174 mm   745pp   75 tables
20 graphs
0 521 81763 3 Hardback £60.00
0 521 52084 3 Paperback £30.00

NEW

Macrojustice
The Political Economy of
Fairness
Serge-Christophe Kolm
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales,
Paris

In the just society, individuals’ freedom
is fully respected, and redistribution
amounts to an equal sharing of
individuals’ different earnings obtained
by the same limited ‘equalization
labour’. The concept of equalization
labour is determined by a number of
methods presented in this volume.

2005   228 x 152 mm   512pp   5 line
diagrams
0 521 83503 8 Hardback £70.00
Publication February 2005

NEW GRADUATE TEXTBOOK

The Regional
Multinationals
MNEs and ‘Global’ Strategic
Management
Alan M. Rugman
Indiana University

Alan M. Rugman explores alternatives
to the popular model of increasingly
globalized business, and explores the
widespread evidence of regionalised
business practice among the world’s top
500 companies. Detailed case studies
and real-life examples flesh out the
theory and practice of regionalisation in
multinationals.
Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Regional
multinationals: the data; 3. Two regional
strategy frameworks; 4. Regional and global
strategies of multinational enterprises;
5. Retail multinationals; 6. Banking
multinationals; 7. Pharmaceutical and
chemical multinationals; 8. Automobile
multinationals; 9. Profits of leading
multinational enterprises; 10. Analysis of
the regional and global strategies of large
firms; 11. Regional multinationals and
government policy; 12. Regional
multinationals: the new research agenda;
Appendix A; References; Index.

2005   247 x 174 mm   288pp   51 tables
18 figures
0 521 84265 4 Hardback £45.00
0 521 60361 7 Paperback £19.99
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FORTHCOMING

Natural Resources and
Economic
Development
Edward B. Barbier
University of Wyoming

Natural Resources and Economic
Development is the first comprehensive
analysis of natural resource use and
economic development in poor
countries. It explores the reasons why
natural resource exploitation is not
yielding greater benefits to the
economies of Africa, Asia and Latin
America, and proposes institutional and
policy reforms.

2005   228 x 152 mm   300pp   30 tables
25 figures
0 521 82313 7 Hardback c. £45.00
Publication August 2005

Rethinking Pension
Reform
Franco Modigliani
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and Arun Muralidhar
Mcube Investment Technologies

This book is unique as it presents an
academic and a practical aspect on
managing pension funds to clarify the
global debate on social security. The
authors establish the basic choices in
designating any system to help policy
makers develop the system that
achieves their many objectives.

• Senior author awarded Nobel prize for
studying saving behavior

• Comparative perspectives cover US,
Spain, Latin America

• Financially rigorous yet narrative;
highly accessible, covering a hot topic
2004   228 x 152 mm   266pp   45 line
diagrams   39 tables
0 521 83411 2 Hardback £45.00

NEW

The Economic
Implications of Aging
Societies
The Costs of Living Happily Ever
After
Steven A. Nyce
Watson Wyatt Worldwide, Washington DC

and Sylvester J. Schieber
Watson Wyatt Worldwide, Washington DC

It describes current trends in birth rates,
longevity and labor force participation
and productivity, the cross-border flow
of capital, the globalization of labor
markets, the financial viability of social
insurance programs, and the ways
economic output is shared between
working-age and retiree populations.

2005   228 x 152 mm   408pp   33 line
diagrams   33 tables
0 521 85153 X Hardback £45.00
0 521 61724 3 Paperback £18.99
Publication March 2005

Australia’s Money
Mandarins
The Reserve Bank and the
Politics of Money
Stephen Bell
University of Queensland

Australia’s Money Mandarins tells the
story of the Reserve Bank of Australia
over the past two decades. Including
frank interviews with key figures like
Bob Johnson and Ian Macfarlane, this
book will appeal to anyone with an
interest in the politics of money.

2004   228 x 152 mm   248pp
0 521 83990 4 Hardback £45.00

World Cities beyond
the West
Globalization, Development and
Inequality
Edited by Josef Gugler
University of Connecticut

This book provides the first dedicated
study of major cities in countries outside
the industrialized West. The contributors
compare their histories, their present
positions in the world, and the problems
they face. This book provides an original
perspective on world cities and the
impact of globalization upon them.
Contents: Introduction; Part I. The Impact
of the Global Political Economy:
1. Shanghai: remaking China’s future global
city; 2. Seoul: complementing economic
success with games; 3. Bangkok: evolution
and adaptation under stress; 4. Cairo: too
many people, not enough land, too few
resources; 5. Mexico City’s future in an era
of globalization; Part II. The Impact of the
State: 6. Moscow’s changing fortunes under
three regimes; 7. Hong Kong’s pathway to
becoming a global city; 8. Singapore:
forming the family for a world city;
9. Jakarta: globalization, economic crisis,
and social change; Part III. The Impact of
Popular Movements: 10. Sao Paulo: the
political and socio-economic
transformations wrought by the new labour
movement in the city and beyond;
11. Bombay/Mumbai: globalization,
inequalities and politics; 12. Johannesburg:
race, inequality, and urbanization;
Afterword.

Contributors: Josef Gugler, Weiping
Wu, Shahid Yusuf, Yeong-Hyun Kim,
Douglas Webster, Janet Abu-Lughod,
Peter M. Ward, James H. Bater, Alvin Y.
So, Janet W. Salaff, Dean Forbes, Maria
Helena Moreira Alves, Sujata Patel,
Owen Crankshaw, Susan Parnell, Saskia
Sassen

2004   228 x 152 mm   412pp   29 tables
12 figures   23 maps
0 521 83003 6 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53685 5 Paperback £19.99

Political Economy of
Institutions and
Decisions

FORTHCOMING

Institutions and Ethnic
Politics in Africa
Daniel N. Posner
University of California, Los Angeles

This book presents a theory to account
for why and when politics revolves
around one axis of social cleavage
instead of another. It does so by
examining the case of Zambia, where
people identify themselves either as
members of one of the country’s
seventy-three tribes or as members of
one of its four principal language
groups. The book accounts for the
conditions under which Zambian
political competition revolves around
tribal differences and under which it
revolves around language group
differences. Drawing on a simple model
of identity choice, it shows that the
answer depends on whether the country
operates under single-party or multi-
party rule. During periods of single-party
rule, tribal identities serve as the axis of
electoral mobilization and self-
identification; during periods of multi-
party rule, broader language group
identities play this role. The book thus
demonstrates how formal institutional
rules determine the kinds of social
cleavages that matter in politics.
Political Economy of Institutions and
Decisions

2005   228 x 152 mm   360pp   36 line
diagrams   17 tables
0 521 83398 1 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54179 4 Paperback £17.99
Publication June 2005

FORTHCOMING

The Political Economy
of Poland’s Transition
New Firms and Reform
Governments
John E. Jackson
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Jacek Klich
Jagiellonian University, Krakow

and Krystyna Poznanska
Warsaw School of Economics

In the time span of a two-term US
presidency, Poland went from an
authoritarian one-party state with a
faltering centrally planned economy to
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become a relatively stable multiparty
democracy and a market economy with
one of the highest GDP growth rates in
Europe. Using detailed economic, survey
and voting data, this book looks to the
high rate of creation and growth of
new, domestically owned firms from
1990–1997 to explain these successes.
It is the only book that integrates both
economic and political analyses and
data.
Political Economy of Institutions and
Decisions

2005   228 x 152 mm   272pp   14 line
diagrams   69 tables
0 521 83895 9 Hardback c. £45.00
Publication July 2005

NEW

The Politics of
Constitutional Review
in Germany
Georg Vanberg
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Courts that can strike down legislation
as unconstitutional are confronted by a
compliance problem: What will induce
legislative majorities to comply with the
court’s decision? This book investigates
how public support for an independent
judiciary can function as an enforcement
mechanism. The book shows that if
public support is a central mechanism
that provides support for constitutional
courts, courts are limited in their ability
to enforce constitutional provisions. This
finding is significant because it implies
that courts cannot consistently protect
political minorities, a function often
associated with courts.
Political Economy of Institutions and
Decisions

2005   228 x 152 mm   208pp
0 521 83647 6 Hardback £40.00
Publication February 2005

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Politics of
Property Rights
Political Instability, Credible
Commitments, and Economic
Growth in Mexico, 1876–1929
Stephen Haber
Stanford University, California

Armando Razo
Stanford University, California

and Noel Maurer
Instituto Technologico Autonomo de Mexico

This book is intended for historians of
Latin America, scholars interested in
economic development, and political
scientists interested in the political
foundations of growth. It offers a
detailed economic history of Mexico and
a theory about how rent seeking
permits economic growth. It explains

why political instability is not necessarily
correlated with economic stagnation.
The result is an analytic economic
history of Mexico under both stability
and instability, and a generalizable
framework about the interaction of
political and economic institutions.
Political Economy of Institutions and
Decisions

2004   228 x 152 mm   406pp   5 line
diagrams   64 tables   1 map
0 521 60354 4 Paperback £16.99

Election Timing
Alastair Smith
New York University

Most parliamentary systems have
endogenous election timing, a system
where the Prime Minister is free to call
elections when he or she thinks the
time is right. Despite the huge
advantage one might expect this
creates, Prime Ministers frequently lose.
The author proposes an informational
theory that explains when leaders call
for elections and the consequences of
their decisions. The author explains why
leaders find it difficult to profit from
their ability to call elections when they
are popular and the opposition is weak.
Political Economy of Institutions and
Decisions

2004   228 x 152 mm   286pp   35 line
diagrams   21 tables
0 521 83363 9 Hardback £45.00

NOW IN PAPERBACK

Individuals,
Institutions, and
Markets
C. Mantzavinos
University of Freiburg and University of Bayreuth

Individuals, Institutions, and Markets
offers a theory of how the institutional
framework of a society emerges and
how markets within institutions work.
The book shows that both social
institutions, defined as the rules of the
game, and exchange processes can be
analyzed along a common theoretical
structure. Mantzavinos’ proposal is that
a problem solving model of individual
behavior inspired by the cognitive
sciences provides such a unifying
theoretical structure. Integrating the
latest scholarship in economics,
sociology, political science, law, and
anthropology, Mantzavinos offers a
genuine political economy showing how
social institutions affect economic
outcomes.
Political Economy of Institutions and
Decisions

2004   228 x 152 mm   332pp
0 521 54833 0 Paperback £17.99

JOURNAL

World Trade Review
Editor: Douglas A. Irwin
Dartmouth College, Hanover

The World Trade Review was
established at the initiative of the
Secretariat of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) in close cooperation
with Cambridge University Press. It is an
independent journal – the Editor and all
but one member of the Editorial Board
are drawn from university faculties –
that includes articles written from
economic, legal, political and inter-
disciplinary perspectives on issues of
relevance to the multilateral trading
system. Priority is given to papers that,
along with being academically rigorous,
are also accessible to government policy
officials and the wider public. The
journal also includes shorter articles
seeking to rebut or challenge published
papers.
Subscriptions

Volume 4 in 2005: March, July and November
Institutions print and electronic: £147/$246
Institutions electronic only: £125/$210
Institutions print only: £137/$229
Individuals print only: £32/$48
Individuals in low-income countries: £32
Students: £15/$22
American Economic Association, European
Economic Association, American Political
Science Association: £25/$40
Print ISSN 1474-7456
Electronic ISSN 1475-3138

JOURNAL

Journal of Public
Policy
Editor: Richard Rose
University of Strathclyde

Journal of Public Policy publishes
research that applies social scientific
theories and concepts to significant
political, economic and social issues and
to the ways in which public policies are
made. Its articles thus deal with topics
of relevance to social scientists and
policy-makers in America, Europe, Japan
and other advanced industrial nations.
Journal of Public Policy gives particular
emphasis to articles that cut across
disciplines, such as studies in national
and international political economy, and
politics and policy-making in the
European Union. Its peer reviewers
come from more than half a dozen
social science disciplines and are drawn
from a dozen countries across three
continents, thus ensuring both analytic
rigour and accuracy in reference to
national and policy context.
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Subscriptions
Volume 25 in 2005: May, August and
December
Institutions print and electronic: £127/$206
Institutions electronic only: £106/$171
Institutions print only: £113/$182
Individuals print only: £40/$65
American Political Science Association,
American Historical Association: £30/$49
Print ISSN 0143-814X
Electronic ISSN 1469-7815

Political Theory
and History of
Ideas

HIGHLIGHT

Laws of Fear
Beyond the Precautionary
Principle
Cass R. Sunstein
University of Chicago

What is the relationship between fear,
danger, and the law? Cass Sunstein
attacks the increasingly influential
Precautionary Principle - the idea that
regulators should take steps to protect
against potential harms, even if causal
chains are uncertain and even if we do
not know that harms are likely to come
to fruition. Focusing on such problems
as global warming, terrorism, DDT, and
genetic engineering, Professor Sunstein
argues that the Precautionary Principle
is incoherent. Risks exist on all sides of
social situations, and precautionary
steps create dangers of their own.
Diverse cultures focus on very different
risks, often because social influences
and peer pressures accentuate some
fears and reduce others. Instead of
adopting the Precautionary Principle,
Professor Sunstein argues for three
steps: a narrow Anti-Catastrophe
Principle, designed for the most serious
risks; close attention to costs and
benefits; and an approach called
‘libertarian paternalism’, designed to
respect freedom of choice while also
moving people in directions that will
make their lives go better. He also
shows how free societies can protect
liberty amidst fears about terrorism and
national security. Laws of Fear
represents a major statement from one
of the most influential political and
legal theorists writing today.

• A major statement on a very resonant
theme from one of the most
important and influential legal
philosophers in the world today

• Demonstrates how people can more
sensibly reduce risks in their own lives

• Indicates close links between
environmentalist rhetoric about global
warming and the war in Iraq, even
the war on terror

Contents: Acknowledgements;
Introduction; Part 1: Problems:
1. Precautions and paralysis; 2. Behind the
precautionary principle; 3. Worst case
scenarios; 4. Fear as wildfire; Part 2:
Solutions: 5. Reconstructing the
precautionary principle - and managing
fear; 6. Costs and benefits; 7. Democracy,
rights, and distribution; 8. Libertarian
paternalism (with Richard Thaler); 9. Fear
and liberty.
The Seeley Lectures, 6

2005   216 x 138 mm   258pp
0 521 84823 7 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 61512 7 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication April 2005

HIGHLIGHT

Violent Democracy
Daniel Ross
Monash University, Victoria

This fascinating and provocative book
will change the way you think about
democracy. Challenging conventional
wisdom, Daniel Ross shows how from
its origins and into its globalized future,
violence is an integral part of the
democratic system. He draws on the
examples of global terrorism and
security, the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the relation of colonial
powers to indigenous populations, and
the treatment of asylum seekers. His
analysis of these controversial issues
moves beyond the comfortable stances
of both left and right to show that
democracy is violent, from its beginning
and at its heart.

• Written with a rigorous, yet accessible,
style which rejects specialist jargon
and lengthy references to political and
philosophical theory

• Posits the controversial theory that
there is violence inherent in
democracy 

• Challenges the views of those on
both the left and right of the political
spectrum about issues from refugee
policy to global terrorism

‘This highly-topical book examines how
democracies are trying to cope with
the potentially endless war on
terrorism. The author argues that the
origin and heart of democracy is
essentially violent and that the threat
of terrorist attack is not only exposing
new forms of ‘democratic violence’ but
could transform the very character of
the democracies we seek to defend. Do
we have the right, for example, to
bring democracy to others by force? A

revealing and disturbing work that
every democratic leader should study
while there is still time.’
Phillip Knightley, author of The Second Oldest
Profession, a history of war correspondents and
propaganda

Contents: Introduction; 1. The high horse
and the low road; 2. Strangers in a familiar
land; 3. Sorry we killed you; 4. The great
debate; 5. Border protection and alien
friends; 6. Enemy combatants.

2004   215 x 137 mm   192pp
0 521 60310 2 Paperback £15.99

The Ethics and Politics
of Asylum
Liberal Democracy and the
Response to Refugees
Matthew J. Gibney
University of Oxford

‘This is the only book length study
available of the ethics of asylum.
Gibney’s book weaves together theory
and practice, combining a detailed
empirical account of asylum policies in
four countries with a sophisticated
normative analysis. It is intelligent,
perceptive, and lucidly written. Anyone
interested in questions about refugees
should read this book.’
Joseph H. Carens, University of Toronto

‘In this courageous work, Gibney
undertakes a lucid critique of
prescriptive theories regarding the
obligations of liberal democracies to
asylum-seekers and subjects their
current practices to an unsparing
examination. Far from academic
exercises, these are the elements of a
compelling this-worldly humanitarian
approach that imposes itself to the
attention of policy-makers and
concerned activists.’
Aristide R. Zolberg, Walter P. Eberstadt Professor
of Political Science, New School University

2004   228 x 152 mm   298pp
0 521 80417 5 Hardback £40.00
0 521 00937 5 Paperback £15.99

FORTHCOMING

Social Traps and the
Problem of Trust
Bo Rothstein
Göteborgs Universitet, Sweden

A ‘social trap’ is a situation where
individuals, groups or organisations are
unable to cooperate owing to mutual
distrust and lack of social capital, even
where cooperation would benefit all.
Examples include civil strife, pervasive
corruption, ethnic discrimination,
depletion of natural resources and
misuse of social insurance systems.
Much has been written attempting to
explain the problem, but rather less
material is available on how to escape
it. In this book, Bo Rothstein explores
how social capital and social trust are
generated and what governments can
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do about it. He argues that it is the
existence of universal and impartial
political institutions together with public
policies which enhance social and
economic equality that creates social
capital. By introducing the theory of
collective memory into the discussion,
Rothstein makes an empirical and
theoretical claim for how universal
institutions can be established.

• Explores the variation in corruption,
civil strife, welfare and social trust
among countries

• Examines how social capital and
social trust are generated and what
governments are doing about it

• Presents a theory on how the causal
mechanisms between trust in political
institutions and trust in other people
work

Contents: 1. Reflections after a very long
day in Moscow; 2. On the rational choice of
culture; 3. On the theory and practice of
social capital; 4. Social capital in the social
democratic welfare state; 5. How is social
capital produced?; 6. The problem of
institutional credibility; 7. Trust and
collective memories; 8. The transition from
mistrust to trust; 9. The conditions of trust
and the capacity of dialogue.
Theories of Institutional Design

2005   228 x 152 mm   250pp   6 tables
5 figures
0 521 84829 6 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61282 9 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication July 2005

FORTHCOMING

Approaches to Class
Analysis
Edited by Erik Olin Wright
University of Wisconsin, Madison

The idea of class is hotly debated both
in academic sociology and in popular
culture. Some people believe that
classes have largely dissolved in
contemporary societies; others believe
class remains one of the fundamental
forms of social inequality and social
power. Some see class as a narrow
economic phenomenon whilst others
adopt an expansive conception that
includes cultural dimensions as well as
economic conditions. This book surveys
six different approaches to the analysis
of class, exploring the range of views on
this important topic.
Contents: Introduction; 1. Foundations of a
neo-Marxist class analysis; 2. Foundations
of a new-Weberian class analysis;
3. Foundations of neo-Durkheimian class
analysis; 4. Foundations of Bourdieu’s class
analysis; 5. Foundations of a new rent-
based class analysis; 6. Foundations of a
post-class analysis; 7. Conclusion.

2005   228 x 152 mm   220pp   3 tables
2 figures
0 521 84304 9 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 60381 1 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication June 2005

NEW

Deliberative Politics in
Action
Analyzing Parliamentary
Discourse
Jürg Steiner
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

André Bächtiger
European University Institute, Florence

Markus Spörndli
Universität Bern, Switzerland

and Marco R. Steenbergen
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

This book provides the first extended
empirical study of the role of
conversation and arguments in politics,
addressing in particular questions of the
preconditions and consequences of high
level deliberation. Using parliamentary
debates in Germany, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and the United States
as an empirical base, the authors
measure the level of deliberation by
constructing a ‘Discourse Quality Index’.
As deliberative politics moves to the
forefront of political theory, this book
makes an important contribution to
deliberative democracy.
Theories of Institutional Design

2005   228 x 152 mm   206pp   1 line
diagram   15 tables
0 521 82871 6 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53564 6 Paperback £17.99

NEW

Minorities within
Minorities
Equality, Rights and Diversity
Edited by Avigail Eisenberg
University of Victoria, British Columbia

and Jeff Spinner-Halev
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Groups around the world are
increasingly successful in maintaining or
winning autonomy. In light of this trend,
a crucial question emerges: what
happens to individuals within the
groups who find that their group
discriminates against them? This volume
brings together distinguished scholars
who examine the balance between
group autonomy and individual rights in
relation to conflicts involving gender,
religion, culture, and indigenous rights
in the national and international sphere.
It is a valuable contribution on a topic
of critical importance.

Contributors: Avigail Eisenberg, Jeff
Spinner-Halev, Melissa S. Williams, Lucas
Swaine, Susan Moller Okin, Gurpreet

Mahajan, Anne Phillips, Alan Patten,
Jacob T. Levy, Oonagh Reitman, Rob
Reich, Daniel M. Weinstock, Margaret
Moore, Cindy Holder, Veit Bader,
Monique Deveaux

2005   228 x 152 mm   402pp
0 521 84314 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60394 3 Paperback £17.99

NEW

Ethnicity, Nationalism,
and Minority Rights
Edited by Stephen May
University of Waikato, New Zealand

Tariq Modood
University of Bristol

and Judith Squires
University of Bristol

This interdisciplinary collection
addresses the position of minorities in
democratic societies, with a particular
focus on minority rights and
recognition. For the first time, it brings
together leading international
authorities on ethnicity, nationalism and
minority rights from both social and
political theory, with the aim of
fostering further interdisciplinary debate.
Topics addressed include the
constructed nature of ethnicity, class
and the ‘new racism’, different forms of
nationalism, self determination and
indigenous politics, the politics of
recognition versus the politics of
redistribution, and the re-emergence of
cosmopolitanism.

Contributors: Stephen May, Tariq
Modood, Judith Squires, Jan Nederveen
Pieterse, Rogers Brubaker, Thomas
Hylland Eriksen, Patricia Hill Collins,T. K.
Oommen, Will Kymlicka, Iris Marion
Young, Bhikhu Parekh, Nira Yuval-Davis,
Craig Calhoun

2004   228 x 152 mm   274pp   5 tables
1 figure
0 521 84229 8 Hardback £45.00
0 521 60317 X Paperback £19.99

FORTHCOMING

The Concept of
Constituency
Political Representation,
Democratic Legitimacy, and
Institutional Design
Andrew Rehfeld
Washington University, St Louis

This book focuses on a theoretical and
historical treatment of the electoral
constituency. It argues for a novel
alternative - randomly assign all voters
into 435 electoral constituencies around
the nation in which they would remain
for life. The main purpose of the book is
to offer a sustained justification for the
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electoral constituency itself, based on
contemporary democratic theory and the
history of political thought.

2005   234 x 156 mm   280pp   8 tables
0 521 84984 5 Hardback c. £40.00
Publication July 2005

NEW

Autonomy and the
Challenges to
Liberalism
Edited by John Christman
Pennsylvania State University

and Joel Anderson
Washington University, St Louis

Autonomy and the Challenges to
Liberalism contains for the first time
new essays devoted to foundational
questions regarding both the notion of
the autonomous self and the nature and
justification of liberalism.

2005   228 x 152 mm   400pp
0 521 83951 3 Hardback £50.00
Publication March 2005

NEW

The Practice of Liberal
Pluralism
William Galston
University of Maryland, College Park

This book defends a theory, liberal
pluralism, which is based on three core
concepts – value pluralism, political
pluralism, and expressive liberty – and
explores the implications of this theory
for politics. It helps clarify some of the
complexities of real-world political
action and points toward a distinctive
conception of public philosophy and
public policy.

2005   228 x 152 mm   216pp
0 521 84034 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54963 9 Paperback £17.99

NEW

Politics as a Christian
Vocation
Faith and Democracy Today
Franklin I. Gamwell
University of Chicago

Politics as a Christian Vocation argues
that Christian faith belongs in politics
because it shares with democracy a full
commitment to rational pursuit of the
truth. The book also develops ideals of
justice and the common good Christians
should advocate within the democratic
process.

2004   228 x 152 mm   198pp
0 521 83876 2 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54752 0 Paperback £14.99

FORTHCOMING

The Political
Philosophy of
Cosmopolitanism
Edited by Gillian Brock
University of Auckland

and Harry Brighouse
University of Wisconsin, Madison

This volume brings together a number
of distinguished political philosophers
and theorists to explore
cosmopolitanism: what it consists in,
and the positive case which can be
made for it. Their essays will interest a
wide range of readers in philosophy,
political theory, and law.

2005   228 x 152 mm   300pp
0 521 84660 9 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 60909 7 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication July 2005

NEW

The Wealth of Ideas
A History of Economic Thought
Alessandro Roncaglia
Università degli Studi di Roma ‘La Sapienza’,
Italy

Illustrates the history of economic
thought from antiquity to the present
day. Eloquently written and scientifically
rigorous, this well documented book
focuses on the different views of the
economy and society and on their
evolution over time. Critically evaluates
the scarcity-utility approach in
comparison with the Classical/Keynesian
approach.

2005   228 x 152 mm   582pp   5 figures
0 521 84337 5 Hardback £60.00
Publication April 2005

Problems and Methods
in the Study of Politics
Edited by Ian Shapiro
Yale University, Connecticut

Rogers M. Smith
University of Pennsylvania

and Tarek E. Masoud
Yale University, Connecticut

The study of politics is beset by debates
about method. In this book, some of the
world’s most prominent scholars of
politics offer original discussions
exploring what political science is and
how political scientists should aspire to
do their work.
Contents: Introduction: problems and
methods in the study of politics; Part I.
Description, Explanation, and Agency:
2. Problems, methods and theories in the
study of politics, or: What’s wrong with
political science and what to do about it;
3. Of problems and methods: identities,
interests, and the tasks of political science
in the 21st century; 4. Political science as a

vocation; 5. The politics of policy science;
6. The study of black politics and the
practice of black politics: their historical
relation and evolution; 7. External and
internal explanation; Part II. Redeeming
Rational Choice Theory?: 8. Lies, damned
lies, and rational choice analyses; 9. On
problems and methods; 10. An analytic
narrative approach to puzzles and
problems; 11. The methodical study of
politics; Part III. Possibilities for Pluralism
and Convergence: 12. The illusion of
learning from observational research;
13. Concepts and commitments in the study
of democracy; 14. Problems chasing
methods or methods chasing problems,
research communities, constrained
pluralism, and the role of eclecticism;
15. Method, problem, faith; 16.
Provisionalism in the study of politics;
17. What have we learned?

2004   228 x 152 mm   432pp   1 figure
0 521 83174 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53943 9 Paperback £19.99

HIGHLIGHT

The Rights of Others
Aliens, Residents, and Citizens
Seyla Benhabib
Yale University, Connecticut

The Rights of Others examines the
boundaries of political community by
focusing on political membership – the
principles and practices for
incorporating aliens and strangers,
immigrants and newcomers, refugees
and asylum seekers into existing
polities. Boundaries define some as
members, others as aliens. But when
state sovereignty is becoming frayed,
and national citizenship is unravelling,
definitions of political membership
become much less clear. Indeed few
issues in world politics today are more
important, or more troubling. In her
Seeley Lectures, the distinguished
political theorist Seyla Benhabib makes
a powerful plea, echoing Immanuel
Kant, for moral universalism and
cosmopolitan federalism. She advocates
not open but porous boundaries,
recognising both the admittance rights
of refugees and asylum seekers, but also
the regulatory rights of democracies.
The Rights of Others is a major
intervention in contemporary political
theory, of interest to large numbers of
students and specialists in politics, law,
philosophy and international relations.

• Engages with one of the most
important political issues of today.
Particularly relevant for the European
Union and the US

• Up-to-date, drawing on current and
recent events
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• Presents a substantial argument,
drawing on political philosophy, to
provoke a broader and deeper
response to this subject

Contents: Introduction; 1. On hospitality:
rereading Kant’s cosmopolitan doctrine;
2. ‘The right to have rights’: Hannah Arendt
and the contradictions of the nation-state;
3. The law of peoples, distributive justice
and migrations; 4. Transformations of
citizenship: the case of the European Union;
5. Democratic iterations: the local, the
national and the global; Conclusion;
References; Index.
The Seeley Lectures, 5

2004   216 x 138 mm   264pp
0 521 83134 2 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53860 2 Paperback £15.99

On The Rule of Law
History, Politics, Theory
Brian Z. Tamanaha
St. John’s University School of Law, Jamaica

This book explores the history, politics,
and theory surrounding the rule of law
ideal. It examines the rule of law on a
global level, and concludes by
answering the question of whether the
rule of law is a universal human good.
Contents: Acknowledgments; Introduction;
1. Classical origins; 2. Medieval roots;
3. Liberalism; 4. Locke, Montesquieu, the
Federalist papers; 5. Consrvatives warn;
6. Rradical left encourages decline;
7. Formal theories; 8. Substantive theories;
9. Three themes; 10. International level;
11. A universal human good?

2004   228 x 152 mm   188pp   1 figure
0 521 84362 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60465 6 Paperback £16.99

FORTHCOMING

Is There a Right of
Freedom of
Expression?
Larry Alexander
University of San Diego

In this provocative book, Alexander
offers a sceptical appraisal of the claim
that freedom of expression is a human
right. He examines the various contexts
in which a right to freedom of
expression might be asserted and
concludes that such a right cannot be
supported in any of these contexts.
Cambridge Studies in Philosophy and Law

2005   228 x 152 mm   216pp
0 521 82293 9 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 52984 0 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication May 2005

Justice and Democracy
Edited by Keith Dowding
London School of Economics and Political
Science

Robert E. Goodin
Australian National University, Canberra

and Carole Pateman
University of California, Los Angeles

Much has been written about social
justice. Even more has been written
about democracy. Rarely is the
relationship between social justice and
democracy carefully considered. Does
justice require democracy? Will
democracy bring justice? This volume
brings together leading authors to
consider the relationship of democracy
and justice.
Contents: 1. Introduction: between justice
and democracy Keith Dowding, Robert E.
Goodin and Carole Pateman; 2. Are
democratic and just institutions the same?
Keith Dowding; 3. Democracy is not
intrinsically just Richard Arneson; 4. ‘The
probability of a fit choice’: US political
history and voting theory Norman Schofield;
5. Contractarian theory, deliberative
democracy and general agreement Albert
Weale; 6. Democracy, justice and
impartiality Robert E. Goodin; 7 Mimicking
impartiality Jon Elster; 8. Justice, democracy
and public goods David Miller; 9. The
common good  Philip Pettit; 10. Individual
choice and social exclusion Julian LeGrand;
11. Sub-national groups and globalization
Russell Hardin.

2004   228 x 152 mm   242pp   1 half-tone
5 figures
0 521 83695 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54543 9 Paperback £14.99

The Politics of Liberty
in England and
Revolutionary America
Lee Ward
Kenyon College, Ohio

This study examines the philosophical
origins of the Anglo-American political
and constitutional tradition in
seventeenth-century England, tracing
the development of these ideas from
the Glorious Revolution of 1688 and
exploring the philosophical debate
between British and Americans that lay
at the root of the American Revolution.

2004   228 x 152 mm   470pp
0 521 82745 0 Hardback £55.00

Ethics and Weapons of
Mass Destruction
Religious and Secular
Perspectives
Edited by Sohail H. Hashmi
Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts

and Steven P. Lee
Hobart and William Smith Colleges, New York

This volume offers a unique perspective
on the discussion of weapons of mass
destruction by broadening the debate to
include secular and religious
investigations. It contains a structured
dialogue between representatives of the
following ethical traditions: Buddhism,
Christianity, Confucianism, feminism,
Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, liberalism,
natural law, pacifism, and realism.

2004   228 x 152 mm   550pp   2 line
diagrams   3 tables
0 521 83671 9 Hardback £55.00
0 521 54526 9 Paperback £22.99

Confucian Ethics
A Comparative Study of Self,
Autonomy, and Community
Edited by Kwong-Loi Shun
University of California, Berkeley

and David B. Wong
Duke University, North Carolina

The Chinese ethical tradition has often
been thought to oppose Western views
of the self as autonomous and
possessed of individual rights with
views that emphasize the centrality of
relationship and community to the self.
The essays in this collection discuss the
validity of that contrast as it concerns
Confucianism.

2004   228 x 152 mm   238pp   1 line
diagram
0 521 79217 7 Hardback £40.00
0 521 79657 1 Paperback £16.99

Condorcet and
Modernity
David Williams
University of Sheffield

The Marquis de Condorcet was one of
the few Enlightenment thinkers to
witness, and indeed participate in, the
French Revolution. Condorcet and
Modernity is the first full treatment of
Condorcet’s politics to appear in English
for a generation, and a major
contribution to Enlightenment studies
from a senior scholar.

2004   228 x 152 mm   318pp
0 521 84139 9 Hardback £45.00
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Satisficing and
Maximizing
Moral Theorists on Practical
Reason
Edited by Michael Byron
Kent State University, Ohio

How do we think about what we plan
to do? One dominant answer is that we
select the best possible option available.
However, since we are not equipped to
maximize we often choose the next best
alternative, one that is no more than
satisfactory. This strategy choice is called
satisficing.

2004   228 x 152 mm   256pp   3 line
diagrams
0 521 81149 X Hardback £40.00
0 521 01005 5 Paperback £16.99

NEW EDITION

Chomsky
Ideas and Ideals
Second edition
Neil Smith
University College London

Noam Chomsky is one of the leading
intellectual figures of modern times. In
this rigorous yet accessible account, Neil
Smith analyses Chomsky’s contributions
to the study of language and mind. This
thoroughly revised second edition
discusses Chomsky’s most recent work
on linguistics, evolution, and the events
of September 11th, 2001.

2004   228 x 152 mm   296pp
0 521 83788 X Hardback £45.00
0 521 54688 5 Paperback £16.99

Machiavelli, Hobbes,
and the Formation of
a Liberal
Republicanism in
England
Vickie B. Sullivan
Tufts University, Massachusetts

This book argues that some English
writers of the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries were not adherents
to classical republicanism and hostile to
liberalism, but contributed to a synthesis
of the two. The synthesis they provide
offers a politically engaged citizenry as
well as the protection of individual
rights.

2004   228 x 152 mm   294pp
0 521 83361 2 Hardback £45.00

Max Weber’s Politics
of Civil Society
Sung Ho Kim
Yonsei University, Seoul

Kim’s new interpretation effectively
highlights the relevance of Weber’s
political thought for our time, in which

civil society has once again become the
dominant issue for a robust liberal
democratic regime.

2004   228 x 152 mm   224pp
0 521 82057 X Hardback £40.00

The Ethics of
Assistance
Morality and the Distant Needy
Edited by Deen K. Chatterjee
University of Utah

As globalization has deepened
worldwide economic integration, moral
and political philosophers have become
increasingly concerned to assess duties
to help needy people in foreign
countries. The essays in this volume
present the latest ideas on this
important topic by authors who are
leading figures in these debates.
Cambridge Studies in Philosophy and Public
Policy

2004   228 x 152 mm   304pp
0 521 82042 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 52742 2 Paperback £16.99

NEW TEXTBOOK

The Impact of the
French Revolution
Iain Hampsher-Monk
University of Exeter

This book is an edited collection of the
major writings of British political
thinkers and activists responding to the
French Revolution: the latter provoked a
more fundamental debate on politics
than anything since the Civil War. Often
identified as the defining event of
political modernity, the French
Revolution set the terms for political
debate and ideals for the following
centuries. Not only ideals but more
pervasive political principles emerged in
this turbulent period. A full student
introduction is followed by excerpts
from Price, Burke, Wollstonecraft, Paine,
Thelwall, Godwin and others.
Contents: 1. The impact of the French
Revolution; 2. Richard Price: a discourse on
the Love of Our Century; 3. Edmund Burke:
reflections on the Revolution; 4.
Wollstonecraft: a letter to the Right
Honourable Edmund Burke; 5. Tom Paine:
Rights of Man; 6. An appeal from the new
to the old Whigs; 7. William Godwin:
enquiry concerning Political Justice
(Selections); 8. The London Corresponding
Society: two addresses to the nation (1793
and 1794); 9. Edmund Burke: two letters on
a Regicide Peace 1796; 10. Thelwall: the
rights of nature against the usurpations of
establishments (Letter 2-4); 11. Spence: The
Rights of Man (1796).
Cambridge Readings in the History of
Political Thought, 2

2005   247 x 174 mm   352pp   9 half-tones
0 521 57005 0 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 57911 2 Paperback c. £19.99
Publication June 2005

NEW

John Locke’s Politics of
Moral Consensus
Greg Forster

The aim of this highly original book is
twofold: to explain the reconciliation of
religion and politics in the work of John
Locke, and to explore the relevance of
that reconciliation for politics in our
own time. Confronted with deep social
divisions over ultimate beliefs Locke
sought to unite society in a single liberal
community. Greg Forster demonstrates
that Locke’s theory is liberal and rational
but also moral and religious, providing
an alternative to the two extremes of
religious fanaticism and moral
relativism.

2005   228 x 152 mm   336pp
0 521 84218 2 Hardback £45.00
Publication March 2005

Contemporary
Political Theory

Justice without
Borders
Cosmopolitanism, Nationalism,
and Patriotism
Kok-Chor Tan
University of Pennsylvania

Kok-Chor Tan argues that the
cosmopolitan idea of global justice may
be understood in such a way that it can
accept some forms of nationalist and
patriotic commitments without having
to abandon its ideal of global equal
concern. He argues that cosmopolitan
justice need not deny the worth of the
ordinary non-impartial values that
matter to people even as it defends a
vision of global egalitarianism. Properly
understood, it can set the limits for
nationalist and patriotic pursuits
without denying the moral
independence of these partial pursuits.
Contemporary Political Theory

2004   228 x 152 mm   234pp
0 521 83454 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54232 4 Paperback £15.99

NEW

The Idea of the State
Peter J. Steinberger
Reed College, Oregon

For a half-century or more, political
theory has been characterized by a
pronounced distrust of metaphysical or
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ontological speculation. Such a
disposition has been sharply at odds
with influential currents in post-war
philosophy where metaphysical issues
have become a central preoccupation.
The Idea of the State seeks to reaffirm
the importance of systematic
philosophical inquiry into the
foundations of political life, and to show
how such an approach can cast a new
and instructive light on a variety of
controversial, seemingly intractable
problems of tolerance, civil
disobedience, democracy and consent.
Contemporary Political Theory

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp
0 521 84214 X Hardback £45.00

Violence and
Democracy
John Keane
University of Westminster

‘Keane’s is a learned, at times almost
magisterial, book. He writes easily and
with grace about a variety of relevant
topics from liberal political theory to
contemporary apocalyptic terrorism,
from Sorel to Muslim fundamentalism.
At every turn the reader is taken on a
gambit into a relevant literature and
comes away braced by the journey. It
is descriptively ambitious yet
energized by a normative argument. It
is as current as today’s politics yet in
touch with classic traditions in political
theory and sociology. As a result,
Violence and Democracy is impressive
indeed.’
Austin D. Sarat, Amherst College, Massachusetts  
Contemporary Political Theory

2004   228 x 152 mm   226pp
0 521 83699 9 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54544 7 Paperback £14.99

Global Civil Society?
John Keane
University of Westminster

The most learned, erudite, and
encompassing book on the global civil
society of this century.’ 
Amitai Etzioni, author of The New Golden Rule

‘John Keane’s book is an imaginative
and productive experiment in
contemporary democratic thinking. It is
challenging and provocative, and it
provides structured orientation in a
wide, confusing and unsettled field.’
Hans-Jürgen Puhle, University of Frankfurt

‘John Keane has applied his sharp
intellect and moral commitments to a
topic of political importance but
persistent conceptual confusion to
produce a book of forceful clarity and
coherence. A sparkling contribution to
contemporary political thought.’
Bryan Turner, University of Cambridge
Contemporary Political Theory

2003   228 x 152 mm   234pp   2 line
diagrams
0 521 81543 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 89462 X Paperback £14.99

APSA PRIZE WINNER

Democracy Defended
Gerry Mackie
University of Notre Dame, Indiana

‘This brilliant counterrevolutionary
book makes a frontal attack on the
widely accepted claim that Kenneth
Arrow’s impossibility theorem for
social choice shows democracy to be
impossible, arbitrary, and meaningless.
In delightfully direct and jargon-free
language, Mackie demolishes the
theoretical and empirical bases for this
claim, notably in the strong version
defended by William Riker and his
students. His careful and exhaustive re-
examination of all the instances on
which Riker based his arguments is
particularly valuable. At the same time,
he puts up a strong defence – two
cheers at least – for the institutions of
representative democracy. After this
vigorous and rigorous attack, social
choice theory will never be the same
again.’  
Jon Elster, Columbia University

‘This is a true tour de force. Gerry
Mackie has looked at many of William
Riker’s best known stories about great
manipulations in American history. In
almost every case, Riker’s story does
not hold up - but Mackie’s story is as
interesting as Riker’s. This book is a
must read for everyone interested in
analytical narratives and political
theory.’
Iain McLean, University of Oxford

‘Is democracy desirable? Is it even
feasible? Much of the work in formal
political analysis comes to a negative
conclusion on both questions, leading
researchers to believe that democracy
is incoherent. In this remarkable book,
Gerry Mackie has taken a position that
contradicts most of the received
results of the past fifty years. But he
has done more than simply critique the
existing work. He weaves together the
notes of a paean to democracy, as it is
actually practiced in the political world
... The book is well-written, both in its
scholarly and polemical voices. Some
readers will be informed, and others
will be outraged, by the arguments
marshalled here. But anyone who is
seriously interested in democracy or
democratisation simply must give this
book a close and thoughtful read.’
Michael Munger, Duke University
Contemporary Political Theory

2003   228 x 152 mm   500pp   5 line
diagrams   59 tables
0 521 82708 6 Hardback £60.00
0 521 53431 3 Paperback £21.99

Stories of Peoplehood
The Politics and Morals of
Political Membership
Rogers M. Smith
University of Pennsylvania

‘Rogers Smith’s fresh and incisive
intervention in debates about national
solidarity exemplifies the combination

of historical depth and theoretical
acuity that have made Smith one of
the most respected and influential
political scientists of his generation.’
David A. Hollinger, University of California,
Berkeley, author of Postethnic America

‘Rogers M. Smith is the most original
political scientist of his generation. His
previous scholarship has transformed
understanding of the American
political tradition. In Stories of
Peoplehood: The Politics and Morals of
Political Membership, Professor Smith
achieves a comparable revision of the
idea of nationalist sentiment. In a
book of formidable erudition and
learning, Smith succeeds brilliantly in
reviewing the vast literature on
nationalism, reformulating it into a
highly innovative and important thesis
about peoplehood and demonstrating
the analytical purchase of the derived
‘ethically constitutive stories’ as an
approach to building better societies.
Written in elegant prose, Smith’s
argument is illustrated with a dazzling
array of examples, historical and
contemporary, imagined and real.
Many social scientists declaim the
need for scholarship engaged with real
political and social problems but few
succeed as impressively as Rogers
Smith does here. This is political
science for our times, applying
rigorous analysis to compelling moral
challenges. I cannot recommend the
book too strongly to social scientists,
political theorists and historians.
Desmond S. King, Andrew W. Mellon Professor
of American Government, University of Oxford
Contemporary Political Theory

2003   228 x 152 mm   248pp
0 521 81303 4 Hardback £45.00
0 521 52003 7 Paperback £16.99

Cambridge Texts in
the History of
Political Thought 

Moses Hess: The Holy
History of Mankind
and Other Writings
Edited and translated by Shlomo
Avineri
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Moses Hess is a major figure in the
development of both early communist
and Zionist thought. The Holy History of
Mankind appeared in 1837, and was
the first book-length socialist tract to
appear in Germany, representing an
unusual synthesis of Judaism and
Christianity. The distinguished political
scientist Shlomo Avineri provides the
first full English translation of this
classic text, along with new renditions
of Sozialismus und Kommunismus and
Ein Kommunistisches Bekenntnis. All of
the usual student-friendly series features
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are provided, including a chronology,
concise introduction and notes for
further reading.
Contents: Introduction; Note on the text;
Chronology; Bibliographical note; The Holy
History of Mankind; Socialism and
Communism; A Communist Credo;
Consequences of a Future Revolution of the
Proletariat; Appendix: Christ and Spinoza
(from Rome and Jerusalem: The Last
Nationality Question); Index.
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political
Thought

2004   216 x 138 mm   192pp
0 521 38347 1 Hardback £40.00
0 521 38756 6 Paperback £15.99

Franklin: The
Autobiography and
other Writings on
Politics, Economics,
and Virtue
Edited by Alan Houston
University of California, San Diego

Alan Houston seeks to bring clarity to
our understanding of Benjamin
Franklin’s political thought by making
available, for the first time, a full and
representative selection of his most
important political writings. The entire
text of the Autobiography is included
alongside letters, essays, pamphlets, and
manuscript notes.
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political
Thought

2004   216 x 138 mm   442pp
0 521 83496 1 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54265 0 Paperback £17.99

Maitland: State, Trust
and Corporation
Edited by David Runciman
University of Cambridge

and Magnus Ryan
University of London

F. W. Maitland (1850–1906) is perhaps
the most celebrated English historian
since Gibbon. This book is a collection
of his later essays about the historical
origins of the state, and is designed to
bring them to the attention of political
theorists and political scientists, as well
as historians.
Contents: Editors’ introduction; Note on
the text; Bibliographical notes; Biographical
notes; Glossary of technical terms; Preface;
The Essays. 1. The corporation sole; 2. The
Crown as corporation; 3. The unincorporate
body; 4. Moral personality and legal
personality; 5. Trust and corporation; Index.
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political
Thought

2003   216 x 138 mm   200pp
0 521 82010 3 Hardback £45.00
0 521 52630 2 Paperback £15.99

Margaret Cavendish:
Political Writings
Edited by Susan James
Birkbeck College, University of London

This major contribution to the series of
Cambridge Texts includes the first ever
modern edition of the Divers Orations of
Margaret Cavendish, together with a
new rendition of her classic imaginary
voyage, A New World called the Blazing
World. Susan James provides all of the
usual student-friendly editorial features.
Contents: Preface; Introduction;
Chronology of Margaret Cavendish; Further
Reading; The Description of a New World,
Called The Blazing World; Orations of Divers
Sorts, Accommodated to Divers Places;
Index.
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political
Thought

2003   216 x 138 mm   344pp
0 521 63349 4 Hardback £47.50
0 521 63350 8 Paperback £17.99

Ideas in Context

NEW

Freedom of Speech in
Early Stuart England
David Colclough
Queen Mary, University of London

Describing a central episode in the
history of free speech, David Colclough
shows that in early seventeenth-century
England people had a highly developed
language in which to claim freedom of
speech as both a right and duty,
uncovering an alternative tradition to
the one that dominates much modern
political theory. Dr Colclough assesses a
wide range of literary and non-literary
texts, and his differs from other studies
of the history of rights in its
concentration on both the local
conditions and the long traditions in
which free speech was debated.
Ideas in Context, 72

2005   228 x 152 mm   316pp   3 half-tones
0 521 84748 6 Hardback c. £45.00
Publication March 2005

Machiavelli and
Empire
Mikael Hörnqvist
Uppsala Universitet, Sweden

Mikael Hörnqvist’s study of the political
theory of Machiavelli offers an original
and challenging reading of a number of
celebrated texts. Exploring the political
and intellectual contexts within which
Machiavelli’s political vision was
formed, it establishes the importance of
empire in Machiavelli’s thought and
situates his work in a tradition of

Florentine imperialist republicanism
dating back to the late thirteenth-
century. The result is a revealing account
of Machiavelli’s characteristic
preoccupations and how they came to
be formed. This is a distinctive and
important work.
Ideas in Context, 71

2004   228 x 152 mm   320pp
0 521 83945 9 Hardback £45.00

The Greek Tradition in
Republican Thought
Eric Nelson
Trinity College, Cambridge

The Greek Tradition in Republican
Thought traces the influence of ancient
Greek sources on the development of
republican theory in Europe and
America. It argues that an important
tradition of republican thought, derived
from  the central texts of Greek moral
and political philosophy, emerged in
sixteenth century England, and
contributed significantly to the
ideological framework both of the
English Civil Wars and the American
Founding. Dr Nelson offers significant
reinterpretations of several central texts
of European political theory, as well as a
radical reappraisal of ancient Roman
historiography.
Ideas in Context, 69

2004   228 x 152 mm   320pp
0 521 83545 3 Hardback £45.00

Jesuit Political
Thought
The Society of Jesus and the
State, c.1540–1630
Harro Hopfl
University of Lancaster

Despite the significance of the Society
of Jesus in Counter-Reformation Europe
and beyond, important issues relating to
this society’s collective history are little
understood, leading to unfounded
myths. How far did the Society of Jesus
develop and maintain a distinctive
position on key questions of political
thought such as ruler authority, the
character and scope of positive law, the
limits of obedience and the right to
resist? Harro Hopfl presents here the
first full-length study of Jesuit thinking
about the secular world, analysed in its
proper historical context.
Ideas in Context, 70

2004   228 x 152 mm   426pp
0 521 83779 0 Hardback £55.00
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JOURNAL

Modern Intellectual
History
Editors: Charles  Capper
Boston University

Anthony J. La Vopa
North Carolina State University

and Nicholas T. Phillipson
Edinburgh University

Launched in 2004, this important new
journal will serve as a focal point and
forum for scholarship on intellectual
history and related fields in cultural
history from 1650 onwards, with
primary attention to Europe and the
United States but also to transnational
developments that encompass the non-
West. MIH will enquire into this era’s
intellectual discourses and texts, their
contextual origins and reception, and
the recovery of their historical
meanings. The term “texts” will
encompass various forms of intellectual
and cultural expression, including
political thought, philosophy, religion,
literature, the social sciences, the natural
sciences, and the visual arts.
Subscriptions

Volume 2 in 2005: April, August and
November
Institutions print and electronic: £98/$148
Institutions electronic only: £85/$130
Institutions print only: £94/$141
Individuals print only: £25/$37
Students: £18/$27
: £20/$30
Print ISSN 1479-2443
Electronic ISSN 1479-2451

British Politics

HIGHLIGHT

Citizenship in Britain
Values, Participation and
Democracy
Charles Pattie
University of Sheffield

Patrick Seyd
University of Sheffield

and Paul Whiteley
University of Essex

There are increasing concerns about
changes in society and the economy
which are undermining the effectiveness
of democracy and weakening traditional
conceptions of citizenship. What does it
mean to be a British citizen in the early
part of the 21st century? This book
presents the first major empirical study
of citizenship in Britain, comprising
surveys of political participation and
voluntary activities, and of the beliefs
and values which underpin them. As
well as presenting new data, the
authors provide a sophisticated

discussion of the concept of citizenship,
and the consequences of a lack of civic
engagement in a modern democracy. It
examines why some people are ‘good’
citizens when others are ‘bad’ and it
explores the consequences of citizenship
for policy-makers and democracy.
Comprehensive and accessible, this
book makes a major contribution to our
understanding of civic attitudes in
Britain today and will appeal to
students, researchers and policy-makers.

• Citizenship is a very hot topic at the
moment (apathy, low voter turnouts
etc.)

• This book presents the first
comprehensive survey of citizenship in
Britain, both of participations and
beliefs

• Seyd and Whiteley’s work on UK
political parties has been discussed
frequently in the UK press

‘A marvelous book, so well-written
that it cannot be put down. It covers
all you might want to know about
British citizenship, from attitudes to
behaviour, from participation in
politics to what people do about their
neighbourhood and about the causes
they support. And when one closes the
volume on finds that one is, as the
authors are, cautiously optimistic.’
Professor Jean Blondel, European University
Institute and University of Siena

'It is challenging conclusion to an
impressive and important book that
should be required reading for
everyone in public service, elected and
non-elected, wanting to understand
how society ticks today.' 
www.publicservant.co.uk

Contents: 1. Theories of citizenship; Part 1.
Understanding Citizenship: 2. Civic beliefs
and citizenship; 3. Civic behaviour and
citizenship: macro politics; 4. Civic
behaviour and citizenship: micro politics;
Part 2. Modelling Citizenship: 5. Alternative
theories of citizenship; 6. Testing rival
theories of citizenship; Part 3. The
Consequences of Citizenship: 7. So what?
the consequences; 8. The dynamics of
citizenship; 9. Conclusions.

2004   228 x 152 mm   364pp   93 tables
30 figures
0 521 82732 9 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53464 X Paperback £16.99

The British
Government and the
City of London in the
Twentieth Century
Edited by Ranald Michie
University of Durham

and Philip Williamson
University of Durham

The relationship between the British
government and the City of London is
central to debates on modern British

economic, political and social life. This
volume brings together leading financial
and political historians to assess the
government-City relationship from
several directions, and by examination
of key episodes throughout the
twentieth century.

2004   228 x 152 mm   394pp   6 graphs
0 521 82769 8 Hardback £60.00

Geographies of
England
The North-South Divide,
Imagined and Material
Edited by Alan R. H. Baker
Emmanuel College, Cambridge

and Mark Billinge
Magdalene College, Cambridge

This book examines the history of the
concept of a North-South divide in
England during the last millennium. This
concept has surfaced in recent political
debates about regional contrasts in
wealth and welfare in England, but it
has deep historical roots.
Cambridge Studies in Historical Geography,
37

2004   228 x 152 mm   230pp   13 tables
18 figures
0 521 82261 0 Hardback £45.00

JOURNAL

British Journal of
Political Science
Editors: Sarah Birch
University of Essex

David Sanders
University of Essex

and Hugh  Ward
University of Essex

British Journal of Political Science is a
broadly based journal aiming to cover
developments across a wide range of
countries and specialisms. Contributions
are drawn from all fields of political
science (including political theory,
political behaviour, public policy and
international relations), and articles
from scholars in related disciplines
(sociology, social psychology, economics
and philosophy) appear frequently. With
a reputation established over 30 years
of publication, British Journal of Political
Science is widely recognised as one of
the premier journals in its field.
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European
Politics

HIGHLIGHT

Governance in
Contemporary
Germany
The Semisovereign State
Revisited
Edited by Simon Green
University of Birmingham

and William E. Paterson
University of Birmingham

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, West
Germany was considered to be one of
the world’s most successful economic
and political systems. In his seminal
1987 analysis of West Germany’s
‘semisovereign’ system of governance,
Peter Katzenstein attributed this success
to a combination of a fragmented polity,
consensus politics and incremental
policy changes. However, unification in
1990 has both changed Germany’s
institutional configuration and created
economic and social challenges on a
huge scale. This volume therefore asks
whether semisovereignty still exists in
contemporary Germany and, crucially,
whether it remains an asset in terms of
addressing these challenges. By
shadowing and building on the original
study, an eminent team of British,
German and American scholars analyses
institutional changes and the resulting
policy developments in key sectors, with
Peter Katzenstein himself providing the
conclusion. Together, the chapters
provide a landmark assessment of the
outcomes produced by one of the
world’s most important countries.
‘... Peter Katzenstein provided a classic
analysis of the political and
institutional factors which underpinned
West Germany’s remarkable post-war
renaissance and created a distinctive
polity and society… These essays
present an authoritative, penetrating
and wide-ranging exploration of
Modell Deutschland and its prospects,
and Peter Katzenstein supplies a

trenchant and illuminating response,
which reaffirms the central themes of
his earlier analysis. There are few
questions in European politics as
important as the future development
of Germany, and this book makes a
timely and valuable contribution to our
understanding of Germany’s problems
as well as Germany’s potential.’
Andrew Gamble, University of Sheffield

‘This book gives an in-depth and
authoritative assessment of the
problems and challenges Europe’s
largest country is facing today and in
the years to come.’  
Prof. Dr. Gert-Joachim Glaessner, Humboldt-
University Berlin

‘With perfect timing, Green and
Paterson, together with their all-star
contributors, address the critical
governance issues now confronting the
unified German polity. This book adds
a new dimension to our understanding
of political development in Germany
and elsewhere.’
David P. Conradt, author  of The German Polity,
East Carolina University 

Contents: 1. Introduction: semisovereignty
challenged Simon Green and William E.
Paterson; 2. Institutional transfer: can
semisovereignty be transferred? The
political economy of Eastern Germany
Wade Jacoby; 3. Political parties Thomas
Saalfeld; 4. Federalism: the new
territorialism Charlie Jeffery; 5. Shock-
absorbers under stress. Parapublic
institutions and the double challenges of
German unification and European
integration Andreas Busch; 6. Economic
policy management: catastrophic
equilibrium, tipping points and crisis
interventions Kenneth Dyson; 7. Industrial
relations: from state weakness as strength
to state weakness as weakness. Welfare
corporatism and the private use of the
public interest Wolfgang Streeck; 8. Social
policy: crisis and transformation Roland
Czada; 9. Immigration and integration
policy: between incrementalism and non-
decisions Simon Green; 10. Environmental
policy: the law of diminishing returns?
Charles Lees; 11. Administrative reform
Kluas H. Goetz; 12. European policy-
making: between associated sovereignty
and semisovereignty William E. Paterson;
13. Conclusion: semisovereignty in United
Germany Peter J. Katzenstein.

2005   228 x 152 mm   340pp   13 tables
9 figures
0 521 84881 4 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 61316 7 Paperback c. £16.99
Publication June 2005

FORTHCOMING

Europe and the
Recognition of New
States in Yugoslavia
Richard Caplan
University of Oxford

Europe’s recognition of new states in
Yugoslavia remains one of the most
controversial episodes in the Yugoslav
crisis. Richard Caplan offers a detailed
narrative of events, examining the
strategic logic and consequences of the
EC’s actions. The book also explores the
wider implications, offering insights into
European security policy at the end of
the Cold War, the relationship of
international law to international
relations and the management of ethnic
conflict.

2005   228 x 152 mm   250pp   2 maps
0 521 82176 2 Hardback c. £40.00
Publication September 2005

NEW

Solidarity in Europe
The History of an Idea
Steinar Stjernø
Universitetet i Oslo

Solidarity in Europe is a comprehensive
study of the idea of solidarity. It covers
social and political theory, Protestant
and Catholic social ethics, and the
development of the concept of solidarity
in eight European nations – Germany,
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, Norway and Denmark. How
has solidarity been defined, and how
has it changed from the early 19th
century until today? This unique book
systematically compares the many
different conceptions of this central
political idea held by Europeans over
the past two centuries.

2005   228 x 152 mm   406pp   29 tables
0 521 84394 4 Hardback £48.00
Publication February 2005

The Enlargement of
the European Union
and NATO
Ordering from the Menu in
Central Europe
Wade Jacoby
Brigham Young University, Utah

In 2004 the European Union and NATO
will each add ten new member states,
most from the post-communist contries
of Eastern and Central Europe. In order
to qualify for membership, these
countries had to make thousands of
changes. They often emulated practices
common in Western Europe, sometimes
resulting in more effective and efficient
institutions, sometimes resulting in a
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fiasco. Professor Jacoby examines
empirical cases in agriculture, regional
policy, consumer protection, health care,
civilian control of the military, and
military professionalism from Hungary,
the Czech Republic, Poland, Bulgaria,
and the Ukraine.

• Up-to-date summary of EU and NATO
expansion (through Thessalonica
European Council and war in Iraq)

• Only book focused on Central
Europe’s efforts to emulate
institutions, rules, and practices in
Western Europe

• Links Central Europe’s emulation to
the three most popular strands of
institutionalist theory (rational,
historical, and sociological)
2004   228 x 152 mm   300pp   3 line
diagrams   14 tables
0 521 83359 0 Hardback £45.00

NEW

Europe and the Politics
of Capabilities
Edited by Robert Salais
and Robert Villeneuve

Focusing on the building of social
Europe, this book breaks with the sterile
debate between advocates of market-
based solutions and their opponents
(the supporters of traditional welfare
states) and develops another political
framework, ‘the capability approach’.
Taking inspiration from the work of
Amartya Sen, this book focuses on the
effective freedom people need to
achieve their goals in life and work. The
result of ongoing collaboration between
researchers and social actors, it will
appeal to social scientists, students,
policy makers and all those concerned
with the building of Europe.

2005   228 x 152 mm   328pp   10 tables
10 graphs   3 figures
0 521 83604 2 Hardback £50.00

Euros and Europeans
Monetary Integration and the
European Model of Society
Edited by Andrew Martin
Harvard University, Massachusetts

and George Ross
Brandeis University, Massachusetts

This book analyzes the tensions
between monetary integration,
culminating in Economic and Monetary
Union (EMU), and the social and
employment policies which define the
‘European social model’. Through the
policies of the European Central Bank,
EMU has led to pressure to make
Europe’s labor markets as ‘flexible’ as
America’s. In this book, leading scholars

ask whether this will erode the
European social model or whether
domestic political forces committed to
national variants of the model can
maintain the greater protection it
provides against economic insecurity,
inequality, and employer power.

Contributors: Andrew Martin, George
Ross, Alberta Sbragia, Nico A. Siegel,
Vincent Della Sala, Sofia A. Pérez, Jos
De Beus, Philippe Pochet, Kevin
Featherstone, Anton Hemerijick,
Maurizio Ferrera, Jon Erik Dolvik

2004   228 x 152 mm   398pp   10 tables
3 figures
0 521 83570 4 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54363 0 Paperback £18.99

FORTHCOMING

The
Internationalisation of
Asset Ownership in
Europe
Edited by Harry Huizinga
Universiteit van Tilburg

and Lars Jonung
European Commission, Brussels

Financial markets in Europe are
increasingly integrated, leading to a rise
in foreign ownership of assets. This
volume provides an authoritative
analysis of the evolution and
implications of this process in Europe
today. The collected studies present new
data on the extent of foreign ownership
in Europe and analyse some of the
major challenges it creates for policy-
makers at both European and national
level. This thorough investigation of
financial market integration in Europe
will be of great interest to economists
and policy institutions alike.

2005   228 x 152 mm   331pp   56 tables
53 figures
0 521 85295 1 Hardback c. £50.00
Publication September 2005

Building a Dynamic
Europe
The Key Policy Debates
Edited by Jordi Gual
IESE Business School, Barcelona

This volume offers a timely and
authoritative analysis of the key
economic policy challenges facing the
EU today. Written by leading thinkers in
the field, it examines policy reforms in
areas such as energy, financial services,
macroeconomic policy co-ordination,
labour markets and welfare state
institutions.

‘... this volume raises a number of
interesting questions ... would be of
interest to anyone who is concerned
with the future development of EU
integration.’
Journal of European Affairs

2004   228 x 152 mm   180pp   10 line
diagrams   7 tables
0 521 82734 5 Hardback £25.00

European Integration,
1950–2003
Superstate or New Market
Economy?
John Gillingham
University of Missouri, St Louis

‘John Gillingham has produced an
excellent, up-to-date history of the EU
which overturns many preconceived
ideas and challenges the views of
Eurofanatics and Eurosceptics alike. It
is a dazzling performance, full of
paradoxes and ironies and some very
funny lines. If anyone wants to know
what little actually works in the EU
and why, this is the book to read. It is
acidly critical yet economically
rational. It leaves the usual
hagiographical histories of European
bureaucracy way behind. Every student
of post-war Europe will have to come
to terms with it. It is an astounding
achievement.’
Alan Sked, Department of International History,
London School of Economics, formerly Convener
of European Studies

2003   228 x 152 mm   608pp
0 521 81317 4 Hardback £47.50

FORTHCOMING

From Elections to
Democracy
Building Accountable
Government in Hungary and
Poland
Susan Rose-Ackerman
Yale University, Connecticut

This study documents the weaknesses
of public oversight and participation in
policymaking in Hungary and Poland. It
discusses five alternative routes to
accountability including European Union
oversight, constitutional institutions
such as presidents and courts,
devolution to lower-level governments,
the use of neo-corporatist bodies, and
open-ended participation rights.

2005   228 x 152 mm   272pp   15 tables
0 521 84383 9 Hardback c. £35.00
Publication May 2005
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Restructuring
Territoriality
Europe and the United States
Compared
Edited by Christopher K. Ansell
University of California, Berkeley

and Giuseppe Di Palma
University of California, Berkeley

Are globalization, internationalization,
and Europeanization conspiring to
unbundle territoriality? If so, are
sovereignty, citizenship, the welfare
state, and democracy unravelling as
well? Is a new post-national, non-
territorial form of political organization,
heralded by the EU, being born?
Focusing on Europe, this volume
explores these issues from substantive
and theoretical perspectives.

2004   228 x 152 mm   316pp   17 tables
0 521 82555 5 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53262 0 Paperback £16.99

France in Crisis
Welfare, Inequality, and
Globalization since 1980
Timothy B. Smith
Queen’s University, Ontario

France is in crisis. In this provocative
new book, Timothy Smith argues that
the French economic and social model is
collapsing inward on itself, the result of
good intentions, bad policies, and
vested interests who employ the
rhetoric of ‘solidarity’ and the specter of
globalization to prevent change.
‘This is a remarkable and wonderful
book. It should be read by those
interested in all aspects of French
culture and in the welfare state across
the globe.’
Peter Baldwin, University of California

2004   228 x 152 mm   308pp   25 tables
0 521 84414 2 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60520 2 Paperback £15.99

Hitler, the Allies, and
the Jews
Shlomo Aronson
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Based on known and new records now
available, this book explains when and
why Hitler decided to destroy the Jews
of Europe, the Allied refusal to deal with
things Jewish in order to be able to
fight Hitler, and the dilemmas of the
Jewish leadership abroad.

2004   228 x 152 mm   406pp
0 521 83877 0 Hardback £48.00

NEW

How Russia is Not
Ruled
Reflections on Russian Political
Development
Allen C. Lynch
University of Virginia

How important is the state to Russia’s
prospects, even as Russia tries to work
out the contours of a stable and
productive market-based economic
system? What kind of political order
corresponds to the challenges that
Russia faces in the post-Soviet period?
We argue that geography matters a
great deal in the answer to these
questions. The state remains central in
compensating for the austere
implications of economic geography for
Russia’s economic prospects under
market circumstances. Putin’s attempt to
consolidate centralized state power may
be interpreted usefully from this
perspective.

2005   228 x 152 mm   288pp
0 521 84060 0 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54992 2 Paperback £15.99
Publication March 2005

NEW

Russia in the 21st
Century
The Prodigal Superpower
Steven Rosefielde
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

This book demonstrates Russia’s
intention to re-emerge as a full-fledged
superpower before 2010 that would
challenge America and China and
potentially threaten a new arms race.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, this
goal is easily within the Kremlin’s grasp,
but the cost to the Russian people and
global security would be immense. A
sophisticated strategy is proposed to
dissuade President Vladimir Putin from
pursuing this destabilizing course. The
cold war image of the Soviet Union is
exposed as a statistical illusion. A
critique of American foreign
policymaking is also provided.

2005   228 x 152 mm   272pp   7 line
diagrams   19 tables
0 521 83678 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54529 3 Paperback £15.99
Publication February 2005

Restructuring Post-
Communist Russia
Edited by Yitzhak Brudny
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Jonathan Frankel
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

and Stefani Hoffman
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

The end of the Soviet Union was a
world defining moment of the twentieth
century, but what comes after
Socialism? This collection of original
essays is a general overview of political
change in Russia since 1991. Topics
covered include: national identity,
demographic change, and the
characteristics of Russian democracy.

2004   228 x 152 mm   300pp   4 line
diagrams   3 tables
0 521 84027 9 Hardback £40.00

After the Collapse of
Communism
Comparative Lessons of
Transition
Edited by Michael McFaul
Stanford University, California

and Kathryn Stoner-Weiss
Stanford University, California

This book identifies in what ways the
post-communist experience with
transition has confirmed or confounded
conventional theories of political and
economic development. It is a rich array
of essays examining vital aspects of the
transitional decade following the Soviet
collapse and the comparative lessons
learned.

2004   228 x 152 mm   272pp   2 tables
0 521 83484 8 Hardback £45.00

Themes in European
Governance 

FORTHCOMING

Complying with
Europe
EU Harmonisation and Soft Law
in the Member States
Gerda Falkner
Institut für Höhere Studien, Wien

Oliver Treib
Institut für Höhere Studien, Wien

Miriam Hartlapp
Max-Planck-Institut für Gesellschaftsforschung,
Cologne

and Simone Leiber
Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaftliches
Institut in der Hans-Böckler-Stiftung, Düsseldorf

What does EU law truly mean for the
member states? This book presents the
first encompassing and in-depth
empirical study of the effects of
‘voluntaristic’ and (partly) ‘soft’ EU
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policies in all 15 member states. The
authors examine 90 case studies across
a range of EU Directives and shed light
on burning contemporary issues in
political science, integration theory, and
social policy. They reveal that there are
major implementation failures and that,
to date, the European Commission has
not been able adequately to perform its
control function.
Themes in European Governance

2005   228 x 152 mm   406pp   35 tables
24 figures
0 521 84994 2 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 61513 5 Paperback c. £19.99
Publication May 2005

NEW

Law and Governance
in Postnational Europe
Compliance Beyond the Nation-
State
Edited by Michael Zürn
Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung

and Christian Joerges
European University Institute, Florence

Arguing that legal rules can be
implemented beyond national
boundaries, this volume asks what
accounts for compliance beyond the
nation-state. The authors tackle this
question by comparing compliance with
regulations that have been formulated
in a very similar way at different levels
of governance. They demonstrate that
nation states do not necessarily display
the best compliance records and that a
high degree of legalisation, verification
and sanctioning systems seem to be
more important than the presence of an
agent that is able to enforce rules.
Themes in European Governance

2005   228 x 152 mm   312pp   23 tables
0 521 84135 6 Hardback £45.00

Immigration and
Politics in the New
Europe
Reinventing Borders
Gallya Lahav
State University of New York, Stony Brook

Immigration is a central issue in
European politics. Gallya Lahav’s book
places the issue in the context of a
Europe where the logic of the single
market clashes with national
policymaking. The book shows how
restrictive immigration policies have
been adopted, despite the requirements
of open borders.
‘... very detailed and empirically
supported examination ... she provides
a formidable explanation for attuning
increased EU integration with a
growing national level of influence in
the immigration policy field ... Lahav’s

contribution to the academic study of
immigration unquestionably provides a
landmark for further research.’
Journal of European Affairs
Themes in European Governance

2004   228 x 152 mm   334pp   29 tables
66 graphs
0 521 82814 7 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53530 1 Paperback £17.99

European Integration
and Political Conflict
Edited by Gary Marks
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

and Marco R. Steenbergen
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Over the past half-century, Europe has
experienced the most radical
reallocation of authority that has ever
taken place in peace-time. This volume
brings together a formidable group of
scholars of European and comparative
politics to investigate the new patterns
of political conflict that are arising in
the European Union.
‘... unlike many collections of this type,
they do not read like a set of
conference proceedings. The
contributions come together
successfully in order to form a
coherent whole ... formidable
theoretical and empirical combination
... this collection will be very useful to
both students and researchers. Not
only does it provide valuable insights
into the relationship between
European integration and political
conflict, it also sets an agenda for
future work in this area ... the text
poses problems as often as it answers
questions.’
Journal of European Affairs

Contributors: Marco R. Steenbergen,
Gary Marks, Christopher J. Anderson,
Matthew J. Gabel, Cees Van Der Eijk,
Mark N. Franklin, Leonard Ray, Adam P.
Brinegar, Seth K. Jolly, Herbert Kitschelt,
Matthew J. Gabel, Simon Hix, Liesbet
Hooghe, Carole J. Wilson, Jacques J. A.
Thomassen, Abdul G. Noury, Erik
Voeten, David Scott, Bernhard Wessels,
Doug Imig
Themes in European Governance

2004   228 x 152 mm   294pp   10 line
diagrams   41 tables   29 graphs
0 521 82779 5 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53505 0 Paperback £17.99

The EU, NATO and the
Integration of Europe
Rules and Rhetoric
Frank Schimmelfennig
Universität Mannheim, Germany

Frank Schimmelfennig analyzes Eastern
enlargement of the European Union and
NATO and develops an original theory
to explain why it occurred. Backed by
original data, he argues that expansion

to the East can be understood in terms
of liberal democratic values and the
shaming of opponents.
Themes in European Governance

2003   228 x 152 mm   338pp   1 line
diagram   32 tables   5 graphs
0 521 82806 6 Hardback £50.00
0 521 53525 5 Paperback £18.99

Europe’s Foreign and
Security Policy
The Institutionalization of
Cooperation
Michael E. Smith
Georgia State University

Michael Smith analyses the growth of
foreign and security policy cooperation
between member states of the EU and
examines the dynamics that have
produced the current policy process. This
perceptive, well-informed analysis draws
on extensive empirical evidence,
including interviews and official
documents.
Themes in European Governance

2003   228 x 152 mm   308pp   13 tables
1 figure
0 521 83135 0 Hardback £50.00
0 521 53861 0 Paperback £18.99

JOURNAL

European Business
Organization Law
Review (EBOR)
Editor-in-Chief: Rainer
Kulms
Max Planck Institute, Hamburg

Marketed and distributed for T.M.C
Asser Press

The European Business Organization
Law Review (EBOR)  is a leading
European publication addressing all
legal aspects of business organization.
The Journal serves as a platform for
articles, case-notes and book reviews to
stimulate scholarly debate and to reflect
the speed of how developments in the
field translate into substantive law.
Relying on scholars and business
people, lawyers, economists and other
disciplines, and with an international
editorial board, the Journal looks at the
whole range of problems relevant to
business activities and the
corresponding national, European
Community and international legal
rules. The Journal will be of interest
both to academia and practitioners in
law and business, as well as political
and social scientists.
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JOURNAL

Contemporary
European History
Editors: Jonathan Morris
University of Hertfordshire

Mary Vincent
University of Sheffield

Patricia Clavin
University of Oxford

and John Connelly
University of California, Berkeley

Contemporary European History covers
the history of Eastern and Western
Europe, including the United Kingdom,
from 1918 to the present. By combining
a wide geographical compass with a
relatively short time span, the journal
achieves both range and depth in its
coverage. It is open to all forms of
historical inquiry - including cultural,
economic, international, political and
social approaches – and welcomes
comparative analysis. One issue per
year explores a broad theme under the
guidance of a guest editor. The journal
regularly features contributions from
scholars outside the Anglophone
community and acts as a channel of
communication between European
historians throughout the continent and
beyond it.
Subscriptions
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Institutions print and electronic: £107/$171
Institutions electronic only: £88/$140
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American
Politics

HIGHLIGHT

America Alone
The Neo-Conservatives and the
Global Order
Stefan Halper
University of Cambridge

and Jonathan Clarke
Cato Institute, Washington DC

America’s immense military power is of
concern to all. Used wisely, it can
preserve freedom; used unwisely, it will
fracture global stability. So long as neo-
conservative radicals dominate the
American national security process,
fracture is more likely. Hence, Americans
will see increasing threats in the future.
This important book identifies, clearly
and for the first time, who these people
are and what their agenda is. It offers
an alternative approach based upon the
mainstream principles that have
successfully guided American diplomacy
for half a century.

• Insider critique of the Bush
Administration, featuring the first in-
depth coverage of people controlling
American foreign policy

• How the Iraq War cost America blood,
money, and credibility abroad and
reduced freedom at home – yet,
beyond toppling Saddam Hussein,
brought few benefits

• How neo-conservatives hijacked the
war on terrorism for their own
purposes

• Details what’s at stake for America
internationally and why policy
changes are necessary

• Unique, informative view of the
presidential election and national
political debate

‘An in-depth survey of the intellectual
development of neo-conservative
thought over the last quarter century.
Whether or not you agree with the
book’s conclusions, it is a must-read
for anyone interested in the making of
U.S. foreign policy in the 21st century.’
The Honorable C. Boyden Gray, White House
General Counsel to President George H. W.
Bush, 1988–1992

‘This book dissects the American neo-
conservatives and their ideology. It
traces their intellectual and political
connections; their rise to influence and
then to power in Washington and
passes judgement on their effects on
US domestic politics and US foreign
policy. You do not need to agree with
the authors’ every word to find this
powerful critique of an important

contemporary stream in American
thinking enlightening and thought
provoking.’
Dame Pauline Neville Jones, Former Political
Director of the British Foreign Office

‘Most critics of the war on Iraq belong
to liberal, internationalist, American
Democrat or European traditions. This
book is a damning indictment by
mainstream U.S. Republicans with long
experience in government. It traces the
rise of the neo-conservatives, their
influence through think-tanks and the
media, their obsession with Israel and
the Middle East and their conversion
of the Pentagon and President George
W. Bush to a Manichaean unilateralist
foreign policy in which force is the
preferred option. ‘Know your enemy’ is
always good policy; ‘know your
friends’ is also a good principle and
there is much in this book that should
give supporters of British and
American policy in Iraq pause for
thought.’
Sir Roger Tomkys, British Ambassador to Bahrain
(1981–84) and Syria (1984–86) 

Contents: Part I. Introduction; Part II. 1. The
neo-conservatives: a new political interest
group; 2. Origins and early development;
3. The nineties: from near-death to
resurrection; 4. The neo-conservative
association; 5. The false history; 6. Outreach
to the media and evangelicals; 7. Iraq: the
false pretenses; 8. America: perception and
counter perception; 9. The neo-conservative
‘World War IV’ and its impact on American
society; 10. The balance sheet and looking
ahead; Part III. Appendix.

2004   228 x 152 mm   382pp
0 521 83834 7 Hardback £20.00

FORTHCOMING

The American
Constitution and the
Debate over
Originalism
Dennis Goldford
Drake University, Iowa

Located at the intersection of law,
political science, philosophy, and literary
theory, this is a work of constitutional
theory that explores the nature of
American constitutional interpretation
through a reconsideration of the long-
standing debate between the
interpretive theories of originalism and
nonoriginalism. It traces that debate to
a particular set of premises about the
nature of language, interpretation, and
objectivity, premises that raise the
specter of unconstrained, unstructured
constitutional interpretation that has
haunted contemporary constitutional
theory. It presents the novel argument
that a critique of the underlying
premises of originalism dissolves not
just originalism but nonoriginalism as
well, which leads to the recognition that
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constitutional interpretation is already
and always structured. It makes this
argument in terms of the first principle
of the American political system: by
their fidelity to the Constitution,
Americans are a textual people in that
they live in and through the terms of a
fundamental text.

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   4 line
diagrams
0 521 84558 0 Hardback £45.00
0 521 60779 5 Paperback £19.99
Publication June 2005

FORTHCOMING

The Supreme Court
and the American
Legal System
Jeffrey A. Segal
Harold J. Spaeth
and Sara C. Benesh

This book examines the American legal
system, including a comprehensive
treatment of  the U.S. Supreme Court.
Despite this treatment, the ‘in’ from the
title deserves emphasis, for it extensively
examines lower courts, providing
separate chapters on state courts, the
US District Courts, and the US Courts of
Appeals. The book analyzes these courts
from a legal/extralegal framework,
drawing different conclusions about the
relative influence of each based on
institutional structures and empirical
evidence. The book is also tied together
through its attention to the relationship
between lower courts and the Supreme
Court. Additionally, Election 2000
litigation provides a common
substantive topic linking many of the
chapters. Finally, it provides extended
coverage to the legal process, with
separate chapters on civil procedure,
evidence, and criminal procedure.

2005   234 x 156 mm   495pp   28 line
diagrams   57 tables
0 521 78038 1 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 78508 1 Paperback c. £19.99
Publication July 2005

FORTHCOMING

The Neoconservative
Revolution
Jewish Intellectuals and the
Shaping of Public Policy
Murray Friedman
Temple University, Philadelphia

This book suggests that Jews and
Jewish intellectuals have played a
considerable role in the development of
modern American conservatism. The
focus is on the rise of a group of Jewish
intellectuals and activists known as
neoconservatives who began to impact
on American public policy during the

Cold War and in the lead up to and
invasion of Iraq. It presents a portrait of
the life and work of the original small
group of neoconservatives including
Irving Kristol, Norman Podhoretz, and
Sidney Hook. This group has grown into
a new generation who operate as
columnists in conservative think-tanks
like The Heritage and The American
Enterprise Institute, in education, and in
government including such figures as
Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle and Elliot
Abrams. The book suggests the neo
cons have been so significant in
reshaping modern American
conservatism and public policy that they
constitute a neoconservative revolution.

2005   228 x 152 mm   312pp
0 521 83656 5 Hardback £20.00
Publication June 2005

NEW

Housing Segregation
in Suburban America
since 1960
Presidential and Judicial Politics
Charles M. Lamb
State University of New York, Buffalo

This book examines national fair
housing policy from 1960 through 2000
in the context of the American
presidency and the country’s segregated
suburban housing market. It argues that
a principal reason for suburban housing
segregation lies in Richard Nixon’s 1971
fair housing policy, which directed
Federal agencies not to place pressure
on suburbs to accept low-income
housing. Nixon’s fair housing legacy is
then traced through each presidential
administration from Gerald Ford to Bill
Clinton and detected in the decisions of
Nixon’s Federal Court appointees.

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   9 half-tones
9 tables
0 521 83944 0 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54827 6 Paperback £18.99
Publication March 2005

NEW

Term Limits and the
Dismantling of State
Legislative
Professionalism
Thad Kousser
University of California, San Diego

This is the first book-length study of the
effects that term limit laws - restrictions
on the number of years for which
legislators can serve - have had on
politics and policy in American states. It
combines interviews of Capitol insiders
with archival records and statistical
analyses. The final conclusion - that

term limits have made professional
legislatures more like citizen houses,
turning back the clock on American
state politics - bears relevance to the
current debate over the wisdom of term
limits.

2005   228 x 152 mm   288pp   29 line
diagrams   32 tables   2 maps
0 521 83985 8 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54873 X Paperback £17.99

NEW

Restoring Free Speech
and Liberty on Campus
Donald A. Downs

This book deals with the decline of
respect for free speech, academic
freedom, and civil liberty that has swept
higher education in America over the
last decade and a half and with what
needs to be done to reverse this trend.
Drawing on personal experience as well
as research, Downs analyzes the origins
and development of the problem, and
shows how political organization of
students and faculty can lead to
constructive change. He presents four
case studies that illustrate this thesis.

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   3 line
diagrams
0 521 83987 4 Hardback £25.00
Publication February 2005

Tides of Consent
How Public Opinion Shapes
American Politics
James A. Stimson
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

This book tracks movement in American
public opinion, examining moods for
public policy that cycle over decades. It
looks at shorter term movements as the
public approves or disapproves of
politicians, trusts or distrusts
government. Distinctively, it focuses
always on locating the unobserved true
opinion that lies beneath, turning away
from the superficial polls by which we
come to know the real thing. It argues
that public opinion is decisive in
American politics and locates the
citizens who produce this influential
change as a quite small subset of the
American electorate.

2004   228 x 152 mm   206pp   43 line
diagrams   1 table
0 521 84134 8 Hardback £40.00
0 521 60117 7 Paperback £14.99
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The Dynamic
Constitution
An Introduction to American
Constitutional Law
Richard H. Fallon
Harvard University, Massachusetts

Harvard law professor Richard H. Fallon
introduces non-lawyers to the workings
of American Constitutional Law. He
writes with clarity and vigor about
leading constitutional doctrines and
issues, including the freedom of speech,
the freedom of religion, the guarantee
of equal protection, rights to fair
procedures, and rights to privacy and
sexual autonomy. Along the way, Fallon
describes many of the fascinating cases
and personalities that have shaped
constitutional law. He shows how
historical, cultural, and other factors
have influenced constitutional
adjudication, making clear the dynamic
nature of the Constitution.

2004   228 x 152 mm   358pp
0 521 84094 5 Hardback £25.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Natural Rights and the
Right to Choose
Hadley Arkes
Amherst College, Massachusetts

The American political class has talked
itself out of the doctrines of ‘natural
rights’ that formed the main teaching of
the American Founders. In the name of
‘privacy’, vast new liberties have been
claimed, all of them bound up in some
way with the notion of sexual freedom.
Hadley Arkes argues that the ‘right to
choose an abortion’ overturned the
liberal jurisprudence of the New Deal,
so that if there is a right to abortion, it
has been detached from the logic of
natural rights and stripped of moral
substance.

2004   228 x 152 mm   330pp
0 521 60478 8 Paperback £16.99

Greasing the Wheels
Using Pork Barrel Projects To
Build Majority Coalitions in
Congress
Diana Evans
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut

This book examines how Congressional
leaders and the president give pork
barrel projects to Congress members’
districts to buy votes for broad-based
national legislation. Many political
leaders are willing to pay the cost of
this trade-off in order to enact the
broader public policies that they favor.

2004   228 x 152 mm   280pp   26 tables
0 521 83681 6 Hardback £40.00
0 521 54532 3 Paperback £16.99

NEW

‘Stony the Road’ to
Change
Black Mississippians and the
Culture of Social Relations
Marilyn M. Thomas-Houston
University of Florida

An intra-group study examining the
impact of history, memory, space, and
the concept of belonging on the social
structure of a Southern, small-town,
Black community. It uses the 1960s Civil
Rights Movement as the point from
which it forms a critique of the culture
of social relations among Blacks.

2005   228 x 152 mm   232pp
0 521 82909 7 Hardback £40.00
0 521 53598 0 Paperback £17.99
Publication February 2005

FORTHCOMING

Constructing Civil
Liberties
Discontinuities in the
Development of American
Constitutional Law
Ken I. Kersch
Princeton University, New Jersey

This book is a revisionist account of the
development of the Supreme Court’s
modern civil liberties and civil rights
jurisprudence. It explains that
jurisprudence is the outgrowth of a
sequence of highly particular
progressive-reformist ideological
currents, that formed the modern
American state.

2004   228 x 152 mm   400pp
0 521 81178 3 Hardback £40.00
0 521 01055 1 Paperback £18.99

From Widgets to Digits
Employment Regulation for the
Changing Workplace
Katherine V. W. Stone
Cornell University, New York

From Widgits to Digits focuses on
several specific areas that require new
policy directions - employment
discrimination, post-employment
restraints, employee representation,
health and retirement benefits, and
income distribution. In each area, the
author proposes a framework for
employment regulation that can redress
the inequities and vulnerabilities created
by the emerging workplace.

2004   228 x 152 mm   312pp
0 521 82910 0 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53599 9 Paperback £17.99

The 2000 Presidential
Election and the
Foundations of Party
Politics
Richard Johnston
University of British Columbia, Vancouver

Michael G. Hagen
Rutgers University, New Jersey

and Kathleen Hall Jamieson
University of Pennsylvania

The US electoral process is examined as
an integrated event spanning a full year,
drawing upon a data set massive in
scale and novel in execution: the
Annenberg 2000 Election Study. Using
candidate appearances, news coverage,
and campaign advertising, this provides
the first integrated account of any US
campaign.

2004   228 x 152 mm   216pp
0 521 81389 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 89078 0 Paperback £16.99

Good Citizenship in
America
David M. Ricci
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Good Citizenship in America describes a
civic ideal of who enjoys membership in
the state and what obligations that
entails, and traces its history in America.
It follows civic trends from pre 1865
republicanism to the development, in
the late twentieth century, of the
‘economic conscience’.

2004   228 x 152 mm   320pp   5 tables
0 521 83580 1 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54370 3 Paperback £17.99

The Search for
American Political
Development
Karen Orren
University of California, Los Angeles

and Stephen Skowronek
Yale University, Connecticut

A justification for studying politics
historically, not only for what it reveals
about the roots of contemporary
political affairs but what it teaches
about politics as an ongoing activity in
time, anytime. The authors survey past
and current scholarship, attempting to
outline a course of study for the future.

2004   228 x 152 mm   246pp
0 521 83894 0 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54764 4 Paperback £16.99
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The American Ballot
Box in the Mid-
Nineteenth Century
Richard Franklin Bensel
Cornell University, New York

By carefully examining political activity
in and around the polling place in the
nineteenth century, this book suggests
some important caveats which must
attend this conclusion. These caveats
help to bridge the interpretive chasm
now separating ethno-cultural
descriptions of popular politics from
political economic analyses of state and
national policy-making.

2004   228 x 152 mm   320pp   5 tables
0 521 83101 6 Hardback £42.50
0 521 53786 X Paperback £18.95

Creative Conflict in
African American
Thought
Wilson Jeremiah Moses
Pennsylvania State University

Professor Moses has here revised and
brought together essays that focus on
the complexity of, and contradictions in,
the thought of five major African-
American intellectuals: Frederick
Douglass, Alexander Crummell, Booker
T. Washington, W. E. B. DuBois, and
Marcus M. Garvey, questioning both
popular and scholarly conceptions of
them as villains or heroes.

2004   228 x 152 mm   326pp
0 521 82826 0 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53537 9 Paperback £17.95

Federal Taxation in
America
A Short History
Second edition
Edited by W. Elliot Brownlee
University of California, Santa Barbara

In this comprehensive historical
overview of the US federal tax systems,
Brownlee describes the five principal
stages of federal taxation and the crises
that led to their adoption - the
formation of the republic, the Civil War,
World War I, the Great Depression, and
World War II.
Woodrow Wilson Center Press

2004   228 x 152 mm   304pp
0 521 83508 9 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 54278 2 Paperback c. £14.99

Think Tanks, Public
Policy, and the Politics
of Expertise
Andrew Rich
City College, City University of New York

Think tanks have come to undermine
the credibility with which experts and
expertise are generally viewed by public
officials. The book’s analysis is based on
135 in-depth interviews with officials at
think tanks and those in the
policymaking and funding organizations
that draw upon and support their work.

2004   228 x 152 mm   270pp   9 line
diagrams   22 tables
0 521 83029 X Hardback £45.00

Congress, Progressive
Reform, and the New
American State
Robert Harrison
University of Wales, Aberystwyth

Using a series of case-studies of
congressional reform legislation during
the early twentieth century, Congress,
Progressive Reform and the New
American State explores the nature of
progressivism and the processes of
political change which resulted in the
establishment of the modern American
state.

2004   228 x 152 mm   310pp   24 tables
0 521 82789 2 Hardback £45.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The New White
Nationalism in
America
Its Challenge to Integration
Carol M. Swain
Vanderbilt University, Tennessee

Over the past decade, a new white
nationalist movement has risen in
America, with the potential for
disrupting fragile race relations; it courts
white Americans aggrieved over
perceived racial double standards.
Swain’s study is a wake-up call to all
who cherish the Civil Rights Era vision
of an integrated America.

2004   228 x 152 mm   556pp
0 521 54558 7 Paperback £16.95

Also available
0 521 80886 3 Hardback £30.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Kennedy and the
Promise of the Sixties
W. J. Rorabaugh
University of Washington

Explores life in America during that brief
promising moment in the early Sixties
when John F. Kennedy was president.

The early Sixties was a period of marked
political, social and cultural change. The
old was swept away, and the country
that the United States became began to
be born.
‘Using the persona of John F. Kennedy
as a central reference point, W. J.
Rorabaugh shrewdly explores a critical
time of transition in American cultural
and political history. Concise but
inclusive, always perceptive, this
absorbing volume belongs on a short
list of essential works about the
1960s.’
Alonzo Hamby, Ohio University

‘A welcome addition to the literature
on the fourth American president to be
slain while in office. Its brevity and
readability ensure that Rorabaugh’s
study should appeal to both historians
and the general reading public.’
History

2004   228 x 152 mm   342pp
0 521 54383 5 Paperback £15.95

Also available
0 521 81617 3 Hardback £25.00

The Creation of
American Common
Law, 1850–1880
Technology, Politics, and the
Construction of Citizenship
Howard Schweber
University of Wisconsin, Madison

This book is a comparative study of the
American legal development in the mid-
nineteenth century. Focusing on Illinois
and Virginia, supported by observations
from six additional states, the book
traces the crucial formative moment in
the development of an American system
of common law in northern and
southern courts.

2004   228 x 152 mm   304pp
0 521 82462 1 Hardback £45.00

America and the
Armenian Genocide of
1915
Edited by Jay Winter
Yale University, Connecticut

Before Rwanda and Bosnia, and before
the Holocaust, the first genocide of the
twentieth century happened in Turkish
Armenia in 1915. Jay Winter has
brought together a team of experts to
examine how Americans learned of this
catastrophe and how they tried to help
its victims.

Contributors: Jay Winter, Sir Martin
Gilbert, Vahakn N. Dadrian, John Milton
Cooper, Lloyd E. Ambrosius, Rouben
Paul Adalian, Suzanne Moranian, Susan
Billington Harper, Peter Balakian,
Richard G. Hovannisian, Donald A.
Ritchie, Thomas C. Leonard
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Studies in the Social and Cultural History of
Modern Warfare, 15

2004   228 x 152 mm   332pp   2 maps
0 521 82958 5 Hardback £40.00

JOURNAL

Studies in American
Political Development
Editors: Karen Orren
University of California, Los Angeles

and Stephen Skowronek
Yale University

Studies in American Political
Development (SAPD) publishes
scholarship on political change and
institutional development in the United
States from a variety of theoretical
viewpoints. Articles focus on
governmental institutions over time and
on their social, economic and cultural
setting. In-depth presentation in a
longer format allows contributors to
elaborate on the complex patterns of
state-society relations. SAPD encourages
an interdisciplinary approach and
recognizes the value of comparative
perspectives.
Subscriptions

Volume 19 in 2005: Spring and Autumn
Institutions print and electronic: £82/$135
Institutions electronic only: £69/$113
Institutions print only: £74/$123
Individuals print only: £34/$54
American Political Science Association,
American Historical Association: £25/$39
Print ISSN 0898-588X
Electronic ISSN 1469-8692

American Political
Science Review
Editor: Lee Sigelman
George Washington University

Published for the American
Political Science Association

American Political Science Review is
political science’s premier scholarly
research journal, providing peer-
reviewed articles and review essays
from subfields throughout the discipline.
Areas covered include political theory,
American politics, public policy, public
administration, comparative politics, and
international relations. APSR has
published continuously since 1906.
Subscriptions

Volume 99 in 2005: February, May, August,
November
APSA members may receive a subscription as
part of their dues.
American Political Science Review is sold
ONLY as part of a joint subscription with PS:
Political Science & Politics and Perspectives on
Politics
Institutions print and electronic: £322/$520
Institutions electronic only: £268/$425
Individuals must order through APSA direct.
Print ISSN 0003-0554
Electronic ISSN 1537-5943

JOURNAL

PS: Political Science &
Politics
Editor: Robert J-P Hauck
American Political Science
Association

Published for the American
Political Science Association
Subscriptions

Volume 38 in 2005: January, April, July,
October, APSA member optional print
PS: Political Science & Politics is sold ONLY as
part of a joint subscription with American
Political Science Review and Perspectives on
Politics.
Institutions print and electronic: £322/$520
Institutions electronic only: £268/$425
Individuals must order through APSA direct.
Print ISSN 1049-0965

JOURNAL

Perspectives on
Politics
Editor: Jennifer Hochschild
Harvard University

Published for the American
Political Science Association

Perspectives on Politics is a journal of
broad interest to scholars across many
fields, in addition to professional
political scientists, political analysts,
policy makers, and the informed public.
Essays synthesize and extend significant
research and developments in all
dimensions of political science
scholarship. In many cases, the journal
aims to connect research findings,
conceptual innovations, or theoretical
developments to real problems of
politics.
Subscriptions

Volume 3 in 2005: March, June, September
and December, APSA member optional print
Perspectives on Politics is sold ONLY as part of
a joint subscription with PS: Political Science &
Politics and American Political Science Review.
Institutions print and electronic: £322/$520
Institutions electronic only: £268/$425
Individuals must order through APSA direct.
Print ISSN 1537-5927
Electronic ISSN 1541-0986

JOURNAL

Journal of American
Studies
Editor: S. Jay Kleinberg
Brunel University

Associate Editor: Susan
Castillo
University of Glasgow

Sponsored by the British Association for
American Studies

Journal of American Studies publishes
works by scholars from all over the
world on American history, politics,
literature, institutions, economics, film,

popular culture, geography, sociology
and related subjects. Also included are
review essays and book reviews.
Subscriptions

Volume 39 in 2005: April, August and
December
Institutions print and electronic: £142/$228
Institutions electronic only: £118/$190
Institutions print only: £130/$208
Individuals print only: £/$72
European Association for American Studies,
American Studies Association, International
American Studies Association: £37/$60
The following receive a subscription as part of
their society/organization membership: British
Association for American Studies.
Print ISSN 0021-8758
Electronic ISSN 1469-5154

Area Studies
China

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Selling China
Foreign Direct Investment
During the Reform Era
Yasheng Huang
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Advance praise:
‘Professor Huang is fast becoming one
of the most influential voices in the
American academy on the subject of
the Chinese economy. This is a book
that will have a major impact on
scholars and indeed on investors, and
maybe even on China itself. It will
surely change the way that
contemporary Chinese political
economy is studied and taught in
universities.’
William Kirby, Harvard University

‘A fresh and fascinating perspective on
the role of foreign investment in
China. Huang counters the praise
common in discussions of Chinese
development by arguing that high
levels of foreign investment arise, in
part, from the failure of the Chinese
state to allocate domestic savings
efficiently. The book is sure to provoke
debate over Chinese development
model as the country moves toward
full membership in the World Trade
Organization.’
Susan Rose-Ackerman, Yale University

‘Professor Huang’s innovative work
over many years on the role of foreign
direct investment in China’s economic
development is distilled and
elaborated in this book. He provides a
novel, carefully documented, and
rigorously argued analysis which
carries with it important implications
both for scholars and policymakers
concerned with China’s continued
economic reform efforts.’
Charles Wolf, Jr., RAND

‘Yasheng Huang’s book is a very
important and significant contribution
on the issue of foreign direct
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investment (FDI) in China, and FDI in
general. ... an outstanding contribution
... good example to students in that if
one is motivated to understand and
explain the world around us, good
questions and simple analytical tools
can take us a long way.’
Economic and Political Weekly

‘... excellent ... a refreshing and
provocative perspective ...’.
Political Studies Review

‘... a fascinating and comprehensive
story ... this is a hugely impressive
volume and an important addition to
the literature on China’s reform
strategy and its relations with the
global economy. It has a multitude of
strengths: a wealth of well-deployed
statistics, serious case-studies of firms,
a questionnaire survey organized by
the author and a Beijing University
research centre, and above all an
intelligent, logical and innovative
argument ... this volume surely makes
Huang one of the world’s most
authoritative political economists
currently writing on China.’
International Affairs
Cambridge Modern China Series

2005   228 x 152 mm   408pp
0 521 60886 4 Paperback £16.99
Publication February 2005

Holding China
Together
Diversity and National
Integration in the Post-Deng Era
Edited by Barry J. Naughton
University of California, San Diego

and Dali L. Yang
University of Chicago

Despite repeated predictions of collapse
and disintegration, China has managed
to sustain national unity and gain
international stature since the
Tiananmen crisis of 1989. This volume
examines the sources and dynamics of
China’s resilience, and considers how
China’s leaders have adapted and
reinforced key institutions for political
integration and economic governance. It
also finds that implementation of
complex policies to regulate economic
and social life - employment and
migration, population planning,
industrial adjustment, and regional
disparities – has become more effective
over time within a context of growing
social and economic diversity.

2004   228 x 152 mm   316pp   10 line
diagrams   35 tables   1 map
0 521 83730 8 Hardback £45.00

Globalization and
State Transformation
in China
Yongnian Zheng
National University of Singapore

Zheng explores how China’s leaders
have embraced globalization and
market-oriented modernization. While
they have been open to Western ideas
in rebuilding the economic system, they
have been reluctant to import Western
concepts of democracy. The author
argues that this selectivity will impede
China’s progress in becoming a modern
nation state.
Cambridge Asia-Pacific Studies

2004   228 x 152 mm   286pp   37 tables
4 figures
0 521 83050 8 Hardback £45.00
0 521 53750 9 Paperback £17.99

JOURNAL

The China Quarterly
Editor: Julia Strauss
School of Oriental and African
Studies

Published for the School of
Oriental and African Studies

The China Quarterly is the leading
scholarly journal in its field, covering all
aspects of contemporary China
including Taiwan. Its interdisciplinary
approach covers a range of subjects
including anthropology/sociology,
literature and the arts,
business/economics, geography, history,
international affairs, law, and politics.
Edited to rigorous standards the journal
publishes high-quality, authoritative
research, keeping readers up to date
with events in China.
Subscriptions

Volumes 181-184 in 2005: March, June,
September and December
Institutions print and electronic: £99/$160
Institutions electronic only: £89/$147
Institutions print only: £93/$154
Individuals print only: £40/$69
Students: £20/$35
Print ISSN 0305-7410
Electronic ISSN 1468-2648

Japan

NEW

A Sociology of Work in
Japan
Ross Mouer
Monash University, Victoria

and Hirosuke Kawanishi
Waseda University, Japan

A comprehensive survey of the
relationship between work and society
in Japan explores the context for
individual choices about work. These

include the structuring of labour
markets, social policy and the influences
of globalization. The book affords
penetrating insights into Japanese
society and challenges current thinking
on the subject.
Contemporary Japanese Society

2005   228 x 152 mm   323pp   56 tables
7 figures
0 521 65120 4 Hardback £40.00
0 521 65845 4 Paperback £18.99
Publication April 2005

JOURNAL

Japanese Journal of
Political Science
Executive Editor: Takashi
Inoguchi
University of Tokyo

Editors: Ikuo Kabashima
University of Tokyo

Junko Kato
University of Tokyo

Michio Muramatsu
Kyoto University

Hideo Otake
Kyoto University

and Steven R. Reed
Chuo University

The Japanese Journal of Political Science
is a broadly based journal aiming to
cover developments across a wide range
of countries and specialisms. Its scope is
wide-ranging both in terms of subject
matter and method. The journal features
articles in all fields of political science,
especially where these have a
conceptual thrust including political
theory, comparative politics, political
behavior, political institutions, public
policy, and international relations. At the
same time, the journal seeks to attract
the best comparative articles featuring
Japan and East Asia.
Subscriptions

Volume 6 in 2005: April, August and
December
Institutions print and electronic: £99/$154
Institutions electronic only: £82/$128
Institutions print only: £90/$140
Individuals print only: £25/$38
American Political Science Association, Political
Studies Association, International Studies
Association, British International Studies
Association, Japanese Political Science
Association: £24/$35
Print ISSN 1468-1099
Electronic ISSN 1474-0060
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Asia

FORTHCOMING

Seeing the State
Governance and
Governmentality in India
Stuart Corbridge
London School of Economics and Political
Science

Glyn Williams
Keele University

Manoj Srivastava
London School of Economics and Political
Science

and Rene Veron
University of Guelph, Ontario

How do poor people in India
understand and make use of the state
in their daily lives? Drawing on their
fieldwork and broad range of expertise,
the authors of Seeing the State consider
key debates in development studies on
participation and good governance to
answer these questions. Their work
analyses the extent to which poorer
people are able to engage the political
process as citizens. The book will be of
interest to students of anthropology,
politics and development, as well as to
those studying India more specifically.
Contemporary South Asia, 10

2005   228 x 152 mm   320pp   16 tables
9 figures
0 521 83479 1 Hardback c. £40.00
0 521 54255 3 Paperback c. £18.99
Publication August 2005

Resisting Dictatorship
Repression and Protest in
Southeast Asia
Vincent Boudreau
City College, City University of New York

Vincent Boudreau’s book compares
strategies of repression and protest in
post-war Burma, Indonesia and the
Philippines. These alternative strategies
shaped the social bases and opposition
cultures available to dissidents, and in
turn influenced their effectiveness. The
author balances first-hand research with
the social movements literature to
consider the interactions between the
regimes and their societies in the wake
of repression, and with the subsequent
emergence of democracy. This is a
thought-provoking book, which offers a
genuinely comparative study of
dictatorship and resistance in South
East Asia.

2004   228 x 152 mm   306pp   1 map
0 521 83989 0 Hardback £45.00

Votes and Violence
Electoral Competition and Ethnic
Riots in India
Steven I. Wilkinson
Duke University, North Carolina

Why do Hindu-Muslim riots in India
break out when and where they do?
Why do some state governments in
India prevent Hindu-Muslim riots while
others do not or even help to incite
violence? Wilkinson shows that riots are
fomented to help win elections, and
that state governments decide whether
to stop them depending on electoral
calculations about whether doing so will
win or lose them voters. He tests this
general explanation for riots using a
dataset on riots and their causes as well
as case studies of several Indian states.
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

2004   228 x 152 mm   310pp   6 half-tones
5 maps
0 521 82916 X Hardback £45.00

Women and the State
in Modern Indonesia
Susan Blackburn
Monash University, Victoria

Indonesian women have been
organising themselves for about a
century in a country that is renowned
for its diversity, its recent change from
authoritarian to democratic rule, and its
selection of a woman president. What
have women wanted the state to do for
them, and, conversely, what interest has
the Indonesian state had in women?
This book is the first to examine such
questions. It gives full weight to
women’s voices by focussing on areas
of greatest public controversy, such as
polygamy, motherhood and violence.

2004   228 x 152 mm   268pp
0 521 84225 5 Hardback £45.00

Northeast Asia’s
Stunted Regionalism
Bilateral Distrust in the Shadow
of Globalization
Gilbert Rozman
Princeton University, New Jersey

A comprehensive picture of the pursuit
of regionalism across Northeast Asia in
the 15 years following the Cold War. In
each of six periods, Rozman examines
the evolving strategies of China, Japan,
South Korea, and Russia, emphasizing
the importance of bilateral relations
while keeping in mind the globalizing
US role.

2004   228 x 152 mm   412pp
0 521 83565 8 Hardback £65.00
0 521 54360 6 Paperback £21.99

Nationalism and
Ethnic Conflict in
Indonesia
Jacques Bertrand
University of Toronto

Bertrand explores religious and ethnic
conflict in Indonesia, arguing that its
increase in recent years is the  result of
Suharto’s long, authoritarian regime
which left the country unprepared for
change. The book is a major
contribution to the understanding of
conflict in an often misunderstood part
of the world.
Cambridge Asia-Pacific Studies

2004   228 x 152 mm   304pp
0 521 81889 3 Hardback £45.00
0 521 52441 5 Paperback £17.99

NEW

The Anglo-Maratha
Campaigns and the
Contest for India
The Struggle for Control of the
South Asian Military Economy
Randolf G. S. Cooper
University of Cambridge

This book analyses the Anglo-Maratha
Campaigns of 1803 which represented
the last serious indigenous obstacle to
the formation of the British Raj. It
reexamines the campaigns and
assumptions concerning ‘the Military
Revolution’ and shows that British
victory hinged on economics and
military intelligence, not superior
discipline, drill and technology.

2004   228 x 152 mm   456pp   11 maps
0 521 82444 3 Hardback £55.00

TEXTBOOK

Changing India
Bourgeois Revolution on the
Subcontinent
Second edition
Robert W. Stern
Macquarie University, Sydney

Reviews of the first edition:
‘This small volume contains some of
the most intelligent writing on
contemporary India that one is likely
to encounter ... Responsible for this
success ... is a sustained narrative of
the ‘bourgeois revolution’ that (Stern)
sees going on, and also an engaging
register of language and argument.’
Burton Stein, South Asia Research

Contents: Introduction: change, the
societies of India and Indian society; Part I.
The Changing Countryside: 1. Families and
villages; 2. Varna, jati and caste, Muslim
quasi castes and untouchability; 3. Class:
primordial group representation, stimuli-
response and patron–client relationships;
4. Homelands, ‘linguistic’, ‘tribal’ and
‘regional’ states: nation provinces and
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bourgeois revolution; Part II. Change from
Above: 5. British imperialism, Indian
nationalism and Muslim separatism;
6. Political and economic development in
the Indian Union and its international
politics.

2003   228 x 152 mm   268pp   4 tables
3 maps
0 521 81080 9 Hardback £47.50
0 521 00912 X Paperback £16.99

JOURNAL

International Journal
of Asian Studies
Editor-in-Chief: Takeshi
Hamashita
Kyoto University

Editors: Akinobu Kuroda
University of Tokyo

Gaynor Sekimori
University of Tokyo

Christian Daniels
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies

Linda Grove
Sophia University, Tokyo

and Yukio Ikemoto
University of Tokyo

Launched in 2004, The International
Journal of Asian Studies (IJAS) is an
interdisciplinary, English-language forum
for research in the social sciences and
humanities. IJAS examines Asia on a
regional basis, emphasising patterns
and tendencies that go beyond the
borders of individual countries. While
the Journal covers all regions of Asia,
the primary focus is on eastern Asia,
that is, Korea, China, Taiwan, Vietnam
and Japan. As well as encouraging
contributions from western scholars,
IJAS focuses attention on the work of
Asian scholars, in order to encourage
multi-directional communication across
the international Asian studies
community. IJAS includes both themed
and general issues.
Subscriptions

Volume 2 in 2005: January and July
Institutions print and electronic: £84/$119
Institutions electronic only: £74/$104
Institutions print only: £79/$111
Individuals print only: £26/$39
Students: £15/$20
Print ISSN 1479-5914
Electronic ISSN 1479-5922

Middle East

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Tragedy of the
Middle East
Barry Rubin
Bar-Ilan University, Israel

The Middle East has changed clearly,
substantially, and dramatically during
the last decade. This book explains why

the previous era came to end. Three
interlinked themes are crucial to the
book. First, a reinterpretation of the era
of upheaval the Middle East has just
passed through. Second, an evaluation
of how the historical experience of the
period between the 1940s and the
1990s undermined the old system.
Third, an analysis of the region today
that helps explain future developments
as the Middle Eastern societies decide
their relationships to the West.
‘Drawing on his decades of researching
the region and his 18 earlier books,
Rubin has produced a magisterial
overview of the contemporary Middle
East. Highly recommended.’
Choice

‘Powerfully persuasive. All academic
libraries and large public libraries
should quickly add this cogent,
troubling and inexpensive monograph
to their collections.’
Catholic Library World

‘... an important, spirited, mature
meditation on the historical baggage
of the modern Middle East.’
Fouad Ajami, The Paul H. Nitze School of
Advanced International Studies, The Johns
Hopkins University

‘... brilliant ...’
Middle East Quarterly

‘The Tragedy of the Middle East could
be the political book most hated by
Arabs since Rafael Patai’s The Arab
Mind in 1973...the book is a powerful
one.’
The Washington Post

2004   228 x 152 mm   296pp
0 521 60387 0 Paperback £15.99

Also available
0 521 80623 2 Hardback £22.50

NEW

Structuring Conflict in
the Arab World
Incumbents, Opponents and
Institutions
Ellen Lust-Okar
Yale University, Connecticut

This book examines how ruling elites
manipulate political opponents in the
Middle East. In contrast to discussions
of government-opposition relations that
focus on how rulers either punish or co-
opt opponents, this book focuses on the
effect of institutional rules governing
who is allowed to participate in the
formal political system. Formal rules
governing participation affect
opponents’ willingness to challenge the
state elites, and also the relationships
between various opposition groups. The
argument is presented with a formal
model and in-depth studies  of
government-opposition relations in
Egypt, Jordan and Morocco.

2005   228 x 152 mm   296pp   7 line
diagrams   6 tables
0 521 83818 5 Hardback £45.00
Publication February 2005

FORTHCOMING

Israel’s Holocaust and
the Politics of
Nationhood
Idith Zertal
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

The ghost of the Holocaust is ever
present in Israel, in the lives and
nightmares of the survivors and in the
absence of the victims. In this
compelling and disturbing analysis, Idith
Zertal deals with the ways Israel has
used the memory of the Holocaust to
legitimise its existence and politics.
Zertal argues that the centrality of the
Holocaust has led to a culture of death
and victimhood which permeates the
Israeli society. This penetrating book
offers an entirely new perspective on
Israeli history and the construction of
national identity.
Cambridge Middle East Studies, 21

2005   228 x 152 mm   280pp
0 521 85096 7 Hardback c. £19.00
Publication July 2005

Contending Visions of
the Middle East
The History and Politics of
Orientalism
Zachary Lockman
New York University

Lockman’s book offers a broad survey of
Western knowledge about Islam and
the Middle East, beginning with Greek
and Roman conceptions of the world,
through the emergence of Islam, to the
present. Along the way, it explores how
scholars and others in Western societies,
particularly in the United States over the
last half century and in the wake of
9/11, have represented Islam and the
Middle East. This book relates many of
today’s critical issues, including
terrorism and the ‘clash of civilizations’,
to their broader historical and political
contexts.
The Contemporary Middle East, 3

2004   228 x 152 mm   330pp   6 maps
0 521 62080 5 Hardback £40.00
0 521 62937 3 Paperback £16.99
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Doing Business in the
Middle East
Politics and Economic Crisis in
Jordan and Kuwait
Pete W. Moore
University of Miami

Moore’s book is the first to examine
relations between state authority and
elite business representation in the
Middle East. By considering the Kuwait
and Jordan cases, he concludes that
unleashing the private sector alone is
insufficient to change current political
and economic arrangements when
established political infrastructures
remain in place.
Cambridge Middle East Studies, 20

2004   228 x 152 mm   228pp   10 tables
0 521 83955 6 Hardback £45.00

SECOND EDITION

The Birth of the
Palestinian Refugee
Problem Revisited
Second edition
Benny Morris
Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel

In a revised edition of Morris’ earlier
work, which explored the realities
behind the Palestinian exodus of 1948,
fresh material considers battles,
expulsions and atrocities that
contributed to the disintegration of
Palestinian communities. The story is
harrowing. Refugees now number four
million - their cause remains a major
obstacle to peace.
‘Pappe’s new book is lucid and
readable: its historical scope, taking up
the story in 1856, is useful and
welcome because unusual as is its
desire to distance the narrative of the
peoples living on the land of Mandate
Palestine from their respective
nationalisms ...’
Tribune

Review of the first edition
‘... The most comprehensive and
detailed study yet published on the
Palestinian refugees.’ 
The Economist
Cambridge Middle East Studies, 18

2004   228 x 152 mm   664pp   3 maps
0 521 81120 1 Hardback £70.00
0 521 00967 7 Paperback £30.00

JOURNAL

International Journal
of Middle East Studies
Editor: Judith Tucker
Georgetown University

Published under the auspices
of the Middle East Studies Association
of North America

The International Journal of Middle East
Studies publishes original research on
politics, society and culture in the
Middle East from the seventh century to
the present day. The journal also covers
Spain, south-east Europe, Africa, and
parts of South Asia and the former
Soviet Union for subjects of relevance to
Middle Eastern civilization. Particular
attention is paid to the history, politics,
economics, anthropology, sociology,
literature, and cultural studies of the
area and to comparative religion,
theology, law, and philosophy. Each
issue contains approximately 50 pages
of detailed book reviews.
Subscriptions

Volume 37 in 2005: February, May, August
and November, plus MESA Bulletin in July and
December
Institutions print and electronic: £169/$264
Institutions electronic only: £141/$220
Institutions print only: £150/$234
Individuals print plus electronic: £169/$264
British Society for Middle East Studies: £57/$
Special arrangements exist for full, student
and corporate members of  MESA.
Print ISSN 0020-7438
Electronic ISSN 1471-6380

Latin America

FORTHCOMING

Racial Politics in Post-
Revolutionary Cuba
Mark Q. Sawyer
University of California, Los Angeles

This book analyzes the triumphs and
failures of the Castro regime in the area
of race relations. It places the Cuban
revolution in a comparative and
international framework and challenges
arguments that the regime eliminated
racial inequality or that it was
profoundly racist. Through interviews,
historical materials, and survey research,
it provides a balanced view. The book
maintains that Cuba has not been a
racial democracy as some have argued.
However, it also argues that Cuba has
done more than any other society to
eliminate racial inequality. The
contemporary outlook of the book
demonstrates how much of Cuban racial
ideology was unchanged by the
revolution. Thus, the current
implementation of market reforms and
in particular tourism has exacerbated
racial inequalities. Finally, it holds that
despite these shortcomings, the regime
remains popular among blacks because
they perceive their alternatives of the
US and the Miami Exile community to
be far worse.

2005   216 x 138 mm   210pp   2 line
diagrams   1 half-tone   28 tables
0 521 84807 5 Hardback c. £35.00

0 521 61267 5 Paperback c. £12.99
Publication October 2005

FORTHCOMING

Decentralizing the
State
Elections, Parties, and Local
Power in the Andes
Kathleen O’Neill
Cornell University, New York

This book explores the location and
dynamics of power within the state,
focusing on a recent wave of
decentralizing reforms that have swept
across both developed and developing
countries in recent years. Variation in
the timing of reform across countries
only vaguely relates to the genesis of an
international consensus pushed by big
lenders and development banks or the
reemergence of democracy in
decentralizing countries. This book
develops a theory linking
decentralization’s adoption to the
electoral concerns of political parties:
decentralization represents a desirable
strategy for parties whose support at
subnational levels appears more secure
than their prospects in national
elections. The book examines this
argument against experiences in Bolivia,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela
and speculates on how recent political
changes may affect decentralization’s
shape and extent in coming years.

2005   228 x 152 mm   235pp   7 line
diagrams   37 tables
0 521 84694 3 Hardback c. £42.50
0 521 60970 4 Paperback c. £15.99
Publication July 2005

FORTHCOMING

Political Culture and
Institutional
Development in Costa
Rica and Nicaragua 
World-making in the Tropics
Consuelo Cruz
Tufts University, Massachusetts

Democracy’s checkered past and
uncertain future in the developing world
still puzzles and fascinates. In Latin
America, attempts to construct resilient
democracies have been as pervasive as
reversals have been cruel. This book is
based on a wealth of original historical
documents and contemporary interviews
with prominent political actors and
analyses five centuries of political
history in these paradigmatic cases of
outstanding democratic success and
abysmal failure. It shows that while
factors highlighted by standard
explanations matter, it is political culture
that configures economic development,
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institutional choices and political pacts
in ways that directly affect both
democracy’s chances and its quality. But
it also claims that political culture is a
dynamic combination of rational and
normative imperatives that define
actors’ views of the permissible, shape
their sense of realism, structure political
struggles and legitimate the resulting
distribution of power.

2005   234 x 156 mm   417pp
0 521 84203 4 Hardback c. £55.00
Publication October 2005

FORTHCOMING

The Third Wave of
Democratization in
Latin America
Advances and Setbacks since
1978
Edited by Frances Hagopian
University of Notre Dame, Indiana

and Scott Mainwaring
University of Notre Dame, Indiana

This volume is perhaps the most
ambitious and comprehensive overview
to date of the post-1978 wave of
democratization in Latin America. It
seeks to explain the change from a
region dominated by authoritarian
regimes to one in which openly
authoritarian regimes are the rare
exception, as well as why some
countries have achieved striking
advances in democratization while
others have experienced setbacks. The
volume presents general arguments
about the trends and causes of
democratization as well as analyses
prepared by leading experts of nine
different, theoretically compelling
country cases.

2005   234 x 156 mm   408pp   22 line
diagrams   36 tables
0 521 82461 3 Hardback c. £45.00
0 521 61320 5 Paperback c. £18.99
Publication July 2005

Business Politics and
the State in Twentieth-
Century Latin America
Ben Ross Schneider
Northwestern University, Illinois

Schneider’s book is the first
systematically comparative and
historical analysis of the incorporation
of business into politics in Latin
America, examining business organizing
and political activity over the last
century in five of the largest, most
developed countries of the region. Why
did business end up better organized in
Chile, Colombia, and Mexico than in
Argentina and Brazil? The explanation
for the surprising cross-national

variations lays neither in economic
characteristics of business nor broader
political parameters, but in the
cumulative effect of actions of state
actors.

2004   228 x 152 mm   336pp   6 tables
0 521 83651 4 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54500 5 Paperback £18.99

Free Market
Democracy and the
Chilean and Mexican
Countryside
Marcus J. Kurtz
Ohio State University

This book examines the relationship
between free markets and democracy. It
demonstrates how the implementation
of even very painful free market
economic reforms in Chile and Mexico
have helped to consolidate democratic
politics without at the same time
engendering a backlash against either
reform or democratization.

2004   228 x 152 mm   264pp   22 tables
0 521 82737 X Hardback £45.00

Patterns of Legislative
Politics
Roll-Call Voting in Latin America
and the United States
Scott Morgenstern
Duke University, North Carolina

Using the United States as a basis of
comparison, this book makes extensive
use of roll call data to explore legislative
politics in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and
Uruguay while focusing on the patterns
of the role of candidate nominations,
other aspects of the electoral system,
and the legislators’ ideological
alignments.

2004   228 x 152 mm   238pp   10 line
diagrams   46 tables
0 521 82056 1 Hardback £45.00

Courting Democracy in
Mexico
Party Strategies and Electoral
Institutions
Todd A. Eisenstadt
American University, Washington DC

Courting Democracy in Mexico is
perhaps the most comprehensive
explanation to date of Mexico’s gradual
transition to democracy, written from a
novel perspective which pits opposition
activists’ post-electoral conflicts against
their usage of regime-constructed
electoral courts at the center of the
democratization process.

2004   228 x 152 mm   372pp   14 tables
0 521 82001 4 Hardback £50.00

JOURNAL

Journal of Latin
American Studies
Editors: Paul Cammack
Manchester Metropolitan University

James Dunkerley
University of London

and Rachel Sieder
University of London

With over 30 years of continuous
publication, Journal of Latin American
Studies presents recent research in the
field of Latin American studies in
economics, geography, politics,
international relations, sociology, social
anthropology, economic history and
cultural history. Regular features include
articles on contemporary themes,
specially commissioned commentaries
and an extensive section of book
reviews. There is no commitment to any
political viewpoint or ideology.
Subscriptions

Volume 37 in 2005: February, May, August
and November
Institutions print and electronic: £162/$258
Institutions electronic only: £135/$215
Institutions print only: £152/$242
Individuals print only: £52/$80
Students: £29/$45
Society for Latin American Studies, Asociacion
de Historiadores Latinamericanstas: £32/$50
Special arrangements exist for members of
the Latin American Studies Association.
Print ISSN 0022-216X
Electronic ISSN 1469-767X

Africa

NEW TEXTBOOK

FIFTH EDITION

Africa since 1800
Fifth edition
Roland Oliver
University of London

and Anthony Atmore

This book looks at the peoples of Africa
at the turn of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, partition and
colonisation, and the colonial rule up to
1960. The last third of the book is
concerned with the history of
independent Africa during the last years
of the twentieth century.
Contents: 1. Africa north of the equator;
2. Africa south of the equator; 3. The
opening up of Africa: (1) from the north-
east; 4. The opening up of Africa: (2) from
the Maghrib; 5. West Africa before the
colonial period 1800–1875; 6. Western
Central Africa; 7. Eastern Central Africa;
8. Southern Africa; 9. The partition of Africa
on paper 1879–1891; 10. The partition of
Africa on the ground 1891–1901;
11. Colonial rule in Tropical Africa: (1)
Political and economic developments
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1885–1914; 12. Colonial rule in Tropical
Africa (2)Social and Religious
developments; 13. The inter-war period,
1918–1938; 14. North and North-East
Africa 1900–1939; 15. South Africa
1902–1939; 16. The last years of colonial
rule; 17. The road to independence:
18. Africa from the Sahara to the Zambezi;
19. The road to independence: (3) Central
Africa; 20. The long road to democracy in
Southern Africa; 21. The politics of
independent Africa; 22. Economics and
society in independent Africa; 23. Into the
Third Millenium; Epilogue; Suggestions for
further reading; Index.

2005   228 x 152 mm   416pp   35 maps
0 521 83615 8 Hardback £45.00
0 521 54474 2 Paperback £16.99
Publication March 2005

NEW

Climate Change and
Africa
Edited by Pak Sum Low
United Nations Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific, Seoul

A comprehensive and up-to-date review
by the leading experts from a range of
disciplines, this book presents issues of
most relevance to Africa: disease, energy
generation, desertification, drought, sea-
level rise, and sustainable development.
An invaluable reference for all
researchers and policy makers with an
interest in climate change and Africa.

Contributors: Mostafa Tolba, Michael
Zammit Cutajar, Mikko Pyhälä, Dieter
Ehhalt, Godwin Obasi, Wulf Killmann,
Sálvano Briceño, Hassan Virji, Eric
Odada, Daniel Olago, Mohammed U.
Mohammed, Mike Hulme, Ruth Doherty,
Todd Ngara, Mark New, Robert C.
Balling, Jr, David A. Hastings, Guy
Brasseur, Alex Guenter, Larry Horwitz,
Ralf Koppmann, Kristin V. Czapiewski,
Michael Komenda, Evans Kituyi, Shem
O. Wandiga, Meinrat O. Andreae, Günter
Helas, Luanne B. Otter, Mary C. Scholes,
Paul V. Desanker, Christopher O. Justice,
Kennedy Masamvu, Gray Munthali,
David O. Hall, J. Ivan Scrase, Keith
Openshaw, Randall Spalding-Fecher,
Gillian Simmonds, Peter Zhou, Ian
Rowlands, Richard D. Duke, Daniel M.
Kammen, Chris Justice, David Wilkie,
Francis E. Putz, Jake Brunner, Ibrahim
Abdel Gelil, René Gommes, Jacques du
Guerny, Freddy O. Nachtergaele, Robert
Brinkman, Ayaa K. Armah, George
Wiafe, David Kpelle, Rolph Payet,
Ingeborg M. C. J. van Schayk, Ruben O.
Agwanda, John I. Githure, John C. Beier,
Bart G. J. Knols, Siri Eriksen, Paul V.
Desanker, Christopher O. Justice,
Kennedy Masamvu, Gray Munthali, Reid
Basher, Salvano Briceno, Gordon

Mackenzie, George Manful, John J.
Todd, K. Madhava Sarma, Stephen
Andersen, Robert A. Reinstein

2005   276 x 219 mm   416pp   93 line
diagrams   15 half-tones   69 tables
0 521 83634 4 Hardback c. £80.00
Publication May 2005

Robben Island and
Prisoner Resistance to
Apartheid
Fran Lisa Buntman
George Washington University, Washington DC

Robben Island prison in South Africa
held thousands of black political
prisoners, including Nelson Mandela,
who opposed apartheid. This book
reconstructs the inmates’ resistance
strategies to show how these men
created a political and social order
behind bars.

2004   228 x 152 mm   358pp   11 half-tones
0 521 80993 2 Hardback £45.00
0 521 00782 8 Paperback £16.99

JOURNAL

The Journal of Modern
African Studies
Editor: Christopher
Clapham
University of Cambridge

The Journal of Modern African Studies
offers a quarterly survey of
developments in modern African politics
and society. Its main emphasis is on
current issues in African politics,
economies, societies and international
relations. It is intended not only for
students and academic specialists, but
also for general readers and
practitioners with a concern for modern
Africa, living and working both inside
and outside the continent. Editorial
policy avoids commitment to any
political viewpoint or ideology, but aims
at a fair examination of controversial
issues in order to promote a deeper
understanding of what is happening in
Africa today.
Subscriptions

Volume 43 in 2005: March, June, September
and December
Institutions print and electronic: £162/$262
Institutions electronic only: £136/$220
Institutions print only: £148/$240
Individuals print only: £48/$76
Past contributors, African Studies Association:
£32/$52
Print ISSN 0022-278X
Electronic ISSN 1469-7777

Australia

Five Things to Know
About the Australian
Constitution
Helen Irving
University of Sydney

In this excellent new book, your
questions about Australia’s constitution
are answered. Helen Irving, one of this
country’s foremost constitutional
experts, puts various constitutional
confusions to rest, and invites a general
audience into an understanding of the
issues that were once reserved for
experts.
‘In this book, Helen Irving provides a
neat and innovative way of looking at
Australia’s constitution. She simplifies
difficult and complex issues that go to
the heart of our system of
government.’
Michelle Grattan

NEW

How Australia
Compares
Rodney Tiffen
University of Sydney

and Ross Gittins

How Australia Compares is a reference
work which assesses the nation with its
broader group of peers. In an accessible
format it compares and contrasts
Australia over 17 core aspects of
economic, political and social life with
18 leading first-world countries.

2004   246 x 190 mm   294pp   394 tables
0 521 83578 X Hardback £50.00

Australian
Constitutional
Landmarks
Edited by H. P. Lee
Monash University, Victoria

and George Winterton
University of New South Wales, Sydney

This book presents some of the most
significant and controversial landmark
cases and controversies in the
Australian constitutional landscape.
Including the Free Speech cases and the
1975 Dismissal, it highlights those
episodes that have marked turning
points in the shaping of the Australian
nation.

2004   228 x 152 mm   466pp   20 half-tones
0 521 83158 X Hardback £60.00
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